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hardly fail to sink deeply into the minds of 
such of the German people as have hitherto 
been disposed to believe that Germany en
deavored to keep the peace. In the plainest 
language Prince Lichnowsky states that Great 
Britain did everything that was possible to 
avert war, and that her efforts tor peace 
were wrecked by Germany, 
points out, was used by Germany to serve her 
purpose. “We encouraged Berchtold (the 
Austrian Minister) to attack, although no Ger-

The Evidence in the CaseTh*

JoumalsiCommerce5
TN an early stage of the war an eminent 

American lawyer, Mr. James M. Beck, pub-
>

Devoted to

CANADIAN INDUSTRY, COMMERCE AND 
FINANCE.

» fl ushed a review of the events leading up to 
the declaration of war. Studying the ques
tion from the standpoint of a neutral, and as 
a professional man accustomed to examine and 
weigh evidence, he was forced to the conclu
sion that Germany, and Germany alone, was 
responsible for the horror which had fallen 
upon the world. Germany had for forty years 
been preparing for war, and the moment hav
ing arrived when she was ready, and most 
other nations were not, her rulers resolved 
to strike at once for the domination that she 
had so long desired. Some excuse had to be 
found, and therefore the quarrel between Aus
tria and Serbia was chosen, but it is clear 
enough that if that poor excuse had not of
fered, another would have been found, since 
Germany was resolved to fight. All the in
formation available then, and all that devel
oped later, led to the same conclusion, and 
nearly the whole civilized world—even that 
part of it which still counted itself neutral— 
recognized Germany’s guilt. The Kaiser and 
his co-conspirators, nevertheless, have endea
vored to keep their own people—-and any 
others who could be persuaded to listen—un
der the delusion that Germany was innocent 
and fighting only to defend herself. Again 
and again Kaiser Wilhelm has issued his hypo
critical proclamations calling on the Almighty 
to witness that the quarrel was forced ûpon 
him by the Allies, and particularly by Eng
land. Probably there were not many inde
pendent minds even in Germany ready to pay 
respect to such declarations ; but if any ves
tige of doubt remained in Germany as to the 
responsibility of the Kaiser for the world’s 
greatest tragedy, it was destroyed when, by 

1 an accident, or a breach of faith on the part
1 of somebody, the public received the testimony
2 of the German most competent to tell the 
2 truth. Prince Lichnowsky was German Am- 
2 bassador in London before the war. Not with

any intention of present publication, but as a 
4 private paper intended to be left for his own 

family, Prince Lichnowsky made a memoran
dum of his experience in London, and his ne
gotiations with the British Foreign Secretary,

• 7 Sir Edward Grey, on the eve of the war.
. 8-9 Through somebody’s blunder, or worse, this

10 memorandum was made public recently. The 
truth was told by the witness most qualified 
to tell the whole truth. The result is that - 

‘ 13 Prince Lichnowsky, one of the most distin-
• 14 guished men of Germany, is now under arrest 
. is and iikely to be placed on trial for treason.

!

! Austria, heri
%i I Published every Tuesday Morning by
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man interest was involved ; we rejected the 
Grey proposals of mediation, although Ser
bia had accepted practically the whole ultima
tum, and although Berchtold was ready to 
accept the Serbian reply ; on July 30 Berch
told was ready to give in, and we deliberate
ly destroyed the possibility of a peaceful set
tlement.” The honorable part played through
out by Great Britain, through her Foreign 
Minister, Sir Edward Grey, is frankly acknow
ledged by the German Ambassador. “Lies and 
intrigues,” he writes, “were foreign to his 
nature. This is the man who was called ‘Liar
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ming up the whole situation Prince Lichnow
sky says : ‘ ‘ Thus ended my London mission. It 
was wrecked, not by the perfidy of the Brit
ish, but by the perfidy of our own policy.”

«
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In the presence of such a record, what can 
any German hereafter say, in defence of the 
men who plunged the world into the dreadful 
condition of the last four years?
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Lessons from the British Budget.

By H. M. P. ECKARDT. Mr. Gompers■

Conditions in the West. 
By E. CORA HIND. ^ HT.’1 invitation to Mr. Samuel Gompers to 

address the members of the Senate and 
ns ui Canada at Ottawa was 

at once a graceful compliment to the man, an 
expression of appreciation of the services he 
has rendered to the cause of the Allies, and an 
indication of the remarkable advance that has 
occurred in the recognition of the part that 
labor is playihg in the world’s affairs. Mr. 
Gompers, the head of the, American Federation 
of Labour, is what is commonly called a “labor 
leader.” Not long ago he would have been called 
hy some a “labor agitator.” That he would be 
assigned a foremost part in the affairs of his 
countrymen and invited to address the Parlia
ment of Canada, would but a little while ago 
have been regarded as almost an impossibil
ity. There have been labor leaders whose con
ception of duty obliged them to pursue a 
course which could not lead them into such 
service as Mr. Gompers has been able to give. 
It is immensely to his honor that from the mo- 

The German Government may punish Licli- ment his country entered the war, he has de- 
nowsky, but the truths that he has told can voted himself with whole-heartedness to plac-
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Trade Unions and Policeorganization of which lie effect of this, it is now held, was to authorize

the courts of Manitoba to deal with divorces
ing the great, labor
was chief, behind the Government. It is im- .
menselv to the honor of American labor that as an English court would. If this be held to 
it has 'recognized the patriotism and the wis- be good law, nobody need regret the d.scov-
dom of Mr. Comport,' course and, under his cry. The system of granting divorces by the . QUESTION has arisen in Ottawa police 
aide leadership, has given its best efforts to the passing of an Act of the Parliament of Canada affairs which is of more than local in

is tedious, costly, and open to very grave ob- terest, for it may easily arise in any of our 
jeetions. If Manitoba comes under the judicial cities. A number of members of the city 

There are labor men who lotik with suspicion systein existing in the Maritime Provinces and poljee force toojI steps towards the formation 
ii|)Oii any one of their number who exhibits a British Columbia, the result should be bene- of an assoeiati0n to be affiliated with the or- 
disposition to unite with representatives of fjeja] to the best interests of the community. ganjzed trade unions of the Dominion. The

It is too often

o

I i

cold
flur:
coni
fear

If-'
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support of the Allies’ cause.
wou 
kirn 
drif 
of i 
the: 

* sou

MI
- 1L mrMPLIÏni lier classes for any purpose, 

assumed that loyalty to the cau«e of laWor re
quires isolation from, if not hostility to, other 

Mutterings of that, spirit have oeea-

Chief of Police, disapproving of the movement, 
warned the men against proceeding further. In 
the face of this warning the movement was 
continued, and the first stage in the forma
tion of the society was taken. Thereupon, the 
Chief of Police dismissed twenty-five men who

■
cen’
prol- s:

,The Navy at Work of«’auses.
sionally been heard from the extreme sections 
of laborism or toeialism in tlie United States. 
Fortunately for Mr. Gompers, and for the 

which he lias so warmly espoused,

coa:
T

='

1
1 f r

to I
had joined the union. Some of these men 

HERE are people who have but little ap- have withdrawn from the union and been re- 
preeiation of things that are done quiet- instated. The majority, however, are still off 

lv. Only that which thrusts itself into the duty. The Police Commissioners have en- 
public eye commands attention and esteem, dorsed the action of the Chief of Police. The 
Consequently there have been occasional mani- trade union leaders have rallied to the sup- 

t,istoria.fi who writes the story of the festations of impatience because the British port of the police union. The Minister of La
wn- will have to say much hi honor of the part Navy has not of late been more distinctly in bor, in response to appeals to him, strongly en
slaved in il by American labor under the wise evidence in the great war story as it has come dorsed the police union, and insisted on the 
I’- -/o/samuel fjoi.iperv And when before the public, from day to day. “What’s right of the men to organize in the same way 
/lie' war’is over, and the now order of things the Navy doing?” “Why don’t the Navy do as men engaged in any other occupation. The 

" W<‘ ’Y;|j |.rpate begins to shape it- something?” These questions have sometimes Police Commissioners and the Chief of Police
been heard. Fortunately those who ask them remain firm in their objection to the police

mei
enti•rroai cause 

i lu* mass i _
refused to sympathize with such a spirit. Mr. 
■Gompers has felt, that loyalty to his country, 
and loyally to labor must go hand in hand.

Tof the labor classes of America have rear
thaif..m
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The
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which the war
,,,|f (lie claims of labor for larger oppor- 
tuni'tv and Letter conditions than have prevail- have not been numerous or influential. 1 hose union, and hold that the ease Is not one that
.Tin the last will be all the stronger, all the people who have given serious attention to the falls within the scope of the law's respecting
" !'! cTi'in to meet, with recognition, because war know that the splendid service of the the settlement of disputes by the Labor De-
nlM he "part labor has taken in winning the vie- Navy—most of it done silently and unobtru- partaient,

for the world's democracy. sively-has been the very backbone of our
rrreat war organizations. On the few occasions 
when open-sea fight was possible the British 
ships and crews have fully maintained the re
putation of the Navy. But the greatest ser-

ffe-
Ü 1

I am
hor
coll
has

M ■"
The question is one of much importance 

which, we may hope, will he settled by friend
ly conference.

t ory

! ery
the

/

VThe fight of any body of men to prganize 
vice rendered has been in directions less like- for piutual benefit will not be questioned. A 
lv to attract public notice—in the transporta- police union for social and benevolent pur- 
tion of troops and munitions, in the convoying poses is an eminently proper thing. But the 
of supply ships, in the protection of the 
cantile marine against the enemy’s attacks, unions of the country in a manner vyhich 
Only efficient service of this character by our would make the policemen subject to the will 

forces made the heroic work of our sol- of the central labor organizations is a very 
No sensational action was different thing. The police force of a city is a

A New Divorce Court man
mr ..■

cal

U
Jaffiliation of such a society with the trademer- - da}T'' HUM Winnipeg comes tlie surprising news 

J? i liai 1 lie .lodges of a Manitoba court. 
Lave held that they have the power to grant 

Divorce is one of the subjects as
signed hv ilie British North America. Act to 
i lie exclusive jurisdiction of the Dominion Par
liament.

ver 
is imkj
issea

divorces. Cai
hoi

diers possible.
necessary to prove to the thougliful observer semi-militatry body, which should stand for 
the untiring work of the navy, of which every the protection of every citizen and should 

li is clear enough, therefore, that British citizen is justly proud. It is, neverthe- not come in any way under the control of any 
only tlial Parliament van now make laws ro

ll has been held, however,

t rei
I A 1

A mili-less, gratifying to find more striking evidence section or class in the community, 
of this in the attack of last week on Ostend tary body affiliated with the representative

organization of any particular class, whether 
of labor or of capital, would be regarded as 
something not to be allowed. A police force 
should be equally independent on or subject on
ly to the authority under which its members 
hold office. That the police force of a city 
should be required—as it might be—to partici
pate in a “sympathetic strike,” to lend itself to 
the cause of some trade union which has a dif-

* 'sped ing divorce.
Dial the divorce courts in existence in several

K
■v

and Zebrugge. rof the Provinces before the union were not
touched hv the B. N. A. Ael, anfl jjiat couse- When the Germans invaded Belgium, they 
quen,ly iheir authority remained. Under this hastened to possess themselves of the North 
law divorce courts have been in operation in Sea ports-Ostend, Zebrugge and Antwerp. 
Nova Scotia. New Brunswick, Prince Edward Antwerp was commercially the most import- 
island and British Columbia. In Ontario and ant, but its use as a naval port was restricted 
Quebec—formerly the old Province of Can- by the fact that the channel through which 

ada—there were no such courts.

;ti

Si

■1, )

•pr*.
ûThe prairie Antwerp obtained access to the ocean was

Provinces, Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Al- partly in Holland. Ostend and Zebrugge be- ference with employers, is an unthinkable thing, 
herta, were organized under Acts of the Do
minion Parliament, which contained no men
tion of divorce. In these Provinces it has been 
assumed that, as in Ontario and Quebec, appli
cations for divorce must be made by petition brugge, though a minor port, proved useful as
io the Dominion ’Parliament. Many such peti- a base for submarines, which were able to use should be so constituted as to serve the whole
Dons have been presented, and many divorces the callai connecting the port with the old city community, and to that end should be kept
granted through this very inconvenient trouble- of Bruges. The attack made on these ports apart from any organization which represents

Now, however, it has been

the rendezvous of such German vessels The police force, the military organization and 
able to operate in that region. Ostend the courts of the country are all part of the 

port of considerable importance. Zee- machinery for the preservation of order, and
the administration of justice. All these bodies

came
Las were

was a

i!

' 'V

j
.some machinery.
brought to the notice of the Manitoba court

of Zebrugge, ,t l„st, the object of the British ei.tions for social and benevolent purpose, 
for a divorce court in that Province. An Act raid seems to have been achieved to such an But a police force in any city as a branch of 
of 1888 " respecting the application of certain extent that the German submarine operation's a trade union, a force which might at any mo- 

laws to the Province of Manitoba
that “the laws of England relating to matters stoppcd The record of this attack on the New York to go out on-strike, leaving the city 
in the jurisdiction of the Parliament of Can- Gmr)anf, iu the Belgian seaf0rts will form a unprotected, would be an extraordinary de-

si « the bright page in .he glorious history of the Bri- p.r.ure from' all ideas of good, government 
applicable to the said Province.” The tish Navy, that have hitherto prevailed.

by the British ships was a daring one, worthy any special interest. By all means encourage 
of the best traditions of the navy. Iu the .case the policemen. every where to have their asso-

'm
-i

$
there will for a time be crippled, if not wholly ment receive orders from Montreal, Toronto ordeclared m .
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Further Re fictions as to 
Flour and Wheatthe West.

Conditionsyf;,: . v 'in
"r V

&mï, -

iBy E. CORA HIND. *S1

I

'■ *

---• ‘ V ,1 ..
On Sunday, the 21st, the weather turned suddenly ity of the mill will be increased this summer. There 

« cold, with a biting wind from the north and slight is no question-at all of the supply of rye. There
flurries of snow on Sunday night. The+cold wind a material increase in the amount of winter rye

seeded last August, and there has been a very great 
increase in the amount of spring rye seeded the be
ginning of last week or two. This is being mainly 
seeded along the southern townships of Manitoba and 
Saskatchewan, but particularly Manitoba, and the 
people in these districts have found that rye will 
stand the drouth better than wheat, and having be-

-OTTAWA, April 27,

In order to prevent hoarding and further to reduco- 
wheat consumption in this country, so that Canada 
may send more to the Allies, where the cereal short
age is increasingly grave, the Canada Food Board 
to-day announced additional restrictions on holdings 
and use of wheat and flour.

was

fm...P , - • continued Monday and part of Tuesday, and it was 
fearéd for a time that the trees Just coming into leaf 
would be injured, but apparently no trouble of this 
kind has arisen. There has been some loss from 
drifting of soil, which will necessitate a small amount 
of re-seeding, but with weather conditions such as 
they have been, it is safe to assume that in the 

’ southern parts of the three provinces 65 to 75 per 
cent, of all the wheat is seeded, and in the north, 
probably about 30 to 35 per cent., while a great deal 
of the land has been prepared for the seeding of 
coarse grains.

The labor supply for actual work on farms, seems 
to be panning out fairly well, but the supply of wo
men to help in farm houses is no better, and appar
ently the Government is making no real effort to 
remedy this condition, in spite of the many appeals 
that have been made for assistance along these lines.

V !

t"' ‘-.'jo- &
U

■%
>bv

■ 1The order provides that no person, with the excep
tion of manufacturers of flour, bakers, confectioners, 
wholesole or retail dealers, or persons living at a 
greater distance than two miles from a licensed 
dealer, shall hold, or have in his possession, or un
der his control, more flour, made or in part from 
wheat, than is sufficient for his ordinary require
ments, for a period not exceeding fifteen days.

F. -SB gun to use it as a cleaning crop, they are now grow
ing it as a staple crop and finding it much to their 

The price of rye has been as high asadvantage.
$2.35, and the average yield per acre, is well up to

lam:
- i

-■m>■ 30 bushels.-K;

I

lW-' ;

Si -SI.

COAL. Any one living at a distance greater than two 
miles and less than five miles from a licensed dealer, 
may hold or control flour made wholly or in part 
from wheat, up to an amount sufficient for his ordin
ary requirements for a period not exceeding 30 days.

Any one living at more than five and less than ten 
miles from a licensed dealer may have sufficient tor 
his ordinary requirements up to 60 days, while a 
person living more than 10 miles from such dealer, 

have sufficient for his ordinary requirements

Great attention is being drawn to the probable 
shortage of coal all over Canada next winter, and 
people are being urged to secure their supplies ear
ly. It is sincerely to be hoped that some system will 
be devised that will prevent “coal hogs” doing what 

When the writer was in Ot- 
un-

i
BUTTER.

'
The dairy season has opened very considerably 

earlier than last year, and already the creameries are
they did last winter. i.ftI

I

tawa last February, people of small means were 
reporting an increased make of butter. The pastur- a^je get more than a quarter of a ton of coal at a
age is coming on well, and the outlook is for a very time, and not a few had to put their children to bed
favorable season. The only drawback is that a con- during the day to keep them warm, while houses on
siderable number of flutter makers come within the same street were known to have 'ten to fifteen
Class B.2, and the Dairy Commissioner reports that tons in the basements, the houses closed up and
if these men are taken, it will be almost impossible the owners in California. If the supply of hard coal

is to be limited, there should be a limit on the quan-

! - may
for a period up to 120 days. ?•

REGULATIONS FOR DEALERS.
;

! to fill their places. There would certainly be an op
portunity in Western Canada for women who 
professional butter makers, but we have practically 
none of this class in the West.

Any wholesale or any retail dealer licensed by the 
Canada Food Board may not hold flour made wholly 
or in part from wheat in excess of a quantity suf
ficient for bis ordinary trade requirements for a, per
iod not exceeding 60 days.

On and after May 1st, it will be illegal to fodder 
feed or to permit of milling wheat or any product 
thereof except bran and shorts for livestock, or poul
try, or to permit such feeding.

tity sold to individuals, and either a municipal or 
civic supply kept for the people who have neither 
the money nor the storage to lay it in at the pres- 

regard to the West, there is

I are

While à certain 
amount of dairy instruction has been given along 
home dairy lines to women attending the agricultural 
colleges for classes In Home Economics, 
has been made to interest them in taking up 
ery work. The cheese factories will suffer less than 
the creameries, as the majority of the cheese factor
ies are in the hands of French-Canadians, and a good 
many of them are outside of the class now being 
called, being practically all married men.

- anWithent time.
abundance of coat of a very excellent quality, but 
there will be very grave doubts in the minds of many

Î

; sno effort
westerners as to the ability of the present coal op
erators being able to meet the demands, especially in 
view of the transportation and labor conditions. The 
mines are almost entirely manned by foreigners, 
many of whom are actually alien enemies. They are same 
irresponsible and unreasonable, and extremely diffi
cult to control, and it is on this class of labor that grown

cream-
-■

F It will be illegal, moreover, knowingly to sell the 
to be used for such prohibited purposes, 

is provided, however, that where wheat has
together with other grain, and cannot

V9j1
' .

•

It :
been

be
RYE FLOUR. Unlike Eastern Canada, shipped from it for milling purposes without undue 

cost, such mixture, provided it does not contain more 
much as do the city dwellers. On the great open than 25 per cent, of wheat may be purchased or sold 
plains of Saskatchewan and Alberta there is abso- or used for the feeding of poultry, 
lutely no wood to be had, and coal for heating and

the coal supply depends.
A rye flour mill with a capacity of 100 barrels a Canadian farmers in the West use coal almost as 

day, which was established in Winnipeg last No
vember, has been running night and day since, and 
is turning out an excellent quality of rye flour, which 
is finding a ready market particularly in Eastern cooking, and for tractors, where steamers are used, 
Canada; the West being somewhat slower to take has to be hauled very long distances. Heatless days 
hold of it, but with the increasing regulations with might be possible in sections of the East, but heat- 
regard to substitutes for wheat flour, there has been less days in prairie farm homes, would mean death, 
a better demand for rye in the West, and the capac- The outlook is certainly not a cheerful one.

I>1
V

æL
The order provides further that no person shall 

grind any milling wheat or mixture of milling wheat 
with other grain, for the purpose of making feed for 
live stock.

£ MUST RETURN EXCESS.
■

Any person holding or having under his control, 
flour made wholly or in part from wheat, in quan
tities greater than are provided in the order, must 
forthwith return such flour to the miller or dealer 
from whom it was purchased and such miller or 
dealer must accept it, if it is in good condition, and 
pay for it at the purchase price or the market price 
on April" 20th, 1918, which ever be the lower.

All millers or dealers failing to purchase such 
flour when its return is offered, are required to re
port the facts and circumstances to the Canada Food 
Board at once.

Every .dealer in wheat flour must report forth
with to the Millers’ Committee, 178 Queen street, Ot
tawa, the quantity of flour held in excess of his re
quirements for sixty days, and must give the name 
of the miller manufacturing such flour, the brand, 
date of purchase, person from whom purchased, price 
paid, and the dealer's requirements for the months 
of May, June and July.

Upon receipt of this information the Millers’ Com
mittee is required * to notify the miller who manu
factured such product, and the latter shall then be 
required to purchase such flour at the price paid by 
the dealer or the market price on April 20, 1918, f o.b. 

-th© dealer’s station, whichever price be the lower, or 
to dispose of it in such a manner as the Canada Food 
Board may direct. Violation of any of the provisions 
of the order, makes the offender liable to a fine dt 
from $100 to $1,000 or imprisonment for a period of 
about three months, or both fine and imprisonment. 
Where proceedings are instituted by any municipal
ity the fine will-be paid into the municipality treas
ury.

WEEK’S RECORD OF ACTIVE MONTREAL STOCKS.v

h-T-

——Year------
High. Low.

Last.
sale.

Net
chge.Salps. Stock. Open. High. Low.

475 Abitibi.......................
264 • Ames Holden ....

1,142 Do. pfd..................
1,115 Brompton ... .. .

120 Brazilian...................
411 Can. Car.................
635 Do. pfd..................
235 Can. Cement ....
150 Can. Loco.................
440 Can. Steamship „
124 Do. pfd................ ,
193 Dom. Canners .. .
415 Dom. Steel..............

1,029 Dom. Textile ... ..
115 Laurentide..............
568 Lyall........................
301 Montreal Power.. 
104 Ogilvie Milling .. , 
■275 Penmans .... .. 
310 Riordon .. ... .. .
231 Shawinigan.............
830 Steel of Canada ..

48 4848 48 48 48’
+ 2 1515 17 15 17 17

47 + 9 4757 5747 56
+ 114 
—1% 

+ 14

4i y*60 52 524914 5115+, .
3414 40 523414 34 34
31 31 2914 30% 31 18%

49%72 76 + 476 7672
, 60% 60 60% 61 *5760% unch

unch
—2%

unch
<

58 58 58 58 59% 58
40% 40% 39% 39% 43%

78%
39% -v

76 76 7676 76
24 + 2 23%26 2624 26
60% 60% 59 62 *5359 . —1%

87 + 289 88%87 89 80%
v! 163% + 1%164 163% 163% 164 152' F

74 + 276% 76% •6274 76
79 79 — %78% 78% 80% 68%U

+ 5170 170 170 . 170 170 146
1 ' 7675 75% 7675 65
•>

|
,+^18 .. 117%

.. 112%

.. *59%

------ BOND:

117% 118 122 117%
*107
*49%

112 112 116%
*58 *58% 61—1

Can. Loan (1931) 
Do. (1937) .. .

$57,900
12,500

92% 92% 92% _ 92% 93% 92%
91%

t
92 92% 92 92% 92%M

------UNLISTED SHARES------

F 37340 Dom. Glass 35 35%35 uncb 37 26
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I1Anothersorts, luxurious, pleasure cars, etc., etc. 
family with similar income may live quietly and sober-Lesson From the British Budget

i ly on $7,000 or $8,000 per year, investing their sur
plus each year in war bonds, and in the securities 
of solid industrial or other enterprises which are 
extending their operations year by year. Under the

1
■ . M

The British Method is to Apply the Heavier Tax to* the Unearned 
Incomes ™ Our Income Tax Makes no Discriminatiaa Between 
Earned and Unearned Incomes

By H. M. P. ECKARDT.

m
]terms of our income tax as passed in 1917, each of 

these families would pay an annual tax of 11.260; but 
it would be for the general good if the taxation was 
levelled more directly at the free-spending family 
first mentioned. The British tax on luxuries is 16 
2-8 per cent., as against the 19 per cent, levied in 

Supposing our hypothetical big-spending

.1
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the industrial capacity of the United States. The 
new Rockefeller money pouring every year into rail
ways, mines, oil properties, and other investments, 
has been an important factor in stimulating Ameri
can progress and in providing employment for Am
erican workmen. The same remarks apply in lesser 
degree to the incomes of other very wealthy Am
ericans.

As the United States Government has been obliged 
to take for war purposes a large proportion of the 
incomes of rich people, what they have for reinvest
ment is greatly reduced. The Government itself is 
obliged" to provide for the railways, industrial con
cerns, etc., much of the funds formerly provided by 
the wealthy classes. While the war lasts, and per
haps for a considerable number of years afterwards, 
there will be no choice left to the belligerent govern
ments—they will be obliged to appropriate a heavy 
percentage of the incomes earned by their citizens. 
It seems, nevertheless, that Canada and the United 
States might get good results through following Eng
land's example in adapting the French tax on ex
penditures, and applying such tax with special refer
ence to luxuries, rather than through pushing the 
income tax to such lengths as to dry up the stream 
of private reinvestments. There are marked differ
ences in the methods by which wealthy families dis
pose of their incomes. One family with an income of 
say $20,000 per year will lay out perhaps nearly the 
whole $20,000 in personal and house expenses, much 
of the money going for ostentatious displays and 
entertainments, most costly furs and other wearing 
apparel, trips to expensive holiday or pleasure re-

The cabled reports of the address of the British 
Chancellor of the Exchequer, in introducing the bud-' 
get, intimate that the income tax is to be raised from 
five to six shillings in the pound. On earned in-

sF
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France.
family above referred to had to pay into the Do
minion Treasury a tax of 61,000 on purchasing a 
$6,000 car; $200 on purchasing $1,200 worth of furs; 
$460 in connection with a $2,400 trip to Palm Beach;

to £500 the tax is not increased — it now
The rate

com*s up
is two shillings, three-pence per pound.

earned incomes of from £500 up to £1,000 is
with proportionate tax for household expenditures

the national ex-
raised to three shillings; and from £ 1,000 to £2,500,

Super taxes over and above a set figures 
chequer would benefit to quite an extent.

The general public, obliged to practice most severe 
would view with satisfaction, any move

ft will be five shillings, three-pence.
to begin with incomes of £2,500 instead of 
These are substantially increased.

are now
Tax-£3,000. X

in the United Kingdom fully expected that economy,
which Ottawa might make in the direction of special

payers
they would be required to Increase their contributions 
and the Government's proposals will receive the 
ready acquiescence of the people, who arc* willing to

.taxation of citizens who think they can afford cost
ly luxuries despite the war. Possibly the imposition 
of the tax would’ check expenditures on such things 
to a considerable extent. The country gains in that 
event also — for if the big-spending family cuts 
down its outlay on non-essentials by $5,000 or $6,000 
per year, there is that much more available for in
vestment in war bonds. One might conclude that one 
of the purpose^ of the British Government in intro
ducing the French tax on luxuries is to force the 
British people to economize more severely, 
greatly increased tax on beer and spirits works in 
the same direction. It will give more revenue; or if 
because of the tax people consume less beer and less 
spirits, more money will be saved, and sober habits 
become more generally in evidence. If such a tax on 
business imposed here, along with the income tax, it 
might be gradually developed while the income tax 
could perhaps be modified in such manner as not *to 
operate to repress productive effort.

% -make even heavier sacrifices, if nevr. be, to destroy
It is to beforever the baleful Prussian menace, 

noted that, even with the tax as existing for the past 
British incomes up to $150,000 (or £30,000) .'irt f

were taxed much more hfeavily than similar incomes

mThus, the taxIn the United States and Canada.
$5,000 income in the United States and Can-

ada is the same—$80—but the Britisher with an in- 
of that amount was required to pay approxi- 

In case of an income of $20,-

The

mately $9.15 per year.
000, the Canadian tax is $1,260; the American, $1,180;

On an income of »and the British tax was $5,000.
$50,000, the Canadian tax 
can, $5,180, as against $12,500 levied in Great Britain. 
On reaching the incomes of $200,000, however, the

.
is $5,260, and the Ameri-

mw
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toll taken on this side of the Atlantic becomes ap
proximately equal to last year’s British tax, the 
tax for Canada being $43,760; for the United States, 
$49,180; and for the United Kingdom, $50.000.

It is to he remembered that in the revision last 
of the American income tax, provision was F

INDEX NUMBERS DURING MARCH. CANADIAN TRADE IN MARpR
made for a super-tax of 8 per cent, on earned in- 8

above $6,000. Where this tax applies, an in-
in all, $2,300

comes
The month of March was characterized by the 

highest levels for commodity prices yet recorded. A 
general advance was shown in British as well as 
American index numbers, 
several months, four of the leading compilations 
showed a marked increase in the values assigned to 
groups of commodities.

The index number of the Department of Labor at 
Ottawa, based on wholesale prices of 272 commodities, 
similarly showed a further advance, touching a new 
high record at 269.2, against 263.5 a month ago and

nf $20,000 would apparently pay,
income of $50,000 would pay $8,700;

The March and quarterly returns of Canadian trade 
offer the following comparisons with preceding 
years. March figures show:

March.
1918 .. .
1917 ....
1916 .. ..
1915 ..
1914 .. ..
1913 ..
1912 .. ..

1per year; an
income of $200,000 would pay $64,700. Thisand an

feature of the American law was aimed at parties For the first time in 4Exports. 
.. $99,854,000

___  122,415,000
. . . 88 414.000
... 45,118,000
. . . 26,700,000
... 34,874 000
... 24,980,000

Imports. Balance. 
$87,255,000 *$12,599,000
102,335,000 * 20,079,000

62,034,000 * 26,380,000
40,411,000 * 4,707,000
53,111,000 t 26,411,000 
67,603,000 t 22,729,000 
58,053,000 t 33,073,000

not reachedwho earned large amounts but were 
by the excess profits tax. It has been criticized very 
severely as it discriminates heavily in favor of the

The Britishmeasured incomes of wealthy families, 
method is to apply the heavier tax to the unearned 
incomes, and that appears to be the more scientific m
policy. Our income tax as put into effect last year 

discrimination between earned and unmakes no
earned incomes. The new income tax law of France

220.6 a year ago.
On the first day of April, Bradstreet’s index num

ber was $18,4656. This compares with $18.0776 on the 
first of February. The latter figure was the highest 

the March returns were available. 
Dun's figure on the first of this month stood at $230.- 
313, comparée! with the previous high of $227.9t7 on 
the first of March. The Economist showed a total 
number of 5867, compared with 5845 in Decetnbcr,

was 188.0,

* Excess of exports, 
t Excess of imports.
A comparison of different 

Mar. 1918. 
$6 772,173 

3,365,222 
3,922,820 
9,552 749 

37 895,628 
37,999,663 

346,732

taxablerequires citizens to pay 1 \'z cent, on
incomes of $600 to $1.000; oil incomes of $2,400 to classifications shows: 

Mar. 1917.
$9,980,711 

2,373,258 
3,614.385 

14,809,941 
21,962,252 
69,239.486 

435,280

Feb. 1917. 
$5,960,721 

4,336.162 
2.354,446 

1$,918.931 
28,089,659 
34,436.308 

355,390

$4,000, the rate is 3 per cent.; on incomes of $6,000 
!<) $7,000 the tax is 5 per cent; from $10,000 to $12,000 
it is 8 per cent.; and the maximum rate—T6 per cent, 

is levied on incomes above $30,000.

recorded until

Fisheries............
Forest..................
Animals..............
Agriculture . . 
Manufactures . 
Miscellaneous .

It is worthy of note that the British Government 
includes in its new taxation a special impost on lux
uries, somewhat similar to that applied in France. 
The French tax is applied to the expenditures of the 
citizens; apparently it amounts to 5 per cent, in case 
of expenditures on necessaries, and 10 per cent, on 

Judging from the cabled news the

1917. Sauerbepk’s number for March 
against 187.3 in February.

The following table gives the index numbers as 
quoted on the first day of April, compared with the 
figures for the previous month, and also the rating 
assigned on the first day of April 1917 (the British 
and Canadian figures are for the end of March and

1

Total ..............$99,854,987 $122,415,3X3 $86,361,617

For the first three months of 1918 returns com
pare as follows: —
1918 
1917 
1916 
1915 
1914 
1913 
1912

non-essentials.
British tax is to be confined to luxuries; and, as it is

$200,139,000 *$82 293.000
242,689,000 * 47,056,000
163,858,000 * 66,218,000
106,623,000 f 4,029,000
132,572,000 t 60 101.000
173,305^000 t 86,204,000

138,896,000 t 75.569,000

.. $282,432,000 

.. 289,745,000

.. 230,076,000

.. 102,594,000
72.471,000 
77.101,000 
63,327,000 

* Excess of exports, 
t Excess of imports.

in the shilling, it constitutes ato be two pence 
heavier impost than that levied by the French C.ov- 

On economic grounds a tax on expendi-

February) :
April 1, March 1, April 1, 

1917. 1918. 1918.
$14.5769 $18.0732 $18.4656
190.012 227.977 230.313

169.0 187.3
4013 5818.

220.6 263.5

ernment.
tures, especially on luxuries, is preferable to heavy 

When individual incomes and busi- liradsreet’s 
Dun’s .. 
Sauerbeck's 
Economist 
Canada . . .

income taxes, 
ness profits are very heavily taxed, the tendency is 
for the overtaxed parties to diminish their produc- 188.0

5867.
269.2

tive efforts, to the loss of the community in gen
eral; while on the other hand a severe tax on ex
penditures would undoubtedly promote thrift and 
frugality and encourage the accumulation of capital 
available for new enterprises. A recent compilation 
of the yearly income of, and annual tax on a number 
of very wealthy Americans, placed the income of Mr. 
John D. Rockefeller at $60,000,000 per year and his 
annual income tax at $38.400,000 per year. This very 
wealthy individual can consume but a small part of 
his income. Before the war, after providing for per
sonal and family expenditures, the remainder would 
be reinvested and devoted to benefactions.

J

THE LARGEST DAM.
supply water-to a large arid district 100 miles away 
or more, and in this case the wilderness will liter
ally blossom as the rose. But the water stored up by 
this large dam is to be used not only for irrigation 
purposes; it will turn turbines and work dynamos,' 
and supply electricity for light and power to a great 
stretch of country. Perhaps the completion of this 
large work may mark the beginning of a new era for 
Spain, in which her Wealth will be derived from the 
energy and industry of her own people

Where is the largest dam in the world ? Not in 
America or India or England, as one might think, 
but in Spain, says the Little Paper. It has been 
built by a firm of American contractors, and has 
lately been completed. The dam, which is to be seen 
near Barcelona, is 350 feet high, 700 feet long, and 
ranges in thickness from 240 feet at the base to 14 
feet at the top. y

By its aid a huge reservoir is formed that will

ij-

.

m <1
One can

see that the reinvestments, being oq such an enor- 
scale, would have a great effect in increasing ■I
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Tie Doctrine of Minimums H™~™"
, . . . r - « • »“ „ demands certain conditions in order that It realise

It is Obvious that the Principle of the Minimum does not 
Fix Wages or Hours or Conditions of Labor —
Itself tô Minimums,
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a ' . aemanas certain conditions in oraer mat « reauio
attempt tO itself. It demands liberty, nutrition, opportunity. 

It Confines Every person has a right to these things, and it 
crime for any one to prevent him gaining they.

PISjlFP. z" (II
is a

&rr.r- J» ...

llllflF .
*| “The first principle çt the Labor party—in signifi-

* Jj cant contrast with those of the capitalist system,
1|1 whether expressed by the Liberal or the Conserva- employers and employees under the Industrial Dis-
ffV : tive party—is the securing to every member of the putes Act, the decisions of which were based on this

' community, in good times and bad alike (and ,not only notion of what should be the least the laborer should
iH S; to the -strode and able, the well-bofn and the for

tunate) of all the requisites of healthy life and wor
thy citizenship.” • -

MJ§é
M

The society in which we live is organized economic
ally under the wage system. This may not be the 
best system possible. Some day it may be discard
ed. But for the present we must take it and use It. 
It presumes that each sound, sane and mature per
son gives his services and receives in return such 
wages as are fit. The principle of the minimum de
clares that no wage is fit which does not allow him 

__ to live in the fashion becoming a man. The apostle 
Paul said that they who preached the gospel should 
live by the gospel. So should it be for those who 
hammer rivets, or sell ribbons, or launder shirts. 
The work should maintain them in a manner worthy

By J. W. MACMILLAN.■w,..

W ;
Htice occurred in New Zealand in 1884. It was an in

cidental result of the agreements come to between J.

be asked to take. The province of Victoria, Aus
tralia, two years later framed the first strictly Mini
mum Wage law, which has since been copied, with
considerable amendments and variations, in Britain,

Its first
Such is the first sentence of the assertion in the 

British Labor Programme of the first of the “four 
pillars of the house." It marks the official accept
ance by organized labor of a .principle in legislation 
which it has been inclined to view with suspicion. 
And It is tly most outstanding claim yet made on 
behalf of a principle which has been coming 
prominence dhring the last thirty years, 
thinking of the'future will be much concerned with 
the doctrine of minimums.

the United States, France and Canada, 
appearance in Britain was in the settlement of the 
Welsh coal miners' strike in 1908. Very soon after-

of their human nature. If it lessens their vitality, 
physical or mental, It commits a crime analagous tos

■
set up by parliament bywards machinery was 

which it might be applied to other trades. The war 
halted the natural extension of this law among the 
trades, but the management of industry by the gov-

murder. It commits sacrilege against these sacred 
industry cannot support Its workerspersons. If any 

in this fitting manner it has no right to live, for they 
are more important than It, and it cannot be suffered

J
r . *into 

The social
iernment to meet the exigencies of the war situation 

proceeded steadily along lines in accordance with 
the principle. And now comes the demand from the 
Labor party for its universal application.

Let us try to understand its meaning. It is found
ed on the essential sacredness of human life, the 
same principle that underlies the law against mur
der. It asserts the right to live, for each living per
son. This is held to be a natural and inalienable 
right, not dependent upon the character or ability 
or. serviceableness of the person. It is murder to 
kill any human being. The victim may be worth
less to society, or even harmful to society, but it is 
none the less a hanging matter to take his life. He 
may be a syphilitic infant, an incorrigible idler, a 
ferocious brigand, a hopeless cripple. It may he de
monstrable that his life is a burden on society and 
a torment to himself. Nevertheless he must not be

1 that a thing of wood and iron, or of gold and silver, 
should distress and Insult humanity.

One may note a certain resemblance between the 
conception of essential minimums and that of the

But there is no

It is obvious that the principle of the minimum 
does not attempt to fix wages or hours or conditions 
of labor. It confines itself to minimums. It says, 
“Here you must begin. Tou may go as much higher 
as you please, but you must not go lower.” It has 
nothing to say to any claim that reasonings from 
political economy may advance. It treats them as a 
jury would treat the plea of an alleged murderer 
that his victim was better dead than alive. Its answer 
is, “You degrade human life when you presume to 
talk of It as if it were a machine or a brute. Man 
Is essentially sacred. He is not a thing, and must 
not he treated as a thing.”

ip I ' I]medieval doctrine of a just price, 
historical connection.

’’to-day sink their roots no deeper into the soil of 
the ages than serves to reach the period of the in
dustrial revolution of a hundred and fifty years

m The conditions of labor of
- "

; .

«v
-

In the excited days which beheld so manyago.
mechanical inventions, the building of hugS-nfac- 
tories, the concentration of capital, and the massing 
of laborers, all the familiar customs of earlier meth-

Philosophical theory

iff % y 13
ods of production vanished

to support the abolition of all restraints uponcame
the superior power of money in bargaining withU

■
i[

To those who see in this principle anything so
cialistic it may be interesting td learn that It has be
hind it the authority of the Roman Catholic church,

flesh and blood. Freedom of contract became the 
watchword, and almost the religion, of the new era. 
It was declared to be not only just and wise, but ab
solutely imperative for the success of industry, that 
there should be no outside interference with its op- 

The capitalist, strong with the power of

slain, for he ié a human being. The essential guilt
of the crime of murder is sacrilege. It is not the which is certainly

, ..x 1*5-pp. ■ , . *v3tm, k - _ _____
shedding of blood which makes the guilt, but the ly avowed in the Encylical on Labor of Leo Xlll,

put forth in 1891. It was championed by Cardinal 
Manning. Its chief exponent In America is Rev. John 
A. Ryan, Professor of Ethics and Economics at the

friend to socialism. It is plalgt-F no
: 1

shedding of human blood. Beneath all considerations 
of \ise and value in the individual lies this fact, that 
he is a sacred being, inherently precious, with rights 
which belong to him independent of all the accidents 
and fortuities of fate or chance, 
to live for the strongest of all reasons, because he is 
a man.

Lét this thought be carried one step farther, and 
we have the right of every person not only to live 
but to live after a decent fashion. If it is unworthy mit its truth.

erations
money, and the worker, with his weakness revealed 
in his bare hands and his empty pockets, were to

iy

1 Catholic University of Washington. In fact, it is not 
He has the right class legislation at all. It is broadly human. And 

while legitimate differences of opinion may arise as 
to the mode of its enactment and enforcement, it does

The into agreement between themselves.come
evitable consequence soon appeared. Capital got the
best of the bargain, and was encouraged by the as- 

of the philosophers to use his superior not seem possible that a world which remains sen
sible of the dignity of mankind can refuse to ad-

surances
strength mercilessly. The early decades of the nine-
teenth century Saw such an exploitation and degra
dation of the laboring classes as it revolts one to

0
read of. AI

Building in MarchSuch revolting conditions of human life and labor 
Mankind is not so base as to con-could not last, 

tinue to flog parish apprentices into tending ma- 470,840
129,609

5,200
3,795

241,660
22,329

. .. 77,045
.. .. 25,147

A pronounced revival In the building trades 
throughout the Dominion is noted in records cover
ing the issuance of permits in 35 of the largest cities 
in Canada during March, when there "was a substan
tial increase as compared with the previous month. 
The total value of permits rose from $901,933 in 
February, to $2,133,781 in March, an increase of $1,» 
231,848, or 136.6 per cent. Alberta was the only Prov
ince to report a decline. Large gains were made 
in Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Ontario and Quebec. As 
compared with the corresponding month of 1917, 
there was a decline of 13.3 per cent., the value for 
March, 1917, being 2,461,162. In this comparison gains 
were shown in Nova Scotia, Saskatchewan, Alberta 
and British Columbia,

Of the larger cities Toronto and Vancouver re
corded gains both as compared with February, 1918, 
and with March, 1917. Montreal, Maisonneuve and 
Winnipeg reported Increases In comparison with the 
preceding months, and declines as compared with 
March of last year. Of the smaller centres, Sydney, 
Fort William, Ottawa, and Regina all showed 
siderable increases in both cases.

The estimated cost of building work as indi
cated by building permits for these 35 cities is as 
follows:

neuve .. ..
Quebec...............
Sherbrooke ., 
Three Rivers ,. 
Westmount ,. 

Ontario .. „ ■« 
Brantford ., ,, 
Ft. William ..
Guelph..............
Hamilton ., .. 
Kingston .. .« 
Kitchener .. ,« 
London ., ■ » ., 
Ottawa 
Peterboro" ,, 
Port Arthur 
Stratford ,. . 
St. Catharines 
St. Thomas .. 
Toronto .. 
Windsor 

Manitoba , 
Brandon 
Edmonton ,, 
Winnipeg ,. 

Saskatchewan .. 
Regina ..
Moose Jaw ,, ., 
Saskatoon 

Alberta” ..
Calgary .

chines for fifteen hours a day, or to force women 
to crawl on hands and knees through the 'Galleries 
of subterranean coal mines, hauling heavily-loaded 
cars by chains around their waists. Not even philo
sophy could so hypnotize humanity. Little by lit
tle, partially through the efforts of humane leaders 
of thought, and partially through rougl^battles be
tween employers and their workers, conditions be
came improved. < Hours of labor were shortened, 
limits were set on the ages of employees, and wages 
were increased. But for long no distinct principle 
cemed. The gains for the workers were no more 
than bits of terrain won by fighting, whether the 
fight was carried on in parliament or where commit
tees of strikers met with their employers. The agree
ment was still for the least that the laborer could 
be Induced to take. He got more because his bar
gaining strength had increased, but as yet no idis- 
cernible relation between what he was to get and 
what he ought to get had appeared.

.. 17,000
.. 15,500

„ ., 492,492
., .. 10,000

7,200
750

1,234,530
13,260

2,150
14.369

287,180
11,040
15,480
46,300
63,176

4,845
220,74$

11,258
22,835

1,170
414,608
106,115
159,610

2,06*
4,60*

1,001,699
8,925

97,450
11,820
94,625

5,660
14,970
29,615
94,470

3,250
3,015
1,670

32,305
1,975

529,665
72,285

137,902
2,252
4,410

135,650
459,100
442,150

7.300 
9,650

27,410
23,000
97,455

4.300 
79,170 
13,985

4U

2,800
65,890 :■

.

425
:’ 16,560 

15,800 
.. 1,230

630
575

'Wi:
;

7,675
650/

ap .. 347,282 
.. ,, 23,175
.... 54,900

• • ..

Gradually there emerged the notion of a minimum 
to be calculated by thé cost of decent living. The 
method of approach to the problem was reversed.
Instead of asking how much the industry could af
ford to allot for wages, it asked how little the work- 

could-. afford to take as human beings. It put 
persons first, and property second. Instead of say
ing to the labor force. “You must be content with
little, because the industry cannot afford more.” it Nova Scotia....................$ 71,584 $ 93,426 $ 87,158
said to the industry, “you must pay enough to main
tain your labor force after a wholesome fashion or 
cease to employ them." It asserted that machinery 
was made for the service of man, even that man 
which tended it, and not man for the service of ma
chinery. ’ *

The first crystallization of this principle into -prac-

con- 250
.. 15,650

. 54,650
29,225

157,550
23.300 
6,885 
5,20*

11,21*
18,90*
14.300 
50,180 
14,186 
33,711

2,28*

era 3,650
. 18,600February,

1918.
March, Mardi, 
1918.

I,

City. 1917. 6,975
47,850
32,200Halifax .. .. 

Sydney ..
New Brunswick ..

Moncton............. .. .
St. John 

Quebec .. .
Montreal - Maison -

___ 63,075
3,508

47,763 
45,653
45,fî9 277,200

1,500 ...........
41,100 277,200

. .. 134,692 271,139 «10,284

68,475
18,683

teiS
British Columbia ., ,, 71,190

New Westminster
Vancouver.....................
Victoria .,

3,900
55,415
11,875

-
' Total—35 cities...............$901,930 $2,183,781 $2,461,1*1LU
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■J R. HONE SMITH, of Toronto, who has been elect» 
ed President of the Buffalo, Loekport and Roches
ter Railway, is prominent in financial circles in the 
Queen City. He is also active in the real estate cir
cles. Among other duties he is performing at the 

present time is that of receiver for a railway proper-, 
ty in Mexico.

G- Mentioned in Despatches 1 :F 1

; » s +

LORD RC^PHERMERE, ^ho has resigned from the 

British Air Board is a younger brother of Lord North- 
cliffe and like his better known brother is also a 
newspaper publisher. Rothermore has rendered good 
service, but find it somewhat difficult to work in 
harmony with others and as a consequence found it 
necessary to resign.

-A Canadian in the 
person of Rev. Charles H. Brent, until recently head 
of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the Philip
pines, is now in charge of all the Protestant Chaplains 
of the United States Army at the front.

REV. CHARLES H. BRENT. . •

1
Ï8 .

LORD RHONDA, or as he is better known 

D. A. Thomas, has resigned as British Food Con
troller, giving ill-health as the reason. Rhonda is , 

known as the Welsh Coal King and is one of the 
shrewdest, ablest business men in Great Britain. He 
is a close personal friend of Lloyd-George. In pre#- 

war days he visited the United States and Canada 
in an attempt to «secure coal properties. Rhonda 

was on the Lusitania when it was torpedoed.

./Bishop

Brent went to the Philippines some sixteen years 
ago, and has remained in the islands ever since, 
where he has done most effective work. He is re
garded as one of the ablest ministers in the United 
States.

raj
iff'

J. D. RYAN, head of the Anacondo Copper Com
pany, is the latest American Big Business man to 
serve Uncle Sam at $1 per year. He is. in charge 
of airplane building and is expected to cut out the 
red tape and get results. Ryan, Vanderlip, Schwab, 
Davidson, are all invaluable men, but Uncle Sam gets 
their splendid services for $1 each.

I
no
Tt

*■
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MAJOR-GENERAL F. B. MAURICE, who has been 
acting as Director of Military Operations in Great 

.Britain, now goes to France, where he will be con
nected with General Foch's staff in the control of 
the Allied armies. General Maurice is well known to 
the public as the man who is largely responsible for 
the breaking down of the veil of secrecy which sur
rounded operations at the War Office. For some 
months General Maurice has been giving out a 
weekly interview summarizing the situation on the 
various fronts, and in general keeping the world 
posted regarding to the scope of Britain’s operations. 
General Maurice has had a distinguished military 
career, and will undoubtedly give a good account of 
himself in France.

vsSÈ
*

* * GIRL OF MINE.”I
ofREAR ADMIRAL R. J. B. KEYES, who command

ed the recent raid on Zeebrugge has had a naval ex
perience covering a third of a century. He was pro
moted commander in 1900, captain' five years later 
and Rear-Admiral last year. He saw active service 
in China in 1900 and has also been naval attache at 
Rome, Vienna, Athens and Constantinople. In the 
present war he did very valuable work in the sub
marine service around the British coast and also as 
Chief of Staff in the Eastern Mediterranean.

By Maj. A. A. Durkee, who left his Canadian home 
in August, 1914, for overseas duty, his little daughter 
of three years went as far as the gate and there said 
her “Good-bye, daddy, come home pitty soon.” On 
her birthday, two years later, when on the battlefield 
of St. Eloi, he wrote and sent her the following 
thought in verse:

foiI

!

loi
ha

Do you remember the summer’s day,
When daddy kissed you and went away— 
Kissed you and left you busy at play,

’Girl of mine?
You told me then to “Come home pitty soon.” 
I think you expected me back at noon-*- 
Have you watched for me since gossoon—

Girl of mine?

MELVILLE E. STONE, the general manager of the 

Associated Press for the past twenty-five years, was 
honored by the members of that news gathering 
rgency a few days ago when they presented him with 
“milestones” in the form of 25 thousand dollar 
Liberty Bonds. Mr. Stone was formerly a Chicago 
journalist, but turned to the news gathering end of 
the business and became General Manager of the 
Associated Press away back in 1893. He Jhas been 
honored by public men, colleges, governments, etc., 
because of his excellent work.

1
a

CHARLES M. SCHWAB. — From stage driver to 
head of the United States Emergency Fleet Corpora
tion is in brief the record of progress made by 
Charles N. Schwab. This young lad, who commenc
ed his working career by driving a stage and doing 
chores around a livery barn, later became head of 
the United States Steel Corporation at a salary of 
$1,000,000 a year. The intervening steps were mark
ed by years of hard work. The little stage driver 
came under the notice of Andrew Carnegie, who 
took him into his steel plant, and eventually made 
him head of the United States Steel Corporation. 
Later Schwab launched out on his own hook, and 
formed the Bethlehem Steel Corporation, and has 
made it a formidable rival to the United States Steel 
Corporation. Since the outbreak of the war he has 
been the biggest factor in the United States in the _ 
production of munitions and now leaves the making 
of munitions to speed lip the building of ships. 
Schwab is a born organizer and a wonderful sales
man. His new department will give scope for all his 
talents.

th<

It's a very long time that you have to wait. 

From babyhood on through to girlhood’s gate, 
Do you still think that “Daddy is awful late,” 

Girl of mine?
I’m hungry for you, and your handsome eyes, 
Ajid many a day when the sunlight dies,
I look for you there in the western skies,

Girl of mine.

to
thz
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HON. H. E. DUKE, who is resigning as Secretary 
of State for Ireland has held office for nearly two 
years. He succeeded Augustine Birrell in that dif
ficult post and despite Home Rule agitations, Con
scription and anti-Conscription movements, Sinn Fein 

strife and many other troubles has done most effec
tive work. Duke is essentially a self-made man. He 
was born at Plymouth, educated as a lawyer, first 
elected to Parliament in 1900, being sent there by his 
fellow-citizens of Plymouth. He was formerly con
nected with the enforcement of the Defence of the. 
Realm Act.

I
I

f
But though there are faces of angels there. 
There's none with my baby can compare,
My babe of the eyes and curly hair,

Girl of mine.
And so I can only stay and wait.
Till I come to the road with the Peaceful Gate;
It’s the road that will lead me back to you, straight. 

Girl of mine.
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COMPARISON OF BANK LOANS AND CLEARINGS
(The figures on the line below represent thousands of millions of dollars)
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-Current Loans in Canada 
including Loans to Cities. 
Towns, Municipalities and 
School Districts.
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rBank Clearings Toronto, 
Montreal and Winnipeg.1908
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The prevailing business activity maintains mereial and industrial enterprises, which 
greater resources of 
operations of the Imperial Munitions «JBoard which 
have been another very important factor in bringing 
about conditions under which industries depend less 
on banking facilities. On. the other hand, 
it became evident that Canada’s entire 

must be made available for war purposes, in order to

now have 
their own, as well as to the

aid production the Government made credit available 
to a large number of industries. A condition has, 
therefore, been created, as is indicated by the chart 
above, under which the volume of our domestic and 
foreign business, as shown by the bank clearings, is 
exceptionally large while commercial loans are hot 
more than normal in volume.—The Canadian Bank of 
Commerce Monthly Letter.

v Wusual volume of hank clearings, and such conditions 
are usually accompanied by an expansion in current 
loans. Since the war began, however, while bank 
clearings have steadily expanded, commercial loans, 
when not receding, have tended to remain station
ary in volume. The result may be attributed in part 
to the improved financial position of so many cx>m-
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Public Opinion
. ._____________ ■ *________________

A STEADYING THOUGHT,
(New York World.) 

tjkpoleon Bonaparte once said that the British 
seldom won a battle except the last one, and that Is 
a thought which,should steady some despondent minds 
to-dajl.
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BY PRIVATE VANDERBILT.

(Son of Cornelius Vanderbilt, fn Camp Wadsworth’s 
Newspaper.)

Courage! What If the enqws are" deep.
And what If the hills are long and steep,
And; the days are short and the nights are long, 
And the good are weak, and the bad are strong; 
Courage! The snow is a field of play.
And the longest hill has a well-worn way;
There are songs that shorten the longest night; 
There's a day when wrong shall be ruled by right. 
So courage, courage!
From a plodded path to a shining star.

IPSAFETY FIRST.
(life.)

The Kaiser has six sons at the back of the ÿront.

■ . ■;=-*
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THE QUESTION OF LUXURIES.
(Christian Science Monitor.)

It would be interesting to know what William Mor
ris, were he In the United States to-day, would have 
to say upon the vital question of labor wastage 
through the continued production of luxuries. He 
onde wrote that he was amazed at the immensity of 
the work undertaken for the making of useless things. 
As far as most of the objects in shop windows were 
concerned, no one wanted them at all. Only a fool
ish habit made even the lightest-minded of men sup-

& if
vt, :

!
UNWORTHY OF CONFIDENCE.

(Ottawa Journal-Press.)
After this ' ajp put “war experts’ ” opinions and 

race-track tips in the same class.
V

./■
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A BACKGROUND OF COURAGE. v

There are hundreds of years of traditional courage 
now being used to hold that British line, declares 
The Detroit Free Press.

Bv.
* * e ’Tis never so far' mm

Üsggs - pose that they were needful; while, to many people, 
these useless things were obvious encumbrances to

The crowded
' * ENCOURAGING INITIATIVE.

(Christian Science Monitor.)
Sir Henry Wilson, the new chief of the British 

Imperial general staff, pleased some men of the new 
army by a brief little speech which he made to them 
some time ago. It was brief enough to quote at 
length. “You men,” he said, “must not be afraid of 
taking responsibility and showing initiative. If you 
find yourselves in a tight corner, in which it seems 
to you that the book is wrong, then chuck the book.” 
With such backing as that, it is not likely that the 
men will be shy in following the advice.

THE MEN OF HARLECH.
(Toronto Globe.)

The Men of Harlech are still martial.

real work, thought, and pleasure.
American candy shops, for instance, would be places 
in which a disciple of William Morris might launch 
the poet-essayist’s theories to good effect.

The flow,
of recruits from the Welsh mining districts to Cardiff 
for enlistment has swamped the recruiting staff.

S• : LEGAL TENDER FOR TIPS.
(Wall Street Journal.)

If you must tip the waiter, give him thrift stamps. 
If it is worth a quarter to let the doorman check 
your hat? give him a thrift stamp. On the New 
YorkT New Haven and Hartford Railroad, where 
bridge and bid whist are popular with commuters, 
they pay their card debts with thrift stamps. The 
trainman, instead of getting the usual quarter for 
“loaning” cards and board, gets a thrift stamp. A 
Wall Street brokers pays for his shoe shines with 
thrift stamps even though it costs a stamp for two 
shines. Another broker who was reprimanded by a 
policeman fof speeding his automobile eased his con
science by donating a handful of thrift stamps for 
one of the policeman’s children. There would be good 
support for a law making it illegal to pay tips ex
cept in thrift stamps.

HISTORIC ZORRA.
(Toronto Globe.)

An attack on the Canadian lines is expected before 
long. The Germans “will not take Zorra.” Vimy Ridge 
has become the Zorra of our men in France.

1

SEEING CLEARER.
(Wall Street Journal.)

Irish who can’t see the rest of the world through 
a haze of hnte for England might see clearer on 
the French front.

MALTHUS IS STILL WRONG.
(New York Sun.)

Present conditions in the food market do not in
dicate that population has overtaken and passed 
man’s ability to wing three meals a day from the 
earth. Malthus is still just as wrong as he wTas when 
sugar was four cents a pound. An opponent of Mal
thusianism could be excused for saying just now that 
food conditions are not caused by too much popula
tion, but by lack of it. So many millions of men are 
engaged on the business of war that agriculture suf
fers; the field lies idle while the man who used to 
till it goes over the top.

. A
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THE LACK OF MEN.
(Buffalo Commercial.)

The Irish bishops who are counselling resistance 
to conscription for Ireland scarcely seem to realize 
that civilization and Christianity are trembling in 
the balance for lack of men.

OVER THERE — AND HERE,
(Commerce and Finance.)

In France they are dying. They are dying by the 
thousands and the tens of thousands in that last 
line of resistance which has never failed — the htoman 
wall of free men. The earth rises up beneath them, 
and death descends upon them from the sky that is 
no longer free.

Men of Britain’s stock, men of Britain’s daughters^ 
froip Canada, New Zealand, Australia, South Africa, 
and India, from the last output of the English tongue, 
are dying there to-day. Exiles from Belgium who 
have not forgotten; men of consecrated France who 
have not forgotten their pillaged homes, their en
slaved women, their grandparents lying on the bleed
ing ground; men of America who have not forgotten 
the murdered victims of the Lusitania, who hear again 
the cries of women and little children; men who are 
wondering what is going on at home. They are dying 
by the thousands and the tens of thousands. Their 
days ?re without nights, their weeks without end. 
The blood of all that love liberty, right and human 
ideals is being spilt over there, our blood, while we 
are making up our minds how much to subscribe!

WAR WORDS.
(Commerce and Finance.)

Rome of the war wbrds, imported and domestic, 
ha'"' fitted ‘so easily into everyday usage here that 
ore wonders how we ever got along without them. 
The language would be poorer without “camouflage” 
and “bolshevik,” “boche” and “hooverized.”

i
WASTE OF PAPER.

(Chicago-Tribune.)
Rumors exist that the Government may require 

newspapers and publications to reduce in size as a 
measure of economy in fuel, labor, and transporta
tion. If such an order were determined upon it would 
be loyally obeyed. But before it issues may we sug
gest that existing waste be checked before news
papers and magazines, which are necessary sources 
of public intelligence, be cut down ? In fact, economy 
might begin, like charity, at home. The Government 
and its various agencies are probably the worst wast
ers in the country.

-$
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DO THEY REALIZE IT?

(Buffalo Times.)
We are all in the same boat. Life wouldn’t be 

worth living, in Ireland or anywhere else, if the Hun 
were to win this war. We are certain the people of 
Ireland realize this. We are sure the politicians 
who raised the storm which beat about Lloyd George’s 
head have mistaken both the mood and the temper 
of the public they profess to represent.

I-

!
WHERE SHE FIGHTS BEST.

(Chicago Evening Post.)
Trust the battleline of England the Indomitable! 

Of all the peoples of history, none more than the 
English have shown the strength that comes in the 
fight with back to the wall. The last ditch is where 
England fights best, and there she will fight best 
to-day if forced to it by the most tremendous military 
pressure the world has ever known. Thank God our 
boys are fighting at her side, even if it be but a 
few of them! May they carry to her the assurance 
of our faith and glory in her. _May they sweep aside 
the “ancient prejudices that have made us grudge 
England her fair meed of trust and honor.

MAKE BUTTERFLIES WORK.
(Vancouver Sun.)

There are large numbers of girls of the kind who 
consider themselves “society," who are not raised 
with any idea thatsthey have any duties to perform 
in the world. They and their mothers do nothing 
but set a bad example by living in luxurious idle
ness.

WAR’S GREATEST MOMENT.
(Christian Science Monitor.)

It is true that the present is the greatest moment 
of the war. It is the moment when the captured 
German dispatches themselves show that the effort 
is to be made to crush the British line, no matter at 
what cost, so as to pave the way to the crushing of 
the other nations. Now the force which is holding 
the British line is not merely the force of courage. 
It is that marvelous, blind reaching out for Principle 
which is making the blood-stained trenches of to
day the antechamber to the New Religion. What the 
New Religion is, men will discover all in good time. 
It will evolve itself out of the self-sacrifices of the 
trenches, out of the putting off in those trenches of 
the old man, and the putting on of the new. The men 
who are standing in those trenches are standing as 
completely for Truth as the men who eighteen hun
dred years ago faced the lions in the Roman circus, 
or the girls who were bound to the top of the masts, 
in Nero’s gardens, as torches to light the night of his

HIGH COST OF BOLSHEVISM.
(New York lïerald.)

Whaj Lenine and Trotsky and. their associates have 
cost the Russian people is not measured in honor 
alone. A loss of 56,000,000 in population and thirty- 
two per -cent, in territory means something even to 
Russia. The high cost of Bolshevism includes sev
enty-three per cent, of the total iron production, 
eighty-nine per cent, of the total coal production, 
and practically all of the manufacturing industry of 
th^ country.

TAKE UP THE TORCH?
(London Daily Mail.)

Let us take up the- torch; Let the whole nation 
show that it understands what is now at stake. The 
first and gravest need is men to fill the gaps in 
“this swift and joyful- generation of youth, now fight
ing and falling on the battlefield for great glory and 
the world’s salvation.” The "comb-out” must go for
ward, and there must be no more shirking and 
slacking. It is something that the miners have al
ready realized the situation, and that as the result 
of the electrifying speech made to them recently by 
the Prime Minister, with the news fresh before him

L
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A WAR SERMONETTE.

' (C. W. Barron, in Boston Post.)
“After thirty years in preparation the Kaiser sprang 

a surprise upon the world, and the democracy and 
brotherhood of man. Do you think he sprang a sur
prise upon God Almighty? Hell must have play 
within limits, or the world, and man’s freedom be
tween good and evil, would be out of bounds.

“Every man, woman and child under democracy 
is now called upon to support the forces of light, truth 
and freedom. No issue is in our hands but that of 
the might of our individual contributions."

that our troops were struggling against odds, but 
were yet holding their ground, they have decided 
that the calling-up of men from their ranks shall go ciple as clearly as old Latimer, rejoicing at the stake, 
through. This is the right spirit. It is the crisis

!debaucheries. They are fighting the battle of Prin-

v IF in Oxford, that he was lighting such a candle in Eng
land as should never be extinguished, or as Lincoln, 

. facing the fury of half Christendom that the slave
of our fate. Let the answer go back to our army 
from the nation here behind the lines:

No parleying now! In Britain is one breath;
We all are with you now from shore to shore—
Ye men of ours, ’tis victory or death.

n might go free. There is no question about what these 
men are doing, the question rather is what is being 
done at home to support them.
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DOMINION GLASS CO.
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I
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At a meeting of the directors of the Dominion 
Glass Company, Limited, held recently, an initial 
dividend of one per cent, was declared on ttye $4,- 
260,000 common stock.

The dividend is payable July 1, to holders of re
cord June 1$, and is described as being for the quar
ter ending June 30. It fs not definitely stated that 
the action inaugurates a four per cent, per annum 
rate, but that is the inference.

The company has not published recent earning 
statements, but it has been understood for some 
time past that it had worked into a very strong posi
tion.
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In 1013-14 iIpe company earned a net surplus of 

$273.749, equal to 6.4 per cent, on the common. The 
following year, when war-time depression was at its 
worst, earnings exceeded the requirements of the 
preferred stock dividend by only $1,387. The sur
plus the following year was about $102,000. and last 
year about $180,000, in each case after substantial 
writing off, and the presumption is that the upturn 
in earnings has continued.
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1-i SIR CHARLES GORDON, 
President Dominion Glass Co.

•;
V -MR. J. A. BOTHWELL,

General Manager of Brompton Pulp and Pa.per Com
pany which has purchased a sulphite mill 

in the United States.

Ca
INTERNATIONAL NICKEL CO.

-1CANADA SOUTHERN POWER.The International Nickel Company are protesting 
against their double tax bills as they have to pay 
both in Ontario and in the United States. To avoid 
this they will probably refine all their nickel in 
Canada.

In relation to the reported amalgamation of the 
International Nickel Co/ of Canada, and the Can
ada Copper Co., with a capital of fifty millions, it is 
recalled by Ontario Government officials to-day, that, 
it is over a year since the passing of the act re
garding the taxing of the International Nickel Co. 
The company then made application to Ottawa to 
disallow the act, claiming that it was unconstitutional 
and that it permitted the taxation of assets of the 
company outside Canada.

Under the British North A mérita Act the disal
lowance of an act passed by the provinces must be 
made within a year of the passing of the act. This 
act was passed on April 14th, 1917, and so far the 
department of Lands, Forests and Mines, has not 
been notified that the act has been disallowed. It 
is presumed now that the act was not disallowed and 
the company will have to pay the taxes as called for 
by the act.

i NIPISSING. Southern Canada Power’s March net shows a 
further gain of $1,790, and for six months $12,965. 
The returns are:

March—
Gross .. ..
Expenses ..

J
Nipissing Mines Co., Ltd., has issued financial 

statement of Nipissing Mining Co., Ltd., the operat
ing company, as of April. Cash in bank and Liberty 

bonds, $ 1,917,899; ore and bullion on hand, in pro
cess and in transit, $1,147,402; total. $3,065,301. Above 
total compares with $2,818,561 as of Mardi 18.

tor
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par
int<

I; 1918.
.. . .$ 38,198 
.. .. 21,960

Jnc.
$ 3,883 

2,093

1917.
$ 34,314 

19,866 1
per
conNet earnings 

Six months—
Gross ................
Expenses .. ..

$ 1,790 
Inc. 

$45,292 
32,327

$ 16,238 
1918. 

$232,950 
128,727

$ 14,447 
1917. 

$187,657 
96,400

par 
x int< 

Fai 
the

DOMINION BRIDGE CO.

Tt is understood that the Dominion Bridge Com
pany will start work immediately on a $1,000,000 
structural steel order for T. Eaton & Co., Toronto.

Rome two years ago property was purchased in 
Toronto for the erection of a new Eaton store. Plans 
were prepared at that time, hut contracts were not 
let owing to the high cost of materials, 
stated that the company will not wait any longer, 
and the Bridge Company will go to work at once 
on the new order.

ItNet earnings $104,222 $ 91,257 $12,965 in
V

V
aCANADIAN BUILDERS GET U. S. CAR 

ORDER. m
It is nowI T(The Iron Age, New York.)

Operating conditions at blast furnaces and steel 
works have improved steadily, 
ers in the Pittsburgh district had 96 per cent, of its 
rated blast furnace capacity active last week, and 98 
per cent, of its Bessemer and open hearth steel capac
ity/ While all companies did not do so well, it is 
probable that April production of both pig iron and 
steel will exceed the excellent showing made in 
March.
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The leading produc-

IGOULD MFG. CO.

Goulds Manufacturing Company reports J9I7 lhe 
most active year in its history. This activity is re

flected in the fact that net income showed an in
crease from $229,447 to $352,285, while in 1915 the 
profits were only $99,069.

Following are comparative figures:
1917.

$352.285 $229,447
886,227 753,954

INDUSTRIAL COMPANIES.

In an analysis of the financial position of seven
teen Canadian industrial companies, the April num
ber of the Greenshields Review presents figures 
showing that the aggregate working capital of the 
companies in 1917 was $71,822,620, against $30,751,097 
in 1914. The following comparisons are presented:

1917.
$1,777,346 

926,040 
3,743,145 
6,739,416 

786,41 1 
1,713,007 
1,189,913 

13,131.158 
2,258,923 
4,362,901 
1,419,383 

10,163,438 
3,451,517 
2,649,562 
1,293,434 
3,223,127 

12,993,899

talThese results will attract more than usual atten
tion, now that the government is calling for an in
creasing proportion of the output. The Carnegie

1916. 1915. 
$99,069 
749,501 

29,119
. .. $1,238,512 $983,401 $877,689
............ $ 97,175 $ 97,175 $ 79,094

Profit and loss charges $1,141,337 $886,226 $753,955
Inventories are higher at $1,565,185. against $1,066,- 

261 a year ago; bills receivable amounted to $562,- 
280, as compared with $466,567 last year, while cash 
was about $60,000 higher than a year ago.

Net Income................
Previous sur.............. ....
Profit and lose adjust. 
Gross surp. .. .
Dividends .. ..

Steel Company is now giving war requirements prac
tically 100 per cent, of its rolled product, and at 

$1,084,298 other central western plantsyiS to 90 per cent, of 
1,091,783

1914
A mes-Holden ,. ..
Asbestos..................
Can. Cement .. ,. 
Can. Gen. Elec. ,
Can. Loco................
horn. Bridge .. ,. 
Dom. Canners .. .. 
•Dpm. Steel .. .. 
'Dom Textile ..
Laurentide................
Jvake of Woods .. 
Nova Scotia .. .. 
Ogilvie Flour .. ..
Penmans.................
Hiordon.......................
Sherwin Williams . 
Steel of Canada ..

sthe shipments are on government account. 
Surprisingly little is heard of hardship to1,931,547

6.750.000
elm
Gen
not]
mal
Bell
dre:

any
metal working industry, because steel mills are pay-

Stocks are
playing a part now that will be missed later. But 
there ik no doubt of the gradual shrinkage of 
sumption in less essential lines, 
biles are a conspicuous example.

TV
567,333 ing small attention to ordinary trade.

1.631,944
- > 1438,164 

3,730,807 
730.723 

1,473,205 
1,075,212 

1 74 883 
1.099.975 
1,183,685 

578,054 
2 118,899 
5,110,595

con-
Pleasure automo-

BROMPTON PULP AND PAPER CO. it

H
When the railroad administration is satisfied as to 

the margin of profit it can safely allow, the railroad 
orders will probably come out. It is not unlikely 

that Canadian car builders will participate. Were 
conditions normal, this shading of government busi
ness with Canadian makers protected against Ameri
can cars by a high tariff wall would call for more 
than passing notice.

clot

I The Brompton Pulp and Paper Co., which some 
months ago acquired two American concerns, the 
Claremont Paper Co., of Claremont, New Hampshire, 
and Wyman, Flint and Sons Co., of Bellows Falls, Ver
mont, has acquired control of a third American con
cern, the Howland, Pulp and Paper Co., of Howland, 
Maipe.

The Howland Co. has an output of 50 tons of sul
phite pulp, 50 tone of sulphate pulp and 26 tons of sul
phite bag paper. Brompton is a manufacturer of 
sulphate and sells a surplus .over jts own require
ments for kraft paper. It does not manufacture sul
phite, however, and the fact that Howland does may 
he the principal reason for the bringing together of 
the two companies. Sulphite could be imported by 
Brompton for its newsprint mills, and a drawback of 
the duty claimed if the newsprint were shipped to 
the United States.

The purchase will strengthen Brompton and make 
the property of the parent company more valuable.
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The barbed wire needs of the Allies have swelled 
io 110,000 tons, of which 60,000 tons go to Italy, while 
50,000 tons are now being distributed for FTance. As 

-yet the United States has not entered the market. 
For the next four or five months more steel will 

that: “It has not been possible to give full credit have to be diverted to the wire mills than has lately 
-lor the increase in working capital represented by been the case, and general demand for wire

65 . 
befcTotal $71,822,620 $30,751,097•* •• > m »< It

iNH. $50
♦—From statement year ending March 31, 1917. 
Commenting on the figures, the Review remarks
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-7?wpro
companies’ investments in Dominion war bonds, be> ducts will be harder to satisfy, 
cause some of the companies lump their war bonds 
in a general item of investments, with no informa
tion as. to what portion of the item could be treated

The American Shipbuilding Company has taken

ï itiSgSSl
a government contract to build sixty-six vessels 'of 
Welland Canal size for delivery from May to August, 

as liquid and what not. In such cases investments, 1919,. They will require 100,000 tons of plates and 
are not treated as working capital,”
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FAILURES LAST WEEK.
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-'X. 13 Commercial failures last week as reported by R. O. 
Dun and Co. In Canada numbered 19, against 11 
the previous week, 27 the preceding week,- and 21/ 
last year. Of failures last week in the United Stales, 
87 were in the East, 39 South, 67 West, and 23 in the 
Pacific States, and 66 reported liabilities of *5,000 
or more, against 62 the previous week.
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; U. S. TICKET OFFICES MERGED. \
:

The U. S. railroad administration has announced 
that arrangements have been made for consolidation 
of city ticket offices in twenty eastern cities, includ
ing New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, 
Pittsburg, Buffalo, Syracuse, Rochester, Wilmington, 
Atlantic City, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit, Newark, 
New Jersey, Indianapolis, Toledo, Dayton, 
Columbus, Ohio; Reading, Pa„ and Willaimsport, 
Pa.

:
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W S ‘DECLINE IN U. S. RAILWAY REVENUES. V-

1 igures compiled by the Railroad AdministrationJ. W. BINNIE,
Canadian Ma.nager Globe and Rudgers Fire Insurance 

Company.

ALFRED W. SMITHERS,
Chairman of the Grand Trunk Railway Board, who 

criticizes Canadian treatment of the road.
show that in the first two months of government 
management the railroads ha<^ a loss of *80,000,000 
as compared with the same months in 1917.

In January there was an absolute deficit for the'WM, DAVIES CO. WITHDRAWS. LAKE SUPERIOR CORPORATIONfirst time in railway history, 
national system did not earn enough by $2,000,000 to 
pay operating expenses and taxes, to say nothing of 
interest o£ bonds and dividends on stock.

In February there was a very small net, but it was 
not a drop in the bucket by which interest and divi
dends must be measured.

That is, the entire■fa
James Harris and J. S. McLean, managing direc

tor and secretary respectively of the Harris Com
pany, have taken over/ the Wm. Davies Company's 
interest in the Harris Abbatoij* Company.

The William Davies Company previously held 40 
per cent, of the stock in the other company, and 
concurrently with the elimination of the Davies Com
pany interest, the Harris Abbatoir has acquired an 

x interest in the business of Gordon, Ironsides and 
Fares in Winnipeg and Moose Jaw, which will make 
the Harris Abbatoir the largest concern of its kind 
in Canada.

65. The Lake Superior Corporation for nine months 
ended March 31, 1918, produced 211,452 tons of finish
ed material, as compared with 170,076 tons for same 
period in 1917.
31, 1918, approximated 392,795 tons.

Steel ingot outpùt in March was 48,000 tons. This 
exceeds output of three preceding months. Company 
intends to bring production to around 50,000 tons a 
month and, to attain this, is working on construction 
of thirty coke ovens.

-■
•

83 The unfilled orders on hand March
m93

90
PORTO RICO RY.

The Porto Rico Railway Company, Limited's 
parative statement of earnings for March, 1918, shows 
a gain of 13 per cent, in gross, and a gain of 15 per 
cent, in net earnings.

||92 com -
27

j
If*65

HIGHER TAXES ON INDUSTRIALS.For the three months of the calendar 
earnings are 14.6 per cent, higher, and net 13.6 per 
cenf. higher than a year ago:

1917.
$ 73,556 

32,677

* year gross
Ottawa, April 27.

Following the plan adopted by the British Govern
ment, the leading members of the Union Government, 
headed by Sir Robert Borden, have been discussing 
with leading Canadian maf l acturers and financial 
interests, the different ways in which the country 
raise additional revenue and at the same time keep 
general business throughout the country as good as 
possible.

PIRE LOSS m BRITISH COLUMBIA 
FORESTS.I 3918. 

$ 83,140 
37,589

Inc.
$ 9,583 

4,912

Gross 
Net .The fire season of 1917 was an unusually severe 

one in British Columbia. Reports made to the pro
vincial forest branch show that, exclusive of the 
railway belt, a total of 986 fires occurred. In fight
ing these fires the forest branch expended $83.246 
The total area burned was 236,186 acres, of which 
only 2,825 acres was merchantable timber land; 16,226 
acres contained valuable reproduction, and 159,386 
acres were classified as cut-over, old burn not re
stocking, or unmerchantable mature timber. The to
tal damage done is estimated at $291,726.

fW
For three months—

Gross................................
Net .. ...............................

can
:el Æ $216,803 $248,447

100,298 113,943
$31,643
13,645

c-
Its

98 The Government, in anticipation of the Budget next 
week, have been in touch with all classes, as it has 
been felt that by getting the fullest information from 
all sections, the Finance Department would be in the 
best position to determine the most equitable 
ner in which additional taxes might be distributed.

From the outset manufacturers in Canada have 
shared all profits with the Government, and in a 
great many instances war taxes have amounted 
yearly to as much as the dividends that have been 
paid to shareholders.

This year it is felt that the Government will have 
to increase the business profit tax again, but it has 
been hoped that it might be possible to adhere to 
the principle laid down by Finance Minister White

NEW COMPANIES.c-
is

The following new companies are announced in the 
various gazettes:

id
in

FEDERAL CHARTERS. man-

R. and W. Gelinas, Ltd., Montreal..................
Lauzon Engineering, Ltd., Levis, Que............
Superior Sales Co., Ltd., Ottawa...................
Canadian Over-Seas, Ltd., Toronto...................
P. Pastene and Co., Ltd.. Montreal..................
The

$ 49,000
300,000 
600,000 
49,000 

100.000

«-

ie TIMELY WOOL PRODUCTION IN 
CANADA,

.i.
c-
at

Interprovincial Manufacturing Co., 
Limited, Montreal. .

The Manitoba Bridge 
Limited, Winnipeg . .

Quality Dress and Waist Co., Limited

of
200,000Sheep-raising in the North American continent is 

almost “super-timely,” says a writer in The Country 
Gentleman. “We are facing a wool famine, to say 
nothing of a meat shortage that is acute enough to 
make every domestic animal in America— from a 
Belgian hare to a declining dairy cow—shiver with 
dread.”

It requires the wool from about twenty sheep to 
clothe and equip every soldier. Wool production in 
Canada in 1910-11 was 13,000,000 pounds, and in 
1314-15, the first year of the war, 3 33,250,000 pounds. 
In 1916-17 it was 14,000,000 pounds.

The number of sheep in Canada in 1910-11 was 2,- 
130,000, in 1914,15, 2,225,000, and in 1916-17, 2,500,000. 
The price of wool in 1910-11 was 15 cents per pound 
“in grease,” in 1914-15 it was £0 cents, and inr 1917, 
65 cents. Pure bred ewes were worth to farmers

and Iron Works,
>y

1.000.000*r-
re that the tax should be a fair one, and should not 

have the effect of handicapping industry, 
been felt that the leading industries of the country 
have, during the past few years, done little 
than get themselves into fair shape, and that they 
will need to

Montreal 50,000it
QUEBEC CHARTERS.

P. B. Lamarre, Ltee., Longueuil..........................
Tivoli Studios, Limited, Montreal...................
Compagnie des Placages Canadiens, inc.,

Montreal......................... . ...............
Lumière, Limited, Montreal..................................
Sterling Securities and Agencies, Ltd., Que

bec ...............................................................................

It has
l-

$ 99.000 
9,000

!)- more

.to be in very strong condition to meet the 
competition that will come after the

150,000
10,000n

■ *

id war.
ty One of the principal proposals made is that 

facturers should not be taked on any profits which 
have been invested in extension to plant, and that 
every opportunity should be given to industrial 
c#rns to modernize and improve their plants.

re
18,000
49,900
5,000

99,000

i- Anselme Dube, Ltd., Three Rivers .. .. 
L’Association d’At, Ltee., Montreal . . 
Holmes, Hogue, Ltee., Montreal.................

SASKATCHEWAN CHARTERS
W. H. HALLETT CO., Ltd., Saltcoats 
Hudson Hardware Co., Ltd., Maple Creek

i-
con-•e
It is

thought that this should be exempted, as the ext en - 
*2O,60tf sions t0 a large extent benefit the industry of the 

country as a whole.

id
before the war, $25 to *30, and are worth now from 
*60 to *100. Not more than two per cent of the 
are slaughtered in Canada, and only the young rams Gregory and Fairweather, Ltd., Meota 
and the culled ewes are butchered as lambs.

le 40,000 
2,000 

40,000
75,000 prevail at the present time, It is not thought to be 

the intention of the Government to make any changes 
20,000 whatever in the tariff,
5,000
5,000 as also the contributions to the Victory Loans, have 

come from industrial section* of the country, and on 
10,000 this account it is felt every endeavor must be made 

to keep the plants going to a fall capacity in order 
25,000 to keep up the earning power of the country.

1lS ewes Greek-Canadian Club, Moose Jaw The greatest proportion of the revenae from taxes, 
formally. Owing to the exceptional conditions thatt.

y

u Crest Bros., LtcL, Watrous...........................
Sanitary Equipment and Supplies, Ltd

Regina................. ..............................................................
Capital Draying Co., Ltd., Regina................
Lisle Mfg. Co., Ltd., Saskatoon.......................
International Premium Co., Limited, Moose 

Jaw ,.............. .... .................................................................

Farmers in many parts of Canada will' find sheep- 
raising a highly profitable activity under present con
ditions. The shortage of both meat and wool en
sure that high prices for both will continue for a 
very considerable period after the war.

The Canada Food Board has suggested, in the in
terests of sheep-raising, that local authorities should 
take action to protect sheep against dogs.

le

-;i¥
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The greatest proportion of the revîmes from taxes.
n
if l
t,
d J. P. Levasseur Construction Co., Limited 
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THE JOURNAL OF COMMERCEte

THE BANK OF ENGLAND.

ESTABLISHED 1832 London, April 25.
The weekly statement of the Bank of England 

shows the following changes :
Total reserve, decrease .. ..
Circulation, increase .. ..
Bullion, increase .. ..
Other securities, decrease .. ..
Public deposits, decrease .. ..
Other deposits, increase...............
Notes reserve, decrease...............
Government securities, decrease ..

The proportion of the bank’s reserve to liability, 
this week is 17.74 per cent. ; last week it was 17.71 
per cent.

^ank rate, 5 per cent.

■

jgi Reserve Fund
¥) $12,000,000

Paid-Up Capital 0, 
$6,500,000 is |

I
Wmm:

£515,000
524,000

9• •

1,108,000 
6,121,00» 

1,922,000 
643,000 

1,529,000

• •• ••‘•SKS***

mt
TOTAL ASSETS OVER $130,000,000

The strong position of the Bank of Nova Scotia not only 
assures the safety of funds left on deposit with the 
Bank but also places it in a position where it can readily 
care for any legitimate business needs of its customers. 
We invite banking business of every description.
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U. S. BANK CLEARINGS.
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Clearings through the banks last week at the prin
cipal cities in the United States were in fairly well- 
maintained volume, although owing to some con
traction at New York City, the total $5,194,643,246, 
showed a decrease of 4.0 per cent., according to Dun’s 
Review, as compared with the corresponding, week 
last year. Most of the cities outside the metropolis 
reported more or less gain, with the improvement 
especially noticeable at Boston, Baltimore, Cincinnati, 
St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville and New Orleans, 
and the aggregate at all centres, exclusive of New

BANK OF FRANCE STATEMENT. BANKING AND FINANCE.

Paris, April 25.
The weekly statement of the Bank of France shows 

the following changes: Gold in hand increased 1,121,- 
000 francs; silver in hand increased 494,000 francs; 
notes in circulation increased 164,480,000 francs; 
treasury deposits increased 13,789,000 francs; general 
deposits increased 100,747,000 francs ; bills discounted 
decreased 44,116,000 francs; advances decreased 58,- 
118,000 francs.

fn the course of a discussion in April the Acting
Minister of Finance stated that another loan would 
be offered to the public in the later months of the ,York’ is moderately larger than for the corresponding

week a year ago. Average daily bank exchanges forcurrent year, as had been expected. A semi-official 
statement regarding payments on the loan of $400,- 
000,000 made in November last indicates that up to 
1st March 77 per cent, of the allotments had been 
paid, although, according to the official prospectus - 
only 60 per cent, was required to be paid by that 
date, so that on 1st April and 1st May the balance 
remaining to be paid was only 23 per cent, or $92,- 
000,000. From the proceeds of this loan, together" 
with surplus revenues from other sources, the require
ments of the Government until July will be ade
quately provided for.

We are watching with much interest the progress 
of the third Liberty Loan campaign in the United 
States, and congratulate our Allies on the rapid pro
gress which they are making. In this connection 
it may be of interest to our banking friends across 
the line to know that the advances made by this 
Bank to enable subscribers to meet their payments 
to the Dominion of Canada Victory Loan, issued 
last November, are at the present time less than 3% 
per cent, of the subscriptions received through this 
Bank, which amounted to nearly $80,000,000.

Public deposits in the chartered banks at the end 
of January amounted to $1,460,091,493, an increase of 
$17,998,000 during the month, and one of $167,301,000 
as compared with the total of a year ago. Savings 
deposits, which showed a slight decrease at the time 
of the first payment to the Victory Loan, are again 
increasing from month to month, and continue to ex
ceed the current loans of the banks. For several 
years prior to the outbreak of the war these loans

-the year to date are given below for three years?
1918. 1917.

$881,669,000 $881,620,000
855,161,000 810,518,000

February .... 868,834,000 867,567,000
January .. .. 876,845,000 861,252,000

1916.
$650,341,000
700,334,000
704.387,000
690,362,000

April. 
March

- -
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Twenty Canadian cities reported for the week 
clearings aggregating $243,951,735, against $280,697,,- 
148, a decrease of $36,745,413.

The big decline reported from Winnipeg, where 
clearings of $48,006,878 showed a decrease from the 
previous year of nearly $24,000,000, was the feature 
of the week. General declines marked the list of 
clearings for the week. Montreal was down 9^ mil
lions, Toronto 6 millions, and Calgary, 1 Vz millions. 
The only important increase was shown in Vancou
ver’s clearings, one of nearly $2,000,000.

1918.
. .. $81.436,674
. .. 60,564 704
. .. 48,006,878
. .. 9,751,679
. .. 6.299,434

. .. 6,167,717
. . . 5,293,585
... 4,891,278

, . . 3,935,833
3,502,674 
3,011,023 

.... 2,443,480
2,386,873 

. .. 2,309 368
.. .1,577,262

1,187,344 
910,059 

.... 820,333
545,030

THE

LONDON DIRECTORY
(PUBLISHED ANNUALLY)

Enables traders throughout the world to com
municate direct with English

MANUFACTURERS AND. DEALERS
in each class of goods. Besides being 
Plete" commercial guide to London and its 
suburbs the Director contains lists of

EXPORT MERCHANTS
with the goods they ship, and the Colonial 
and Foreign markets they supply;

STEAMSHIP LINES
arranged under the ports to which they sail, 
and indicating the approximate sailings;

PROVINCIAL TRADE NOTICES.
of leading manufacturers^ merchants, etc., in 
the principal provincial towns and industrial 
centres of the United Kingdom.

A copy of the current edition will be for
warded freight paid, on receipt of Postal Order 
for $6.25.

Dealers seeking agencies can advertise their 
trade cards for 5.00 or larger advertisements 
from $15.00.

< -, •

I
>a com-

1917.
$90,980,586
67,181.431

Montreal . . .
Toronto . . . .
Winnipeg 
Vancouver . . 
Ottawa . . . . 
Calgary . . . .
Hamilton .. .
Quebec .............
Halifax .. .. 
Regina . . 
Edmonton . . 
Victoria ..
Kt. John . .
London .............
Saskatoon . . 
Moose .law . . 
Brantford . . 
Lethbridge . . 
Fort William

71,825,875
II8,024,202

5,707,057
6,753,637
4,783,505
4,887,089
3,196,784
2,832,775
2,662,949

exceeded the savings deposits. In 1908 the average
amount of the excess was $123,000,000, and in 1913 
$265,000,000.

■*£-. ■’::2,231,026
2,095,503
1,802,134
1,259,630

811.942
995,624
497,088

In 1914 loans declined and deposits 
steadily increased, until in May, 1916, the latter ex
ceeded the former. At present there is a stronger 
demand for credit for commercial purposes, as well 
as for those of provincial governments and munici
palities. Comparing the statement of February with 
that of a year ago, current loans were higher by 
$46,000,000, and loans to provinces and municipalities 
by $23,000,000. The immediate outlook is that the 
deposits will continue to grow sufficiently to meet 
these increasing requirements.—Monthly Letter, Can
adian Bank of Commerce.

THE LONDON DIRECTORY CO.
LIMITED.,

25 Abchurch Lane, London, E. C.
-

-i-,
$207,833,036 The Canadian Bank 

of Commerce

$245,019,420Totals
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?W- AHMONTREAL STOCK MARKET.

The local stock market, during the past week, show
ed a good deal of irregularity but at the same time 
several stocks made decided gains. For the most 
part these were stocks that had been inactive for 
some time including Canadian Car, preferred, which 
gain 4 points, Ames Ilolden which gained 9, Ogilvie 
5 points, Textile 2, Lyall 2, Canners 2 and Bromp- 
ton 1 V4.

Brompton was one of the most active stocks on 
the list with transactions of 1,100 shares and sold 
up to 52, later reacting slightly. Undoubtedly the 
advance with Brompton was due to the purchase of 
another sulphite mill in the United States which 
will supply the parent company with a good deal of 
Its raw material.

Ames Holden, preferred, which gained 9 points 
was also an active issue with transactions of 1,142. 
Its advance was undoubtedly due to the prospects of 
dividends on the preferred. There are now some 28 
points of back dividends in arrears. Under the pres-

SIR EDMUND WALKER, C.V.O., LL.D., D.C L 
President. ’ ’ **

SIR JOHN AIRD, General Manager.
H. V. F. JONES, Assistant General Manager

ent efficient management Ames Holden is getting on 
its feet and it is reasonable to expect that before 
very long dividends will be paid on the preferred. 
Textile was a very active security with transactions 
of over 1,000 shares. Steel of Canada, Lyall and 
Canadian Car were the next most active issues. All 
together the week’s transactions must be regarded 
as satisfactory in view of the rather discouraging 
war news and the shadow of the forthcoming Do
minion War Tax.

The turnover for the week was considerably small
er than recently, as the following comparisons show:

---------  Weed ending ----------
Apri 20, April 28, 
1918.

' 19,471 
$101,800 

2,133

:= > -
•

TÏCapital Paid Up, $ 15,000,000 

Reserve Fund, - $13,500,000 is
ifsg

N
COLLECTION BUSINESS ANNI 

ending 
and a 
of the

.: VOur numerous branches and wide
spread connections enable this Bank 
to render unusually efficient 
in making collections.

% #iApril 27, 
1918.

.... -10,307

.. . . $107,(>00

1917.
8,149

$49,500
Shares ......................
Bonds ......................
Unlisted shares .. 

Do. bonds ., ..

service ri-fV. h*. • . j-

,425 250
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British and German Finance THE B0MD °™-°°g- ;"..............
' --------------- - T». 1„ |

In the budget proposals of Bonar Law. Chancellor lncrease the realstance of the markef to further 3

' I tL^t^X^Lgcom^oS^ly su^Tste^ iuthhrtses loans'to savings banks, J»w. will ! reduce B ,1

of the financial condition of Great Britain with that sales of ^nds from that «Section in case there are g
■ of Germany. Of the backing that now comes from withdrawals of savings bank deposits-for the pur- ‘ B
■ the United States there Is also a bare suggesHon, P°»e of buying the new Government bonds. , 'B 

but it does not impair the comparison, for the part
of the American advances to the Allies allotted to 
Great Britain are fully made up by her loans to the 
other Allies. As the Chancellor put it: "It is onlÿ 
necessary for us to.lean on the United States to the 
amount the other Allies lean on us. In other words, 
we are self-supporting.” This includes considerable 
financial aid to the self-governing colonies' in their 
contribution of forces to the British army.

It has been the policy of Great Britain to raise by 
taxation for war expenses what the business of the 
nation could bear without impairment of its means 
of producing the values drawn upon. The expendi
ture for the year now being provided for is estimated 
at $14,500,000,000 — reckoning the pound sterling at 
approximately five dollars. The taxes already in
force," with those it is proposed to add, are estimated “The prevailing business activity maintains an * 
to yield $4,200,000,000. The increase of about $339,- unusual volume of bank clearings, and such condi- ■

tions are usually accompanied by an expansion in 
current loans,” .says the Canadian Bank of Com
merce in its April “Commercial Letter.”
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Securities * "Mms
■It goes without saying that' there is little im-
*

mediate prospect of higher prices for bonds, in view 
of the steady drafts on our supply of capital. But it
is equally obvious that bonds are selling at a bar- Jj era for moderate amounts for one year, free of
gain fevel, and that, although they may go still low- * charge,
er, they are certain eventually to sell much higher. ■ a special Savings Department has recently

Difficult as it is to buy stocks at or near the bot- * 
tom, it is perhaps still more difficult to perform that 
feat in the bond market. Very -high bond Interest 
yields are now obtainable. How long they will be 
obtainable no one can predict.—From the March 30 
issue of The Magazine of Wall Street
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, 000,000, as proposed, will be derived mainly, from 
new or increased tax on luxuries, 
duties and income taxes, and in postal rates, 
decided not to increase the excess profit tax, which 
Is now 80 per cent., because that has a perceptible 
tendency to stifle enterprise. The additional tax
ation proposed, the Chancellor said, would in the full 
year be equivalent to 66 per cent of the ante-bellum 
revenue from taxation, but the financial strength of

• : i some advance in 
It is

"Since the War began, however, while bank clear
ings have steadily expanded, commercial loans, when 
not receding, have tended to remain stationary in 
volume. This result may be attributed in part to 
the improved financial position of so many commer
cial and industrial enterprises.

-

. F which now have 
greater resources of their own, as well as to the op-the country after three years of war was greater than 

anybody would imagine and was “amazing testi- erations of the Imperial Munitions Board, which have
been another very important factor in bringing aboutmony to thp financial stability of the nation.”
conditions under which 

-banking facilities.
industries depend less onThe rest of the estimated expenditure will be met 

by new loans. The total debt of Great Britain at the• \:
“On the other hand, as. soon as it became evident 

that Canada’s entire resources must be made avail-
end of the present year, the Chancellor said, would 
be fully $^9,000,000,000, while there would be $8,100,- 

000,000 due to her, making the balance about $31,000,- 
000,000.

. able for wrar purposes, in order to aid production the
35 y m

Government made credit available to a large number 
of industries.

The German “votes of credit,” he 
said, were at the present time $31,000,000,000, 
while - the estimate of receipts from taxation 
was $1,800,000,000, against $5,000,000,000 for Great 
Britain. This, it is statedj Is nbt enough to pay the 
interest accumulated on war debts. The German bal-

••3
■ 1 A condition has, therefore, 

created under which the volume of our domestic and 
foreign business is exceptionally large, while com
mercial loans are not more than normal in volume.”

. « been

C
>■

*■

ance sheet, reckoned on the same basis as the Brit
ish, including interest on sinking fund, persions and 
pre-war expenditures, would be $3,600,000,000, which, 
compared with the calculated revenue, "would leave 

a deficit of over $1,900,000,000. “If that were our 
position,” the Chancellor remarkedt “I would say that 
bankruptcy was not far distant.” The German taxes, 
he said, had been almost exclusively indirect, im
posed on commodities required by the mass of the 
people, and not on “the wealthier classes, who control 
the Government and upon whom the Government is 
afraid to put extra taxation." Bouar Law declared 
that it was the duty of the Government to levy as 
much taxation as could be borne by the nation with
out weakening it in the conduct of the war, and 
it seems that the “wealthier classes” are quite willing 
to bear their full share and support the Government 
with the extra taxation.

the Government being drawn almost wholly from its 
own subjects, and the indebtedness to them being 
widely distributed among those of small or moder
ate means, while the funds for paying interest and 
meeting obligations at maturity are not being accumu
lated. This situation also oasts a glaring light upon 
the ruling powers and their motives in persisting in '■ 
this abominable kind of warfare, to the probable 
ruin of their own people and the bankruptcy of the 
nation.

What they calculated upon from the first was to 
make those whom they attacked and made their 
enermies pay the cost of the war by "indemnities and 
annexations.’” That was largely what sustained their 
confidence and brought support to their designs and 
to their brutal efforts. The deeper they waded into 
the slaughter and the taxation and debt that it in
volved, the more desperately were they determined to 
make others- pay for it. besides suffering all the costs 
and sacrifices forced u'pon themselves. That goes 
far to account for all the moves of the last two years, 
which have only made matters worse, and the situa
tion that now exists with that terrible struggle pro
ceeding on that extended front. ,-At the same time it 
has only made it all the more certain that the result 
must be the utter defeat of the power that has brought 
all this disaster on the world.—The New York Journal 
of Commerce.. '
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Business Founded 1795
»

AMERICAN BANK 
NOTE COMPANY
Incorporated by Act of the Parliament of Canada 

ENGRAVERS AND PRINTERS
BANK NOTES AND CHEQUES 

CORPORATION BONDS 
STOCK CERTIFICATES 

MUNICIPAL DEBENTURES 
and other MONETARY DOCUMENTS. 

Head Office and Works: OTTAWA.
Franches:—

MONTREAL, Sank of Ottawa Building, 
TORONTO, 19 Melinda Street.
WINNIPEG, Union Bank Building.

This presents an interesting comparison between 
the British and the German finance, and the spirit 
of the people who have to bear tlie cost of the war. 
The people of England can see ewhat they have to 
pay and how it bears upon them. Those of Germany 
have to bear the burden blindly,- with it falling wholly 
upon the great mass proportionately to their num
ber and causing no real privation and little sacrifice 
for’ the “wealthier classes.” It adds greatly alsoeto 
the volume of debt incurred, the money borrowed by
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i Quarterly Dividend Notice No. 110.

Notice is hereby given that a Dividend at the rate of THIRTEEN PER CENT. PER 
ANNUM upon the Capital Stock of this Bank has this day been declared for the quarter 

„ ending 30th of Aptil, 1918, and that the same will be payable at Head Office in this City, 
and at its Branches on and after Wednesday, the 1st day of May, to Shareholders of record 
of the 20th of April, 1918..
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Dominion Savings
AND

Investment Society

Capital - - 
Reserve « -

$1,000,000.00
250,000.00

Interest on Deposits, 3 1-2% 
Interest on Debentures, 5%, 
payable half-yearly.

T. H. Purdom, K. C. Nathaniel Mills
President Manapni Direct*

ESTABLISHED 1872.

' O’

Head Office: HAMILTON
■«

CAPITAL AUTHORIZED . . . 5,000,000
CAPITAL PAID UP___
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Canadian Imports of SilkTHE

MolsonsBank
■

Trade With Europe has Dwindled During the War Period, but United States Weavers 
and Merchants do Big Trade with Canadian Dealer^. We, 
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With the costs of other fabrics going up higher and worth of silk goods which they consumed in 1917. 
higher, the average buyer finds it just as easy to A lecture recently delivered before a class An the 
purchase silk and silk fabrics as cotton and woolen Educational Department of the National City Bank 
fabrics. To-day a far wider range and variety of of New York showed that the value of raw silk im- 
types of people purchase silk goods than heretofore, ported into the United States in the calendar year 
and the silk industry is flourishing accordingly.

Incorporated by Act of Parliament MM.

Paid-up Capital 
Reserve Fund

$4,000,000
$4,800,000

F
I'

1917 was double that of 1915, and far exceeded that of. 
any earlier year.

h

MontrealHead Office During the whole fiscal year ending March, 1916, 
Canadian imported silk and silk fabrics to the value 
of <10,884,579. During the first eight months of the 
last fiscal year silks to the value of $9,000,000 were 
imported, and the total imports for the year are ex
pected to overtop $13,000,000.

Never before has so much raw silk been imported ;
* never before has So high a price been paid for it. 

and never before has so great a value of silk manu-
The quan-

BOARD OF DIRECTORS \
Wm. M oison MacPhereon - President 

Vice-President 
F. W. Molson 

Wm. M. Birks

factures been brought in from abroad, 
tlty of raw silk imported in 1917 was 36,500,000S. II. Ewing 

Geo. E. Drummond 
W. A. Black

l. enjoyed pounds of “waste,” $19,000,000 against $15,000,000 in 
979,000 in 1915, and the value, including 6,800,000 
pounds of “waste,” $19,00,000 against $15,000,000 in 
1916 and $95,000,000 in 1915. The average price of 

the raw silk imported in 1917 was over $5.00 per 
pound against $4.42 per pound in 1916, the former 
high record year, and $3.53 per pound in 1915. Dur
ing the second half of the year 1917 the import price 
ranged as high as $5.75 per pound in certain months.

e Before the war Switzerland and France 
a very profitable trade with Canada, but this, un
fortunately for the European merchants and the Can
adian buyers, has been very largely cut off. There

■ E. J. Chamberlin

w General ManagerEdward C. Pratt,
are some lines, in which the French silk is supposed 
to excel, which still come to Canada. The French 

* Government facilitates this, being naturally very 

much interested in the French silk trade’s position 

, after the war.

But since the war closed many markets for Cana
dian buyers, the United States has taken advantage 
of the situation, and captured a great deal of Cana
dian business. In other words, Canadian buyers are 
purchasing a larger proportion of their silk from 
United States firms than they did heretofore, but, of 
course, this does not mean that it all comes from 
United States silk weavers, because much of the silk 
imported into Canada, comes to Canada from Japan 
by way of the United States.

In this connection, the Japanese are busily seeking 
direct commercial connections with Canadian houses. 
A prominent Japanese merchant recently informed 
The Globe that Japan intends adopting a very vig
orous trade policy in Canada. Canada is declared to 
be the next biggest market to the United Stajtes for 
Japanese goods, and the Japanese merchant wants to 
get on the “ground floor while the ‘getting’ is good.”

While large quantities of raw silk, spun and in 
the cloth .are imported into Canada, quite a lot of 
made-up materials are also brought in. During a 
set period of eight months, silk blouses and shirts 

. worth $70,036 were imported, also silk socks and 
stockings worth $268,162. Of this amount $259,399 
worth came from the United States, the small re
mainder from the United Kingdom.

Over $611,834 worth of silks not specially provid
ed for under the captions set out in the Department 
of Commerce returns, were imported. Of this amount 
$434,762 came from the United States, $96,460 from 
Japan and $70,894 from the United Kingdom. The 
figure for the United Kingdom is away below the 
average, while the return for the importations from 
the United States are unusually high.

Du
3THE

IV HEAVY IMPORTS.Royal Bank ef Canada
This importation of nearly $200.000,000 worth of 

raw silk suggests that the value of the silk goods 
turned out by the manufacturers of the country in 
1917 was probably about $500,000,000, since a com
parison of the census figures of the silk manufactures 
of the country in 1914 and 1909 is the stated value 
of silk imported in these respective years, shows 
that the factories turned out about $2.50 worth of 
finished goods for $1.00 worth of raw silk imported. 
Should this relation of the value of output to the 
value of raw material imported hold good for the 
calendar year 1917, the value of the silk product of 
the country for that year would approximate $500,- 
000,000 at factory prices against $254,000,000 in 1914;'* 

$107,000,000 in 1899; $87,0000,000 in 1889; $41,000.000
in 1879, and $12,000,000 in 1869. The value of silk 
manufacturers imported in 1917 was $39,718,0<j0, and 
exceeded that of any earlier year.

None of the textile manufacturing industries of the 
country has shown as rapid an increase as has that 
of silk, for which the entire raw material is import
ed. The value of the manufactures of silk as re
ported by the census grew from $41,000,000 in 1879 
to $254,000,000 in 4914, the latest census; that of cot
ton goods from $192,000,000 in 1879 to $701,000,000 in 
’914. and that of woollens from $238,000,000 in 1879 
lo 5464,000,000 in 1914. -

Tims silk manufactures in 1914 were six times as 
much in value as in 1879; cotton goods three and 

one-half times as much, and woolens only twice as 
much as in 1.979, these figures as much as in 1879, 
these figures bcipg in all cases factory valuations 
of outturn, supplied by the census reports.

j Incorporated 1SS9

. - $25,000,000
- - $12,911.700
- . $14.564.000
. - $335,000,000
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IThat the Canadian Beau Brummell still needs and 
gets his silk necktie and cravat is proven by the 
fact that during this eight-month period over $437,- 
630 worth of silk fabrics for neckties was imported. 
The Swiss weaver specializes in this, as he does in 
ribbons. He sold the greater portion of these sup
plies to Canada. He exported nearly $180,000 to the 
Dominion.

CANADA’S INCREASED TRADE,

Bank has Branches in all the principalThis
Cities of Canada, including Dawson (Y.T.), and 
Agencies at New York and Fan Francisco in 
the United States. Agents and Correspondents 
In every part of the world.

Toronto, April 25.
“At this, the greatest moment in history, it may 

seem trifling to talk o# finance and trade, but we 
must bear in mind that this war will not be lost by 
the men in the trenches, but by the men at home," 
said Sir Edmund Walker, President of the Canadian
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Agents for the Colonial Bank, West Indies.
Drafts, Money Orders, Circular Letters of 

Credit and Travellers' Cheques Issued negotiable 
in all parts of the world.

,1 The reason why Switzerland can excel in this 
phase of the silk industry is said to be because of 
her close proximity to Germany. Being neutral, she 
has been able to import all kinds of German dyes Bank of Commerce, in his address to the Empire:

J so much needed in silks for ties and ribbons. There Club tiwday. “It rests with us to fully understand
are no accessible means of proving this report al- the outlook and to take steps to meet the emergen-
though some people declare it to be absolutely true. cies that may arise,”

Of the general silk fabrics valued at $5,760,000, Sir Edmund referred to the expanded condition of
imported during this period, the United Kingdom Canada before the war, which was a dangerous fin-
sent over $1,129,038 worth; the United States, $1,- ancial position. "But now,” he said, "the position
476,750; France, $667,950; Japan, $1,681,704, and was completely changed ,and everywhere the ex-
Switzerland, $714,644. Practically all the $559,- ports enormously exceed the imports, which means 
701 worth of silk just reeled from the cocoon was a healthy financial condition.
brought into Canada from the United States. The “If we are to extend our credit In full to Great
other Items of Canadian silk imports during this Britain, we must try to induce the United States to
eight-month period are: silk handkerchiefs, $96,330; regard the merchandise sold us, which goes directly /
sewing and embroidery silk, $196,550; silk in gum or into munitions, as though it were going directly from
spun, $93,774; and silks mixed with other fabrics, them to the Allies."
$146,728.

As Canada buys most of her silk from the United 
States it is interesting to discover where the United 
States weaver gets his supplies from. It appears 
that raw silks at $5.00 per pound has apparently no 
terrors for the people of the United States or the 
manufacturers who supplied them the $600,000,000

/SAVINGS DEPARTMENT AT ALL BRANCHES 
G. B. GERRARD, Manager, Montreal Branch.V
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Sir Edmund dealt with the future of Canada, em

phasizing her position with regard to Water power,

“In these

very
think
mucl

t.coal and minerals of every description, 
things we are alone stronger than Germany,” he 
said, “and if we join in trade purposes with 
United States, we are incomparably stronger than 
any other nation in the world."
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Throughout Canada. 
Montreal Offices:
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E

18 Wellington Street.
Original
Charter

1854.

"The (loin, you ’lfP““* In the bank 
makes three parti** 1er off: your
self, the bank and y1* party who bor
rows from the ban.*
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Those' in Your Employ
^feeling he has had a magnificent day, and he goes 
to bed and sleeps like a top. The professional goes 
through the same day the same way. only he hits the 
ball a ■ little oftener and goes home thinking he is 
tired to death, and that he would like to have any
thing except that kind of a life.

It is relative, this work is, and if we can make - 
ourselves enjoy our work .and if we can make our-

■

\9 By H. GORDON. SELFRIDGE.*
* »We, as merchants in the community, as we all 

know, owe much to the country, and we also owe 
much to our employees ; and, it seems to me, the 
grand principle of organization, the grand principle 
of discipline, and the grand principle of producing 
the best results of an organization are based on that 
splendid old practical principle of the Golden Rule. 
If each one of us would put himself in the position 
of the young man under our authority, we would 
feel that what we wanted was, first of all, absolute 
justice, and justice is the basis of the Golden Rule.

Now, we must teach these young men something; 
we must inspire them with something; 
teach them as far as we can with that splendid 
quality, which is the basis of all success, namely. 
Judgment, and judgment is something which can 
be taught from day to day, by example and by pre-i 
cept. Judgment, if I may say so, i*perhaps the first 
thing which we should try to instil into the minds 
of those younger people who -have not had our 

• perience, and who have!not had our knowledge.
Another thing which seems to me most important, 

which is not so frequently absent here, as it is in 
the older countries, is broad-mindedness.

Broad-mindedness makes the man look at the thing 
fairly and squarely from an unprejudiced and un
biased standpoint, and it seems to me vital that the 
young men in our employ should be broadened in 
mind as much as possible.

Another thing which is not also so much lacking 
here is that splendid quality of energy — energy, 
which is like the steam in the boiler which makes 
the wheels go round. Without energy the other qual-

bells.
Serious thought is something which can be taught.

We can all of us think back At things which have 
been said to us which seemed to touch some fibre selves say to ourselves, "We are playing this game 

minds which had nevér been touched before, because it is fun,” it removes this arduousness ofin our
some little remark, some little criticism, some little 
commendation—makes us thitak in certain directions,

work, and makes us really happier in our undertaking. 
Work is play, and it only needs arguing oneself 
into that condition to make it so. Let us teach the 
young man, let us teach the young woman, that 
work is glorious, work is sport, work is the thing . 
to strive for rather than to avoid, and we have made 
very much more easy the road that they have got

which up to that time it had not occurred to us to 
use. "

■r\

The power to think—the power to think seriously 
—Is the beginning of all plans, and it is the beginning 
of all real accomplishment, because we rarely ac
complish anything that we don’t think out in ad
vance. Power -to think, to think for themselves 
individually and collectively, will add materially 
to the assets of those young men and women in your 

' employ.
We all know that loyalty is absolutely essential, 

but there is loyalty, my friends, that is due from the 
employer to the employee, just as much as the loyalty 
from the employee to the employer. It is a two- 
sided affair, and it is equal on both sides, and that 
employer who shows loyalty, and friendly loyalty, 
to his employee, inculcates in that young man’s 
mind the desire to return that loyalty to him.

That young man who is taught loyalty is also 
taught to take many long steps toward success and 
toward happiness.

The love of work is something which many people 
have to learn. In the older countries of Europe work 
is looked upon as something to avoid.

and waked everybody over there up, the

t

\
to pass over.

Perhaps one of the most recent qualities of all is 
that which was looked upon until a short time ago as 
rather absurd and something to avoid -— that almost 
divine quality of imagination. Imagination is per
fectly magnificent. Can one think of anything more 
charming than to sit before the fire in the evening, 
after the day’s work is over, to let one’s mind run 
in the most fantastic ways imaginable, in the most 
wild, fairylike, Arabian Nights manner in the world! 
Let- it run to any extent, let it be as amusing, as 
mirthful,
up in the morning, after going over that imagination 
of the night before, he can always find a little kernel 
of good sense which will help him do something 
better or something more original.

Because Imagination Is the mother of originality. 
Imagination cuts the way through the forest amj lets 
Judgment go on at a very much slower pace after
ward. But nothing great was ever achieved in this 
world, in my Judgment, that did not have imagin
ation originally as its base.

It seems to me that those words of Robert Louis 
Stevenson, which hang over my table in my office, 
are so true that they are constantly, or very often 
in my mind: “To travel hopefully is better than"to 
arrive, and all true success is labor.*

we must

E4Iex-

X-?It
3 serious as he pleases, ancT when he getsas

i
mI .

iUntil this
war came
doing nothing, or the freedom from that which con
stituted work, seemed to be the aim of almost all .•4ities are really very inefficient.

There is another little quality which is so neces
sary, and that is, refinement in small things. TJiat 

of those things which make life sweeter,

people.
But do you know that work is only a matter of 

comparison ? The golf player goes out and plays 
golf all day long, and has a grand good time, manages 
occasionally to hit the ball, and goes home at night

*is one
make the daily performance of one’s duty sweeter, 
and that, coupled with courtesy in the least ex
pensive of all assets, and yet one of the most efficient. 
It is within our power, as employers, to encourage, to 
develop those little acts of refinement in small things, 
and those courtesies which really make life so much 
sweeter, and which add to the dignity arid quality of

{
,

;

March Bank Statement
At the end of February the banks had ■ >The March bank statement reflects the activity and 

prosperity of many branches of Canadian industry 
and trade. Bank note circulation, after the contrac
tion of $25,000,000 in December and January, is again 
moving upward, the expansion of about $5,000,000 in 
February being followed by a rise of over $14,000,000 
in.March. Thus, at the end of^last month the circula
tion had reached a point only $5,000,000 below the 
high point of. last fall, and $43,000,000 higher than 
on March 31, 1917.
- The rise in March would probably be due in part 
to paying off the lumber camps; also the activity of 
many manufacturing plants in the Eastern Provinces 
has notably increased since the transportation dif
ficulties were relieved with the coming of spring. 
Loans to the lumber companies and to manufac
turers would account for a part of the $27,000,000 
increase of loans and discounts in Canada. This item 
of home commercial loans is now higher than at any 
time in the last three years, and it is a matter for 
congratulation that the banks, while keeping them
selves strong in liquid assets, have been able to fin
ance the war needs of the Government and also look 
after the needs of their regular customers in an ef
ficient manner. The repayment in January of loans 
made to the Dominion Treasury has enabled the 
banks to place additional funds at the disposal of 
merchants, manufacturers and farmers.

INCREASE OF SAVING FUNDS.
Expansion of the bank note circulation necessitated 

the placing of additional cash with the Central Gold

Reserves.
over $16,000.000 surplus in Central Reserves, and, al
lowing for the $5,000,000 newly deposited in March, 
they would still have a surplus there after covering 
the March expansion of $15,000,000 in note circulation.

our profession.
There is another quality which I think is most es

sential, and that is that thing called “nerve” or 
Nerve or courage lets a man say “I will,"

But nerve

vf.'iI

(I

“courage.”
when hesitation says “I fear to do it.”

the part of the young men of this continent is 
not so lacking; it is more the development of a newer 
civilization, and it is something which in England 
.—which is even yet living under some of the influ- 

of the old feudal system—is much more lack-

. ;SAVINGS DEPOSITS UP.'/
The decrease of $8,000,000 in demand deposits is 

more than covered by the gain of $12,000,000 in notice 
deposits. By means of accumulation of savings the 
$95,000,000 loss of notice deposits in January, attri
butable to the Victory Loan withdrawals, is being 
steadily recovered. In the two months since January 
the recovery has amounted to $21,000,000. It is sup
posed that the reduction of $2,500,000 in call loans 
in Canada reflects the further liquidation of special

t -on v.:

. *
ences 
ing than it is here.

That young man who has nerve and courage, that 
young man who says “I will,” and when he says I 
will,” he will, has something that means very much in

%
X

i -,

1iS .>
■■: loans granted by the banks to the brokers in con-

The stock
his success in future life.

Another thing we must teach our young men is the 
value of time. Time is that great commodity, that

It is the

! »nection with Victory Loan purchases, 
market in general has been quiet, and the demand
for credits for the daily purposes of the exchange 
has been light.

The March increase of $13,000,000 in deposits out
side Canada follows one of $14,000,000 in February. 
This is understood to be temporary funds received bv 
the branches abroad ; and, as the money will prob
ably be required in a comparatively short time, It 
has been necessary to place parts of it for the time 
being in foreign call loans. Thus the foreign call 
loans showed a substantial increase in February and 
an increase of $7,000,000 in March, but on the other 
hand current loans elsewhere decreased $7,000,000 in 
March.

most valuable possession which we have, 
only thing that I know of which every one has the 

amount of, and it depends upon the use of
;i

same
that time as to whether we succeed or fail in what-

--
i v.

ever we undertake.
Do you realize that none of you are probably 

putting in .more thàn between 2,000 and 3,000 min
utes a week at your work? Do you realize that we 

only awake a thousand minutes a day, and that iare
every minute should do its share toward producing 
something in the way of development, mental or

i
i- \

physical or financial, or what you choose; that time 
—which is the most precious element of all—is in 
each of our hands the same. We all have the same 
amount to play with, and that expression “killing 
time” seems to me as nearly a crime as anything 
can be. v

Let us teach our young people that time is so 
precious that every single moment and every single 
second must be used in some way for the general 
advancement of that individual’s education or ex-

+

Changes 
during 

March, 1917. 
+ $10,007,845 

20,210 
+ 18,819,727 
+ 1,309,061
+ 20,128,788 
+ 13,764,694 
+ 5,002,695
— 4,871,15*
+ 5,150,000
— 2,308,827

■— 727,821
+ 29,751,74»
— 3,393,225 
+ 37,725,678 
+ 39,420,764

Changes during 
year ending 
March, 1918.
+ $ 42,793,264 

804,160 
+ 112,890,708 
+ 32,315,105
+ 145,205,813 
+ 26.004,270
+ 6,119,602
+ 27,795,977
+ 44,220,000
— 2,220,831
+ 5,679,966
+ 43,940,756
+ 18,766,454
+ 274,095,432 
+ 276,559,530

Changes 
during 

March, 1918/ 
+ $14,080,108 
+ 12,100
— 8,220,406
+ 12,257,815 
+ 4,033,409
+ 13,035,330
— 1,708,909
— 8,603,572
+ 4,650,000
— 2,400,286
+ 7,057,307
+ 27,632,075
— 7,360,461 
+ 57,664,734 
+ 59,922,013

March 31,1918. 
. $ 191,058,404 

114,176,008 
561,042,236 

. 921,080,803

. 1,482,123,039
196,257,632 

78,255,033 
165,197,554 
79,420,000 

. 74,257,877
167,206,701 
886,995,222 

. 102,317,679
. 1,052,899,673
. 2,302,477,611

/Note circulation......................................
Reserve fund...............................................
Demand deposits.....................................
Notice deposits..........................................
Total deposits in Canada .. ... ... .
Deposits elsewhere .. . —.....................
Current coin..............................................
Dominion notes..........................................
Deposits Central Gold Reserve ... .
Call loans in Canada...........................
Call loans outside ...................................
Current loans in Canada.....................
Current loans outside...........................
Total liabilities..........................................
Total assets........... ...................... ................

+.+

1
f perience.

Young people have to be taught another v thing, 
which is not too often found, and that is, the power 
to think. If you were to ask twenty people on the 
street here that you happen to meet incidentally, 

few of them could tell you really what he was

-1
;

very
thinking about. Consecutive, serious thought is as 
much as exercise as walking or exercising the dumb-

F.
4

* Extrart from address before National Retail Dry 
Goods Association, U.S.A.: I i.
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mi;. BIG BUSINESS “A Little Nonsense Now and 
Then"

“

Some of the big life insurance f»olicies written in 
1917: mLIMITED

OF LONDON, ENGLAND
FIRE INSURANCE, A.D. 1714.

Canada Branchy Montreal :
T. L. MORRISEY, Resident Manager. 

North-West Branch, Winnipeg:
THOS. BRUCE, Branch Manager,, 

AGENCIES THROUGHOUT THE DOMINION

---------------- "

The Lawyer (in Boston Transcript) — Take yeur 
Case to somebody else.
,The Client—Hardly pay to skin me, eh?

SignJ. Pierpont Morgan ..
J ulias Rosenwald 
Percy Rockefeller ..
Harry T. Dunn .. 
tiir Mortimer Davis ., 
Henry P. Davison .
W. P. Bon bright .. ... 
Prank A. A'anderlip .. ..

.. u $2,500,000
2,000,000 
2.000,000 

.. .. 1,800,000
*. . « l.oOO.OOO
.. .. 1,000,000
.« .. 1,000,000
.. .. * 700,000

tc
Tou are too thin-skinned.

.»• • •
Dr.

ggglELordcs as if the fight between the White Guards 
and the Red Guards in Finland would be a fight te 
a Finnish, remarks thé Albany Argus.

tral 
the r 
Amer 
"Wha 
tory < 
of th 
son’s

< « »

■ %E*

Waiter (to guest who have been waiting a very 
long time)—Did you ring the bell, sir?

Guest—No, I was tolling it, I thought you were 
dead.—Pearson’s Weekly.

ALWAYS DANGER IN DELAY. _ | J
mDuring 1917. the Mutual Life paid 174 claims to the

HERE IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY beneficiaries of 143 policyholders who died within
year after securing their insurance.

"Tt 
and ( 
befor 
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a
These claims

amounted to a total of $421,000, to which was added 
$1.706.73 in post-mortem 
grand total to $422,706.73.

The success which has attended the operations of 
the North American Life throughout its history has 
made association with the Company particularly 
inviting.

The year 1918 promises to be bigger and better than 
any heretofore. Some agency openings offer you an 
opportunity at this time.

v ’’In what way does Germany resemble Holland?” 
asks a contemporary wit, and answers his question 
thus: “It is a low, lying country, and damned all 
aroufid.”

dividends, bringing the

One of these 143 policyholders died 7 days after 
taking out his policy, another after 13 days, and 
fewer than eight died within the first month after 
being insured, 
months.

_
no

“The lions never touched Daniel when he was 
thrown into their den." “Maybe," ventured the pain
fully precocious child, as quoted in the Washington 
Star, “it was meatless day."

Sixty failed to survive the first sixCorrespond with
R. J. HARVEY, Supervisor of Agencies. Jd:: NORTH AMERICAN LIFE 

ASSURANCE COMPANY
y "M.BURNING TIMBER RESOURCES. lar p 

are e 
disea 

_ empt 
of th 
first 
infee 
Brehi 
bercu 
more 
were 
nersfl

, Pat—Oi’m not such â fool as t’ fight wid ye. 
Rastus—What yo’ mean?

Sure, if Oi gave ye a black eye it wouldn’t 
show.—Boston Transcript.

“SOLID AS THE CONTINENT”
A total of 1,110 fires were reported in Ontario lastTORONTO. Can.HEAD OFFICE

year, of which 68 per cent, occurred before July 1, 
Of the fires attributable to railways, 6Q per cent, oc
curred along the National

'£

Transcontinental, Settlers 
clearing land were charged with 91 fires, and 
Jecied camp fires witli 134. The total

The other evening a certain private who had beenF neg- 
area burned away on a 36-hour furlough got back to camp at 10 

instead of 8Founded in 1806.
over was' 384.164 acres, of which 19 p. m., relates a contributor to Judge. 

As h£ hurried along toward his barracks, 
shouted “Haiti"

1 per cent, was tim
ber land, 39 per cent, cut-over land, 20 per cent, 
forest growth, and 21

THE LAW UNION AND ROCK 
INSURANCE CO. LIMITED

a sentinelI young
“Halt, nothin’,” answered Jones, “I’mper cent, .barren. The total

amount of timber damaged was estimated at about 
15 million feet, in addition to 91,246

two hours late now."; OF LONDON.
cords, mostly

pulpwood, and 781,685 ties.ASSETS EXCEED $48,000,000.
OVER $12,500,000 INVESTED IN CANADA.

FIRE 4 ACCIDENT RISKS ACCEPTED.

“ItEx-Presideht Taft was once congratulated at a 
New Haven luncheon on the work he had done in 
the cause of peace.

. >, A theor
ents
contr
ment
the s
relati
stand
of th
semb
build
path<
phys:

TALK ON FIRE PROTECTION. “Let me tell you," said Taft, 
an appropriate story. ‘Why is it,’ a fat man was

Canadian Head Office: 11.

once asked, ‘that you fat chaps are always so good- 
natured?'

An important session of the Ontario Insurance 
Commission will be held at the Parliament Buildings, 
at Toronto, on Monday. Tuesday and Wednesday of 
this week.

57 Beaver Hall Hill, MONTREAL ‘We have to be,’ the fat man replied. ‘You
Agents wanted in unrepresented towns in Canada. 

J. E. E. DICKSON, Canadian Manager.
W. D. AIKEN, Superintendent Accident Dept.

see, we can neither fight nor run.’ ”
i ■ j>It promises to be one of the most inter

esting sittings held by the commissioner. Mr. Justice 
Masten.

I
While in London on a holiday, a visitor went to 

have a look at the Thames. There was a steam-shovel 
at work out in the river and he was standing watch
ing it. Suddenly he felt a tap on his shoulder and 
turned round to find a son of Erin standing there.

Say," said he, “isn’t Lohdon a wonderful place? 
By gorry, now just look at that thing goin' down 
there; now; look at it, isn’t that wonderful? 
say, old man, I wouldn’t want to be the

IA

1 The question of fire, the control exercised by muni
cipal authorities and fire chiefs, as well as the pro
tection of forests and public buildings, will be 
thoroughly discussed by such authorities as the fire 
marshal, the insurance companies, and the Canadian 
Manufacturers’ Association, a representative of the 
commission ol’ conservation and the leading architects 
in the city.

very
The London & Lancashire Life 

and General Assurance 
Association, Limited

V “At
>
i ease, 

or la 
with!

nally 
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-prom 
tor."
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But

cove at the
bottom filling that up, woüld ye?” — Topeka State 
Journal.

I

Offers Liberal Contracts to Capable t 'Id Men

GOOD OPPORTUNITY FOR MEN TO BUILD UP 
A PERMANENT CONNECTION

,
FIRE INSURANCE IN 1917.

Everywhere men who suddenly attain prosperity 
spend money foolishly. A story is told in Commerce 
and Finance illustrating the point in the case of a 
southern darky who had made 
of the high price of cotton.

Preliminary figures covering last year’s business 
as issued by the Dominion Superintendent of Insur-

com-

tVe Particularly Desire Representatives for City of 
Montreal.

Chief Office for Canada :
164 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL.

money as a resultance siiows total net cash premiums of all 
panies as $31,269.677 against $27.783,852 in 1916, an 
increase of $3,485,825.

He went to buy. a 
phonograph. “How many children have you?” ask
ed tha phonograph man during the transaction. “I 
has eight,” was the

ALEX. BISSETT Manager for C»na la. G ross premiums received “N
amounted to $42,812,572 against $36.673,527, an 
crease of $6,139,045.
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“One phonograph for 
exclaimed the salesman^ “that will 

You need two.” And he sold them to his

answer.
Great amount of policies, 

and renewed, is given as $4,039,485,082, against $3,- 
418,238.680, an increase of $621,246,402.

new eight children!" 
never do! 
credulous customer.

INet amount
at risk increased $446,952.777 from $3,720,058.236 in 
1916 to $4,166.011,013. Net amount of losses incurred 
during the year was $17,488,870 compared with $16,- 
308,270, an increase of $1,180,600, while the net amount 
paid for losses

Ii
Because the newly-commissioned major on the way 

to Toronto looked like read53 money the porter had 
been very active in ’ his attention, 
were of the “hot-foot” variety whenever the officer

!i.
->

SIHis movementswas $16,427,529 against $15,114,063,
an increase of $1,313.466.

Lsv appeared to require service. Also he was careful to 
address the major as “gin’ral.” And when the train 
neared the Union depot and, following the assiduous 
use of the brush, the sable servitor discovered himself 
in the possession of a dime, he was equal to the 
emergency.

s« GLOBE AND RUTGERS FIRE.
I

In the past score years the Globe and Rutgers 
Fire Ins. Co. of New York has grown from a com
paratively small office, with a half-million dollars 
of resources, to a company with assets of well over 
twenty-two millions—and a surplus of nearly seven 
and one-half millions. Particularly marked has been 
the more recent growth, the assets having well nigh 
trebled in about five years, and more than doubled in 
two years.

LHe clicked his heels together, saluted, 
and remarked, “Corp’ral, Ah, Panic yo’, sah.”

!Z.
Amos J. Cummings and Ernest Jarrold were 

in a pilot-boat during a great storm. The former lay 
on a bunk, intently reading. The boat gave a fear
ful lurch, and careened until it seemed that she must 
turn completely over.

!once

’

In the Canadian field the company has been doing ’’This is awful, Amos!" said Jarrold. “I’m going 
business for four years, and under the management to put on a life-preserver, for the boat can’t stand 
of J. W. Binnie, of Montreal, its business expanded -it many minutes longer." 
in 1917 to a volume bringing ' a net premium income, 
on all classes of insurance transacted, of $6X6,775 
(compared with $461,527 in 1917) —losses incurred

“-W
time 
the r 
tigati 
by tt 
inves

“Oh, keep quiet and let me read, Mickey!” sai* 
Cummings, never lifting his eyes. "The men on this 
boat draw a regular salary to keep her afloat!”— 
Saturday Evening Post.
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-The Secret of a Wonderful Success-
The rise and progress of the Mutual 

Life of Canada has been one of the 
romances in the history of Canadian 
finance. Less than half a century ago 
a small group of men in an obscure 
Ontario town determined to establish a 
Life Insurance Company that would 
give the public the maximum of ser
vice at a minimum of cost. That be
ing the aim it was resolved that the 
organization should be purely mutual. 
Live hundred prospective policyholders 
were gathered and formed the nucleus 
of the company, 
ginning in 1870 the company has gone 
forward steadily with more regard to 
security and mutuaj 
than big business. r_ 
the

From this small he-

serviceableness 
The result is that 

company to-day is enjoying a popu
larity that is phenomenal, writing dur
ing the pasf year more than $20.000.000 
paid for assurances.

THE MUTUAL LIFE ASSURANCE 
Company of Canada

WATERLOO ONTARIO
Assets, $32,163.000. Surplus, $4.764,299. 

Assurances, $123,511.314.
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Tuberculosis woman take i.hs.ooo jobs. .

>«.________ ______

- - m .. .. . %43
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Recent figures of the Bureau of Labor Statistics 
at Washington show an increase of 1,426,000 in the 
number of women employed in the United States 

1014. The greatest increase was in indus
tries, which took In 530,000 more women, but the 
largest proportionate increase was 214,000 additional 
women taken into Government service. Industrial 'amf**5

Solid GrowthSignificance of Either Personal or Family Hifl- 
* tory Should Not Be Lightly Passed Over.

______
since

\
m

methods,Up-to-date business 
backed by an unbroken record of 
fair-dealing with its policyholders, 
have achieved for the Sim Life of

-i
Dr. Henry Jacobson, medical director of the 

tral States Life Insurance Co., St. Louis, Mo., at Government work has taken 400,000 women formerly 
the recent meeting of the Medical Section of the employed in domestic service 
American Life Convention, discussed the subject. Women have replaced, all told, 1,413,000 men since 
‘What Shall Be Our Attitude Toward a Family His
tory of Tuberculosis?” The excerpts below give some 

interesting points brought out in Dr. Jacob-

Cen-

- or in dressmaking.

Canada a phenomenal growth".!
Assurances in Force have more 

than doubled in the past seven 
years, and have more than trebled 
in the pasff eleven years.

To-day, they exceed by far those 
of any Canadian life assurance com
pany.

1914. Significant facts for every life insurance agent! 
—Mutual Lite Points.

7 of the 
son’s address : A NEW USE FOR OLD SHOES.

- “The generally accepted teaching, of pathologists 
and clinicians that most of us have had tuberculosis 
before reaching the age of 25, instead of minimiz
ing the significance of either personal or family his- 

of the disease, rather emphasizes and confirms 
theory -, of predisposition and prompts the study

It has

- About ten days ago a big department store in New 
York City notified its patrons, through its adver
tisements, that a credit of 50 cents toward the pur
chase of a pair of r, w shoes would be given for ev
ery pair of old shoes brought in, preferably in wear- 

These shoes, it was said, would be 
So far more

: v

tory
the
of the subject along lines of resistive powers, 
been shown that 35 per cent, of adults react to the 
tuberculin test, but the Investigations are not known 

undertaken any classification as to family

SUN Lli)E"ÂS£>u®AKŒ 
Canada

Head Offiqr^Montrbal

fHable conditions.
sent to French and Belgian refugees, 
than 2,000 pairs of old shoes have been brought in 
by customers, some of whom have come fifty to one 
hundred miles to "help the good work along," and a 
shipment of 500 pairs is already headed for Europe. 
The record individual offering to date was made by

AM
to have 
history."

that the child of tubercu- 
not inherit tuberculosis, but they

"Most authorities agree
lar parents does 
are equally 
disease of all kinds including

mwell agreed that it is more vulnerable to 
(probably, with some

who brought in twenty-two pairs, some of 
One woman brought

ASa man
which had scarcely been worn, 
in eighteen pairs, and accepted credits against them 
in the purchase of five pairs of new shoes.

AN IDEAL INCOMEEisner’s repeated use_ emphasis) tuberculosis itself.
Von Perquet tests with' negative results at

some slight
■mOne in-of the 

first
Vican be secured to your Beneficiary with 

Absolute Security by Insuring in the
teresting feature of the plan is that the new shoesafterbut positive later,

children of tubercular parents is cited. do not necessarily have to be purchased at the time
the old ones are brought in. Careful records are Union Mutual Life Insurance Company

infection, in
Brehmer’s claim that in the younger 
bercular parents, the predisposition to that disease is 

pronounced, might be found, if investigation 
possible, to apply with equal force to their vul

nerability to otjter diseases also."

! ' "v f*vl children of tu-
■

■

i ■ :S

Portland, Mainekept in the shoe department of the store, and a cus
tomer may let several months elapse between the 
time of his or her contribution and the purchase 
of the new shoes without losing the fifty-cent credit

on itsmore

MONTHLY INCOME PLANwere

.
i

on the latter. Backed by a deposit of $1,688,902.65 par value with th« 
DOMINION GOVERNMENT in cream of 

Canadian Securities.
For full information regarding the most liberal 

Monthly Income Policy on the market write, stating 
age at nearest birthday, to

WALTER I. JOSEPH, Manager.
Province of Quebec and Eastern Ontario.

Suite 502 McGILL BLDG., MONTREAL, QUE,

ieither to accept or reject any“It is not necessary
to what is transmitted by tubercular par-K theory as

ents to their children, as long as the fact remains un
controverted that physical resemblances UNCLE SAM AS INSURANCE AGENT.and similar 

observed in members of
' ".V:

mental characteristics are
family, without other explanation than such 

Therefore, from the 
underwriter, the relationships

m %More than 1,600,000, or about 92 per cent, of the 
in the military and naval service of the country

Ithe same
men
have taken out war risk insurance. The total amount - 
of such insurance is more than $14,000,000,000, or al-

relationship or association. 5 ■
; standpoint .pL the life

family create the presumption of physical re- - mof the
semblance, whether observable or not in features and

reasonable to suppose that 000,000,000—in force with all life insurance -compan
ies in the country, and more than that of the four

most half the' aggregate amount of insurance—$33,- "fe*
: :

build, and it is scarcely 
pathological tendencies 
physiological and psychological tendencies.”

Commercial Union Assure n :e
Company, Limited.

OF LONDON, ENGLAND.

mthanare any more rare
largest life insurance companies.

It has all been taken out since last October at the 
lowest rate in the world, costing for a man 21 years 
old only $6.60 per thousand annually, and increasing 
only 1 per cent, per thousand per month for each ad
ditional years of a man’s age.

Insurance experts had estimated that, at most, not 
than 25 per cent, of the men would take in-

• :

tuberculosis or any other dis-“Any immunity to
■ 1 shape of resistive power, possessed byease, in the

or lacking in an individual, must necessarily vary, 
within certain limits, according to age, habits, sur
roundings and everything that reacts either exter- 

internally, pathologically or psychologically 
Those who successfully resist the 

tubercle bacilli and their toxins, de-

L> The largest general Insurance Company in the World.
- $ 14,750,000 

1,475,000
- 76,591,535
- 61,000,000
- 151,500,000 ~
- 193,774,045 

1,245,467

§■ ■Capital Fully Subscribed - - - -
Capital Paid Up ------
Life Fund and Special Trust Funds - 
Total Annual Income Exceeds - -
Total Funds Exceed - - - - -
Total Fire Losses Paid - - - -
Deposit with Dominion Government -

(As at 31st December, 1916.)
Head Office, Canadian Branch: 

Commercial Union Bldgs., 232-236 St. James Street, 
Montreal, Que.
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I. £nally or 

in the organism.
more 
surance,
to be taken was $2,000,000,000. 
estimated the average policy as not likely to exceed 
$3,000, whereas it is over $8,000.

and that the highest estimate of the amount 
The experts also

!..

invasion of the 
monstrate their possession of some degree of resistive 

This is consistent with the more favorable

I' S i

!power.
mortality shown by the ’older entrants, except where 

-pronounced overweight interferes as a disturbing fac-a-- ■ VACATION SUGGESTIONS.

i Applications for Agencies solicited in unrepresented 
districts.

J. McGREGOR - 
W. S. JOPLING

tor.”

I-"No violence is done, to any theory of family ten
dencies, in attaching more significance to a tuber
cular family history or any other characteristic, fam- 

individual, which, other things being equal,.

Do not plan your spring fishing trip or your sum-
the "Playgrounds” 

Grand 
This publication,

Manager Canadian Branch.
Assistant Manager. ■A-!

Ï-i mer vacation before obtaining 
Booklet, which has just been issued by the 
Trunk Railway System for 1918. 
free for the asking, describes the splendid tourist,

iiy or
might be expected to lower the stamina and resist- 

ofthe stock, in considering a female ap-I ive powers fishing and hunting resorts of Canada, Maine, New 
Hampshire, Vermont and Michigan. In this wonder
ful territory are mountain and sea-coast resorts, and 
all the favored haunts of fish and game, 
grounds" is a most complete resort directory, giving, 
in addition to a wealth of descriptive and illustrative

This might lead to the ne-plleant for insurance, 
cessity of rejecting a sister on grounds of family 

alone, whose twin brother is worthy of a life

i '
!■ ■ .A- 

.
history
policy at standard rates, 
ing an
parent inconsistency requires no comment."

"Play-sS The difficulty of satisfy -
interested agent of the justice of such an ap-

material, lists of hotels and boarding-houses with 
“In general, it may be safely assumed that any un- rates, also the latest fish and game laws for the in

usual demand on resistive powers will increase the formation of sportsmen. Copy on application to any 
sinister significance of tubercular family history, not Grand Trunk Agent, or to M. O. Dafoe, Grand Trunk 
only with regard "to that disease itself, but all oth- city Ticket Office, 122 St. James St., Montreal.

Where such histories are involved, special con
sideration should be given to the possibilities arising 
from fatigue of arduous employments, dust of work
shops, malarial habitat, addiction to alcohol, chest 
formation and expansion, and countless other at
tributes of the applicant which might be safely dis
regarded "in families free from tuberculosis.”

have beep uttered from time to 
time against the misconstruction or misapplication of 
the results of the Medical Actuarial Mortality Invest 
tigation, are too frequently, themselves misconstrued 
by the layman as a challenge of the reliability of the 
Investigation. It is only necessary to recall the prom- Press.
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ers.

inent part- formerly played by family history in the 
selection of risks to realize the severity of the selec
tion which must have been practiced among the lives 
from which M. A. experience with tubercular family 

It is, therefore, of doubtful

I
histories was derived, 
wisdom to attempt to credit against a history and 
build, which suggests rejection or rating, "superiorw

-,

i
“Warnings which

characteristics in the individual when the class, with 
with comparison is made, must itself have possessed 
every such superiority in order to secure favorable 
action under then prevailing standards.”—''Insurance
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$5,000
Provision for your home, plus

$50 A MONTH
Indemnity for yourself.

OUR NEW SPECIAL INDEMNITY 
POLICY

Shares in Dividends.
Waives all premiums if you become totally dis

abled.
Pays you thereafter $50 a month for life.
Pays $5,000 in full to your family no matter how 

many monthly cheques you may live to 
receive.

Ask for Particulars.

CANADA LIFE
TORONTO
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'News 'of the Week Canada’s trade during the year ending with March 
Increased by $315,292,04*4, totalling in exports and im
ports $2,564,462,215.

Three days in the week have been set aside in 
Jamaica when meat is not to be eaten.

American newspapers, it is announced, will have to 
reduce their size by 50 per cent in the pomthg year.

Lack of coal has forced the Austrian Minister of 
Railways to suspend passenger traffic on the north
ern roads.

i Results of the Military Service.Act is Quebec are 
now pronounced extremely gratifying.

St. Catharines has formed the War Chest Club 
to be the sole organization for war relief work.

Samuel Gompers, President of the American Fed
eration of Labor, addressed the Senate and Com
mons.

Dr. Robert J. McFall, M.A., Ph.D., has been select
ed as Cost of Living Commissioner, succeeding W. 
F. O’Connor, K.C.

The Halifax Relief Commission by a bill passed 
by the Nova Scotia Legislature, just prorogued, is 
given extensive powers, independent of civic control.

The Canada Food Board has issued an order limit
ing the holding of sugar by anyohe except manufac
turers or dealers to fifteen days’ supply, except per
sons living more than two miles from a licensed 
dealer.
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TUESDAY, APRIL 23.
Official despatches from Paris report “Great Fight

ing activity” on all sectors of the Macedonian front.

|
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The day was relatively quiet along the British 
front. The Germans carried an advanced British 
post northwest of Festubert after a heavy prelim
inary bombardment. To the west, along La Bassee 
Canal sector, the British carried out a minor opera
tion near Robeèq, wl^ich resulted in a slight advance

■ ■
THURSDAY, APRIL 25.

of the line and the capture of sixty-eight prisoners. 
Assembling German infantry here came under fire 
of the British artillery.

The battle of the Somme has been resumed, and 
in the first day’s fighting the Germans have captured 
the village of Villers-Bretonneux, which lies eight 
miles east of Amiens on the St. Quentin road.

On the Lys battlefront thè enemy begins to lose 
ground. Sir Douglas Haig reports the recapture of an 
advanced post near Festubert taken by the enemy 
on Monday. At Robecq the enemy tried to regain 
the ground they lost two days ago, but failed and 
wi! I drew, leaving eighty-four prisoners behind them, 
in the Nieppe Forest sector also the British secured 
some prisoners by minor enterprises.

It is now officially announced that German troops 
operating in the Crimea have reached Simferopol, 
£.rd have thus cut the railway uniting the Crimean 
peninsula with the mainland of Russia. The Ger
mans are now 35 miles northeast of Sebastopol, but 
there is still time for the Russian warships to take 
refi'g. at some of the Black Sea ports east of the Sea 
of Azov.

Two large Austrian power factories have been 
destroyed by explosions.

Four hundred and ninety-seven daily newspaper 
publish* rs in the United States passed a convention 
resolution to support President Wilson in his war 
policy.

Viscount Bryce has submitted the report of the 
committee appointed to suggest plans for reform of 
the House of Lords. He proposes a twelve-year term 
of office, and appointments by Commons commit
tees.

'
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th<There is no news of importance from the Western 

front, Paris tells of pronounced artillery activity in 
the region of Montdidier and Noyon, where the Ger
mans are either preparing for an offensive of their 
own, or suspect that the French are gathering troops 
for a counter-attack.

There was fighting during the night of Sunday 
at Aveluy Wood, north of the Somme, which ended 
in a draw. At one point the Germans took a British 
outpost, and at another they lost some ground. Sir 
Douglas Haig report* the repulse of German raiders 
yesterday morning near Hamel, south of the Somme, 
The only other activity recorded was a German 
raid at Cambrin, south of a Bassee Canal, and a 
short distance north of the Canadian positions in 
the Lens region.

Two more earthquake shocks were felt yesterday 
at Hemet and San Jacinto, California.

Dublin trades unions decided to go on one day’s 
strike as protest against the imposition of conscrip
tion on Lreiand.

The United States suspends shipment of grain to 
neutrals till Belgium’s and Northern France’s im
mediate needs are supplied.
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heHard fighting has been in progress on the Ypres 
sector around Voormezeele and to the south at Locre. 
Both places have several times changed hands, but 
at last reports Voormezeele had been.,recaptured by 
the British, but the Germans had obtained another 
foothold in Locre.

The London Times warns public that the Channel 
ports, Dunkirk, Calais and Boulogne are endangered.

The Turks are reported to be advancing in the 
Caucasus to perpetrate wholesale massacres against 
Christians, killing indiscriminately Armerians, Greeks 
and even American missionaries.

The Stockholm Aftonbladet says that definite re
ports have been received from Abo, Finland, that 
Grand Duke Alexis Nikolaievitch, son of the former 
Emperor of Russia, has been proclaimed Emperor, 
with Grand Duke Michel Alexandrovltch as regent.

Arab forces opposing the Turks have occupied 
a portion of the Hedjaz railway at a point 125 miles 
southeast of the Dead Sea, according to an official 
statement issued.

The Canadians have carried out three successful 
raids opposite Lens, taking sixty prisoners and four 
machine guns and killing many Germans.
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clThe plans of the National Registration Board for 
a complete registration

' >
us

of the man-power 
woman-power of Canada between the ages of sixteen 
and sixty have been approved by the Cabinet ; the 
registration will be made on a day in June.

and
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,i Four months of the Military Service Act yielded 

13,365 men physically fit for combatant service, out 
of some 24,000 who reported.

The Govern or-General

Premier Clemenceau in a visit to the British front 
yesterday reviewed a battle-worn division of British 
troops.

The Armenians have recaptured Van, in Turkish 
Armenia, from the Ottomans and have repulsed at
tacks on Baku.

The Soviet soldiery are reported to have stamped 
out disorders in Moscow and placed over 300 An
archiste under arrest

Canada's new man-power measure, which 
signed on Saturday by the Governor-General, and is 
now in effect, is expected to add 30.000 men of the 
ages of 20, 21 and 22.

m
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sent a cablegram to the 
First Lord of the Admiralty of congratulation upon 
the navy’s recent exploit in Flanders.

ar
The Canada Sugar Refining Company announce 

that they advanced prices for all grades of refined 
sugar 25c. per 100 lbs., and that they are now selling 
extra granulated at $8.65 per 100 lbs. in bags, while 
the St. Lawrence Sugar Refining Co., and the Do
minion Sugar Co. prices are $8.80, and the Atlantic 
$8.90. !
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Australian and British troops have recaptured Vil
lers-Bretonneux, on the road to Amiens, and taken 
more than six hundred prisoners in that region. The 
French admit the loss of Hangard.

An official report from Gerenal Haig says that in 
the north, on a line from Bailleul to Wytschaete, there 
has been very heavy fighting, and the Allied troops 
were obliged to withdraw from their positions in the 
neighborhood of Dranoutre, Kemmell and Vierstraat.

The street car strike in Detroit has been called 
off, and the dispute will be settled by Federal media
tion.

Wood growers of the United States have agreed to 
turn over to the Government the entire output at 
prices based on the price prevailing for washed wool 
on July 30 last.

Norwegian capitalists are making arrangements to 
revive the whaling industry in Newfoundland wat
ers. They plan to sell the meat in the United States 
and make the fat into margarine.

The time for completion of the Georgian Bay Canal 
has been extended to May, 1921.

A steamer with 738 returned officers, non-coms, 
and men of the C. E. F. reached an Atlantic port.

Nine sons of the late J. A. MacKay, of Montreal, 
who was buried Wednesday, a few weeks after his 
wife, are in khaki.
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WEDNESDAY, APRIL 24. NT OTICE is hereby given that a DIVIDEND OF 
TWO-AND-ONE-HALF PER CENT, upon the 

paid up Capital Stock of : this Institution has been 
declared for the current quarter, also a BONUS OF 
ONE PER CENT., both payable on and after Satur
day, the FIRST DAY OF JUNE next, to Shareholders 
of record of 30th April, 1918.

By order of the Board.
FREDERICK WILLIAMS-TAYLOR,

General Manager.

British and French naval forces made a daring 
raid on Ostend and Zeebrugge early yesterday 
ing, and effectively blocked the entrance 
Bruges Canal.

There is nothing to report along the French lines 
some heavy artillery duels near Hangard, on the 

Amiens front, and at Noyon.
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SiThe French and Am

erican lines on that part of the Lorraine front where
I's

thMontreal, 23rd April, 1918,
jnthe derma ns attacked and penetrated the French and 

American positions have been entirely restored.
The British report advantages secured in outpost 

fight north of Albert, along La Bassee Canal, at 
Robecq. and in the Wytschaete sector. There the 
British by an advance also improved their positions. 
The German artillery on the Ypres front, and also 
along the Somme, continues its activity, and south 
of the Somme concentrations of the enemy's infan
try have been observed.

intense activity is reported on the Macedonian 
front. On Monday, as on several days previously, 
there was infantry and artillery activity all along 
the front. The French again raided an enemy work 
and killed most of the occupants, while the Serbs beat 
hack three attempts by the Bulgare to regain a posi
tion from which they had been driven on the pre
vious day.

The Turks claim that they are battling their way 
towards Kars, and have reached a point twenty miles 
northeast of Batum. The Armenians who are fight
ing against the Turkish advance are apparently mak
ing a heroic effort to prevent the enemy of their 
race from repeating in the Caucasus the terrible ex
cesses of Turkish Armenia.

A quantity of butter with finely cut wire mixed in 
it has been found at Calgary.

APROFESSIONAL to
J1J

THE SOCIETY FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF IN
STRUCTION IN THE LANGUAGES.-Instruction
in the Languages and Mathematics. No. 91 Mance 
Street, or telephone East 7302 and ask for Mr. E. 
Kay.
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SATURDAY, APRIL 27 ts
It is officially announced that the Germans are in 

possession of Kemmel Hill and'Ypres is in dahger.
Counter-attacks against the German lines from 

Villers-Bretonneux to the south of the Luce 
launched by French and British troops, who 
ceeded in retaking a large part of the ground which 
had been lost in that region, says the official state
ments Issued by the War Offices at Paris and London.

On the Macedonian front a French official report
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FILE WORKS. A m
Established 1863 Incorporated Iggp

says there has been great activity on the part of the Highest Awards at Twelve International Expositions, 
heavy artillery of the Allies, particularly on the right Special Prize, Gold Medal, Atlanta, 1895. w
bank of the Vardar and in the region of Monastir. 

Vice-Admiral Schroeder of the German fleet is to
b<Jr

\ ■
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G. & H. Barnett Co. si
be removed from his position as Commander at Zee- 

The first of the new draft of men of the ages if «bnigge, owing to the raid, 
twenty to twenty-two will be called to the coif ts

a
PHILADELPHIA, Pa. \ tl••

The Canadian National .Committee for Mental 
Hygiene was organized at Ottawa.

h:
Owned and Operated by 

NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY.early next week. H
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HOWARD ROSS. K.C. EUGENE R. ANGERS

ROSS & ANGERS
BARRISTERS and SOLICITORS

Ceristine Building, 20 St Nicholas St., Montreal
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What thé Baltic Provinces Mean to

Germany* ' VJÇMllaUV empire; During the year 1913. the last of the normal
. , 1;, . . _ . . T , -■ periods, trade through the port, of Petrograd, Kron-

The Open'Door of Commerce for the Whole of Russia Northwest audt, Riga, Revel, Libau, windau, ana other sman-
' of thé Ürals - - ' - * er place .Included^ Sports of over $$U.MO,00*, and

. < • ' > r . exporta of over $286,198,000.
Bv RICHARD MARTENS. « In total the Internal trade turnover of the govern-

ments concerned was remarkable, showing: $686,072,- 
» 328, as compared with ^2,932,406^4 of all Russia. 

In the totals agriculture accounts for $139,464,990,
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Concerning Germany's seizing of . Esthonia and tSe country they have annexed from sorely-stricken
Livonia, and thus completing her hold on most of Russia, Germany may become the dictator of the
the Eastern Baltic, Mr. Martens writes as follows: world. She would be able to build navies and create

Important as they are in the economic and poli- armies such as even she has never dreamed of. She
tical sense, it may be doubted whether the Teutons would control vast reserves of raw material, human
will not find them “empty sacks” so far as imme- and physical. And she would be able to keep the
diate and much-needed supplies for her armies and whole world in armed dread and industrial împot- 

her -civilian population are concerned, 
one operation or another, the whole four districts 
have been denuded of the bulk of their natural wealth, 
the industries have been transferred inland since the 

began, agriculture has dwindled greatly, and 
its produce has been consumed as fast as produced.
Probably 'there is no considerable reserve of any 
kind for the' invaders to steal. And what railways 
existed before the war are now so disorganized as 
to leave the two provinces almost isolated from the 
remainder of Russia.

\«?a

'
domestic goods for $167,363,128, and textiles for $113,- 
265,982, animal products accounting for another $82,- 
614,886, and minerals for an additional $77^26,698.

Other principal items were timber, $32,993,082, and 
spirits, $82,244,322. First among the agricultural 
products came potatoes 31,082,700 tons, oats 6,298,900 
tons, and wheat 1^18,400 tons. Among the districts 
included in these returns are the Baltic Provinces 
proper. Esthonia, Livonia, Couronia and Kovno, and 
the neighboring governments of Petrograd, Vitebsk, 
Vilna, and Pskov, all of which will come under German

!

-

;
Indeed, by ence.

When surveying the internal trade and the exports 
and imports of the Baltic Provinces, it is necessary to 
remember that the latter figures apply not to im
ports and exports for the people of the ocçupied 
territory alone, but mainly to the interchange of 
commodities through Baltic ports for the whole of 
Russia and part of Siberia.
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war
domination unless the Germans are driven out of 
the country by Allied forces or under the terms of" 
peace.—Russia.

t m
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NEWSPRINT PRODUCTION.YOUR WAR OARDEN.
At the same time the political importance of the 

Germanisation of this large area of Russian terri
tory, which includes the open door of commerce for 
the whole of Russia lying northwest of the Orals, 
and Middle Siberia, cannot well be overestimated. 
Indeed, but for assurance that a reorganized Russia, 
in combination with the Allied nations, will in the 
near future dictate a peace to Germany that will in
clude restoration of the Baltic Provinces and Lith
uania to their chosen affiliation, the situation would 
be menacing to Russia, Siberia, and the whole of the 
East.
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The 38 reporting newsprint companies in the Unit
ed States and Canada produced 161,174 tons and ship
ped 167,681 tons during March, or 11 per cent more 
than production. The-production figures include 
1369 tons of hanging paper, of which 1092 tons were 
were made in the United States. Causes of curtail
ed production reported from various mills include 
low water, car shortage and requisition of power by 
the government.

During the three months’ period ending March 31, 
United States and Canadian mills shipped 20,611 tons 
more than production, or 5 per cent.

Report of Federal Trade Commission covering 
mills in United States only shows a decline in mill 
stocks of over 7000 tons during March, and a pro
duction of 291,746 tons during the first three months 
of 1918 compared with 327,037 tons in 1917, or a de
crease of nearly 11 per cent. According to the 
mission 244 jobbers had 9841 tons of newsprint in 
warehouses at end of March, compared with 8932 tons 
the first of the month, while 606 newspaper publish
ing concerns had stocks of 130,989 tons at the end of 
March, compared with 131,394 tons March 1, 1918, 
making a total increase in combined jobbers’ and 
publishers’ stocks of only 604 tons during the month.

The American and Canadian comparative statistics 
of production follow (in tons) :

By FREDERICK ABRAHAM, Chairman, Vacant Lot 

and Home Garden Section, Canada Food 

Board.

Some one has estimated that Canadian war gar
dens last year added to the wealth of the ptate up
wards of $30,000,000. American gardens are credited 
with producing food last year, worth, in the aggre
gate, $350,000,000.êf-'
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The productiveness of Nature is beyond calcula- 

At best statistics can only approximate the 
The Scots have a saying that if

With the exception of the many renegade Ger- 
who became Russian in name while remaining 

heart and in methods of control, the

tion.
wealth of the soil, 
you are good to the soil the soil will be good to you. ! iI. ,’.y
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mans
Prussian in

of the population is anti-German. The middle- 
and professional classes, living for the most part in 

and their suburbs, are descendants of vari- 
Baltic Provinces were the

mass
The cultivation of vacant lots and backyards has 

risen from a pastime to a work of national neces
sity. It is no longer a hobby. Everyone who can 
is asked to assist this movement to the fullest ex
tent of his or her ability. It may be the only war 
service you can render. Do not let this spring pass 
without seizing the opportunity to assist a situation 
that is continually growing grave, 
us continue the principle of doing to-day what 
should have been done a year ago. 
to be the one serious defeat of Democracy in its 
struggle against an organized and unscrupulous 
Autocracy.

townsm
ous nationalities, for the 
“cities of refuge" for political refugee's such as were 
plentiful in the Mary Stuart period and during the 

They are of English,

- ,
h* com-

3Scottish,Huguenot crises.
French, Swedish, and other descent, but by cen
turies of association and intermarrying became a na
tion peculiar to themselves. As a whole, they adopt
ed the German language, which was introduced dur-
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Do not let

F\ This has proven
>’ -X •- ing the activities of the Hanseatic League.

\a her schemes for the economic and politicalBut in
control and exploitation of Russia, Germany has no 
such narrow vision as is contained between the fron-

She is undoubtedly
Ni FAILURE TO FEED THE SOLDIERS. United States Mills.

tiers of the Baltic Provinces, 
looking to development of the enormous mineral, agri- 

and other riches of Great Russia and the 
greater natural riches of

land of comparativeToo many people in this 
plenty assume that we cannot starve, forgétting that 
just as grave a tragedy can happen if we fail to

Stocks 
on hand. 

27,468 
32,621

i I
5
V
I 1
$ 4

Production. Shipments. 
982,294 
96,142 

265,675

Canadian Mills.

cultural,
1917, year..............
3918, March ,, , 

3 months . .. .

997,833
104,279
268,922

Urals, and to the even
With the ports of the Baltic Provinces and

i
feed the soldiers at the front.y Siberia.

the of the Black Sea under her control, as they are 
pow temporarily, and as they will remain until the 
Allies force her to disgorge, Germany would be able 
to give such favorable terms to her friends among the 

would exclude all others from competi-

ellminate
transportation with its attending waste of fuel and 

it also releases other and much-needed food 
Another misconception

unnecessaryHome-grown vegetables

labof.
for export to the Allies, 
which needs constant correction is that if the war

1917, year .. .. . 
3918, March ,, . 

3 months .

589,751
56,032

155,471

593,300 
63,352 

162,835

United States and Canadian Milis.

13,813
10,527nations as 

tion. i'should suddenly cease prices would immediately fall. 
Leading authorities agree that prices will be high 
for a long period after the war.

than this. Siberian in-Germany sees farther even 
dependence will before long be found to be "in dang- 

and Germany will receive a call to “police it
1917, year .. 1,572,045
1918, March .. ..

3 months . ...

1,591,133
167,631
431,757

41,281
43,148161,174

411,146
er,"
from the political permeators and Russian renegades 
of German descent or sympathies who have been at 

In Siberia there is natural wealth of

yin most towns and cities a cultivation committee 
exists. It is desirable that all who can should join 
such an organization. Failing this, secure a small 
lot as near your home as possible. A great respon
sibility rests upon each one of us with a plot of land 
at his disposal of helping in this titanic struggle,

DO SOMETHING.

. work so long, 
almost every kind, 
tain" district alone, for instance, there are the larg
est coal, iron ore, and other metalliferous deposits

In the Altai or "Golden Moun-
them. Unless you are a professional gardener don’t 
waste your time on fancy vegetables such as aspara
gus; or on strawberries, or even on tomatoes. There 
is little nutrition in them at best, and while occu
pying valuable space, require much time and labor.

A word about when to plant. A lot of nonsense 
is being written under this heading. One of the 
most influential women’s journals in the United 
States, a magazine with a very large circulation in 
Canada, says in its April issue to “plant when the 
peach-trees put out their first blossoms." Some of 
us in Canada who have never seen a peach tree will 
hardly be able to follow this rule. A safer general 
plan will be to plant when the earth is firm to the 
step—not spongy. The week of May 24th is early 
enough in most Canadian localities, and even a later 
date will yield plenty of vegetables in a climat# 
where vegetation matures quickly.

%k
known.

And later would come control of oIH and new rail- See that the soil is suitable for cultivation, and do 
ways systems, connecting with the Trans-Siberian, - n0^ take on more than you can successfully look af- 

the west, with' the great lines, having term!- ten A lot 25 feet by iqq feet will furnish an abund-
m - ■

and, to
nais at Moscow and Petrograd, but leading to Ger- ance Gf fresh vegetables for an average family »and

this is all any one person otherwise employed is phy-surely as if they had been built for herni any as 
military

In the other direction the Trans-Siberian Railway 
would give Germany access to the Far East. Wealth 
beyond estimation lies locked in the bosom of Rus
sia and Sibferia. The. late Government had planned 
a network of railways that would have opened up 
the country’s treasure house, and made Russia per
haps the richest nation the world has ever known. 
If the Allfes do not quickly drive Germany out ot

and commercial purposes. Plant this in standard veget-\ sically able to work, 
ables—the fewer the better—such as potatoes, behns, 
peas, carrots, beets, parsnips, lettuce and oniohs.

5*-. • '

WHAT AND WHEN TO PLANT.

, V. - I do not advise the planting of turnips or corn in 
small plots. Even potatoes require considerable 
space, but they are so essentially the "blue ribbon” 
vegetable that a garden seems Incomplete without
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Issued.
$3,500,000

2,500,000
3,000,000
4,000,000

18,000,000
4.187.400 

106,600,000
7,500,000
1,850,000

260,000,000
4,225,000
7,500,000

13,500,000
10,500,000

1.733.500
2.805.500 
3,000,000
2.715.500
3.661.500 
1,500,000

960,000 
960,000 

8.non noo 
2,000,000 
1,500,000 
6,745,000 
6.255,000 

12,500,000 
63,696,100
10.534.750 
1,999,957 
2,752,200 
2,290,000

12,500,000
6,500,000
3,000,000
5,000,000

37,097,700
400,000

6,000,000
1,925,975
3.500,000
1,750,000
1,250,000
1,400,000
3,000,000

833,500
475,000

12,252,000
7.135.500 
2,100,000 
1,500,000 
9,600,000 
1,750.000

41,380,400
60,000,000
2,500,000
2,500,000
3,000.000
3,000,000

600,000
2,000,000
4.000,000

16,000.000
2.254.300 
2,775,000 
7,500.000 
1,030,000 
6,000,000 
2,500.000 
2,000,000

750,000
750,000

3.481.400
2.150.600 
1,07.5,000 
3,000.000 
5,000,000 
9,099,500 
4,500,000 
1,000,000

800,000
1,200,000
1,500,000
1,500,000

14.973.750 
4,000,000 
3,000.000
1.718.600
1.546.500 
8,000,000 
3,000,000

11,500,000
6.496.300 

12.000,000 
22,000,000
5.000.000
9.000.000

DIVIDEND PER CENT. 

Present. When payable. 

.............. Last div. July, 1914

*Shares par
Value.

. $100

1915. 1917.1914. 1916.
CO 1PANY.

Am»'s-Hol'ien............................. ,
Ajiif-f Holden, pfd..........................
A b ; Los <’or. of Can.................
A best os Cor. of Can., pfd.
1» il Telephone..............................
B. XJ. Fishing..................................
Biazilian Traction.....................
Brompton Pulp..............................
Calgary
Can Pacific Ry......................
Can. Car & Fdy..................

Do., pfd.........................................
Canadî* Cement..........................
Canada Cernent, pfd................
Can. Converters.....................
Can. Con. Rubber..................

Do., pfd.........................................
Can. Cottons................................

Do., pfd..........................................
Can. Fairbanks, pfd .. .. 
Can. Fds. & Forgings ..

Do , pfd........................................... ..
Can. Gen. Electric..................
Can. Locomotive......................

Do. pfd............................................
Canada Steamships ..

Do., Voting Trust .. ..
Do., pfd..............................................

Civic Power......................................
Con. M. fr Smel. * 1916

Low.Low. High.
23
73 Vi-

HighLow. Low.High. High.
1423%6 19%7 35165 100 65 4870% 55 80 52 60

100 12f 2024
100 42535360

140 159 140100 1291502 J., A., J., O.
M. N.

Div. Passed Apr., ’17 92
Feb. 7, May 7, '17

J..' A.', J.Ï *6. 
last div. June, 1914 
last div. July, 1914 
Feb. & quarterly 
F., M., A.. N.
M., A., N., F. 
last. div. Oct. 1914 
J., A., J., O.
J. O. 1913, ,T. 1917 

J., A., J., O.
Jan., July 

Qtly., May 
FM., A.,

J.. A., J.. O.

*j.,"a.*, j.,"b.

150 152 148
100 4365 67% 68 56 45 /2 h.y.

64100 3259% 4L%54 62% 43
100 38581% * 59 53

193% 14*2 132%182% 165 1652%100 171%219%
100 1712048 32 46%70 50 84
100 98 49%109% 126 98 63 89101

$ 100 28 48 5731% 28 72% Ü8 691% Z# 100 88 92 9090% 95% 
4 1 %

93 981%100 34 3440 401 p.C. 46 30100 81 9191 97%100 91h 9610*0*100* 97 101971% 97 97
37100 2438 40» 48%1 25 70 56H 100 70%78% 771% 71 82% 7575 . 801017 92921%

241 65 227 175 205100 3%

h 100 N.1% 85 85 849ilib 132 91 108%
51
15%

100 100125% 114%
60
89%

53 53100 % 64% 36 5°%6.7%
90% 86100 1% 82 78 8785
18 10100 20 6 45 16 40100 15 5 3541%

95%
14 38%i% 69%75%May, qtly.

15th F., M.. A.> N. 
J., A., J.. O. 
Jan., 1917 

last div. Apr., 1914 
last div. Apr., 1915 
M.. J., S., D.

F., M., A., N.
Feb., Aug.

April, Oct.
A., J., A., J. 
last div. Jy., 1915 
J., A., J., O.
J., A., J., O. 

last div. July, 1915

last div. July, 1914 
J., A., J., O.

1001 76 59 75%93%70
100 1 68%83% 76% 82%

25 2% 2545% 28% 38%1.00
28
85%

1.95 1.00 :i21 3260 .38 44Dom. Canners.....................................
Do., pfd............................................... .

D« V. uit i.mted Railway .. ..
Dominion Bridge............................
Dom. Coal, pfd........................................
Dorn. Iron and Steel, pfd...............
Dom. Steel corporation
Dominion Park...................................
Dominion Textile...........................
Dom. Textile, pfd ...........................
Duluth Superior..................................
Goodwins..................................................
Goodwins, pfd..........................................
Halifax Electric..................................
Holllnger*..................................................
Howard Smith...............................

Do., pref...................................................
ois Traction.............................

Do., pfd................................................
I*ake Woods Mill............................

Do., pfd....................................................
Laurentlde...............................................
Lyall Construction .. .. .
Mackay Co.............................................

Do., pfd.....................................................
Maple Leaf Milling....................

Do., pfd............................». .. .
Montreal

Do., pfd............................
Mont. Loan and Mtg. 
Montreal Telegraph ., 
Montreal Tramway ..

Do., Tram debs. .. 
National Breweries ..

Do., ptd.................................
N. S. Steel & Coal ..

Do., pfd. . . ...
NT,":-«dnp' Mines .. ..
Ogilvie Flour....................

Do., pfd..............................
Ont. Steel Products

Do., pfd.................................
Ottawa Power .. ..
Penman's..............................

i>o., pfd............................
Porto Rico Ry..................
Prie
Quebec Railway 
Riordon P. & P.
Rlordon P. & P., pfd..................
Russell Motor................................

Do., pfd..........................................
Sawyer-Massey..............................

Do., pfd...............................................
Shawinlgan......................................
Sherwin Williams.....................

Do., pfd................... .........................
Smart Woods..................................

Do., pfd...............................................
Spanish River..................................
Spanish River, pfd.
Steel Co. of Can.

Do., pfd.........................
Toronto Railway 
Twin City Railway 
Wavagamack ..
Winnipeg

100 68 34% 31 2020 11 23100 92
73 62 128% 

231X
104%100 62 69% 12873%2

107100 122% 237 107 125160 170
97%100 3% 106 898 92

96 73100 6893%3% 64%
6-

105 92 95
19%100 41%1 52% 20 4282 71%

89

r100 120125
t77 64 76%90% 74100 It 64 r86%là. 100 100105 107 99%105 100% 105

100 43% 41
2527%I 100 26

75100 82 75
I 185100 2 169 160 I 160

29.00 22.50 â5 19.25 15.25 30.25 25.25
7*3* 65

88
100 4

3100 J-» J»* 9r
F., M., A , N.

«J ., A., J.. ViM, 1, 8.. D.
M., J., S. D 

J. A., «J. O.

J., A,, J., G.
Je, A., J., O.

J. A., J.# O,

m.A:.as:. d.

April.’ October

half-yearly 
last div. July,
J., A,., J., O.

J., A., J*, O.
J*i -A.., J., O.

M., J., S., D.

Feb.' 1916....................

F.; M;. A., N.
F., M., A., N. 

lasrt div. Oct., 1914 
Initial Sept., 1916

FÏ, M.*, A.,*M*
M.. J., S.. D. 
last div., Feb. 1913 
last div. Aug. 1913

last div. June, 1914 
J., A., J., O.

p.; m.v j.;*s*.
M., J., S., O.
M., J., S., O.

last* div. July. 1913 
carries div. Jy. ‘14 

J., A.., J., O.
J., A., J., O.
1% p.c. May, 1 p.c. qtly. ..

last div. Jan., 1916

75**6068% 44%100min—
88100 95 tl 91

120
91 87%

100 135 1272 128 1161*60 195 120100 1151% 120 198 217% 176
100 2% 193% 160 39 14% 93 25% 80

89UL2100 84 76% 79 7590
75%

V
86%100 1% 70 65 f8% 65 81 65100 1 70 144% 96 y122 962% iff100

66 6i 50a 58%1% 496065j i100 1Cottons 99% 99 103 99 102 100103 97%100 1% 175 175 162%165 16517525 1752% 140 136 136 135 1151381342 14040
220

V.:
200 180 180100 2% 230 192

7281% 81% 75 7775832%ioe
\7549%49%101)

3% 95100
107%
125
7.53

45% 15*4% 9*2 126 77%391914 791%100
110 1101202 115 110 105100 112

6.97 5.508$1 plus 25c 
2% plus 15c

r, 8.75 8.00io7 150 137144 107 152123 128100
116% 113 116100 111% 112 1101% 117 114

27 21 45 19 18100 34ji it..
iVlul 1

74% 72% 80 73100
13*9% 95 69%171% 123 120 120 93100

63 49100 65% 48 78 59% 6473
82% 8279100 84 86 82 82 80

100 4670 30 3236i%

i% plus l

T100 50e Bros. 60 131 11560 120
20 *9%10100 16% 45 35 14%13%

69100 86% 150 59 127 10*in '"xi100 it 96 92% 94 90100
100 1%

SOsi% *2 23100(I 100 69 76 69%lié142% lié 130%100 1% 107 il139% 137 128
53100 608i% 65 55 59 64% 59 5698100 104 100 99 100 97% 99 98Hi 20100 45 28 57 33% 55 43100 1% 90
*9 86 84 8 80100 16% 7% *3% is25 31 12%mo 3150

69% 29 53 47100
48 *8%

93% 88 34% 71% 49%100 1% 108%
144% 95 69 107% 86 100 85100 2 11

99 96% 98% 95100 94 70%1%
100 112 27 97 50

189%21ÏElectric Railway 100 80 97% 92 81 42 ?
y

fv

THE IMPORTANCE OF EARLY HATCH- not count on more than three hatches. If you can 
get all the chicks out in one hatch, so much the bet
ter. If hens are used, use some system. (See Ex
hibition Circular No. 1, Experimental Farm, Ot
tawa). If the hens are too slow in becoming broody 
see if you can get some custom hatching done or 
purchase day-old chicks. Get in touch with good 
breeders in your vicinity, Or write your nearest Ex
perimental Farm.

There Is more money wasted each year because 
of late hatched pullets than is often made from the 
rest of the flock.

No Late Hatches. Do not be mis-informed. Late 
hatched chickens as a rule do not pay. “One more and diseases and the digging and storing. A list is 
hatch” will not help the Empire. Better to sell the given of varieties recommended for different dis

tricts in every province.

POTATO GROWING MADE EASY.
ING. So great was the demand for the recently issued 

bulletin on Potato Cultivation, written and edited by 
the Dominion Horticulturist, that a popular edition 
of 16 pages has been prepared and can be had free 
by addressing the Publications Branch, Department 
of Agriculture, Ottawa. As an aid to the potato 
grower, especially to the less experienced and the 
beginner, this bulletin, which is numbered 90, should 
prove invaluable. In plain, * terse - language, practic
ally all that it is necessary to know is told about the 
preparation of the soil, the subsequent planting and 
cultivation ot the potato, the protection from insect

Hatch Early. Make every effort to get your chicks 
out this spring before the 24th of May. The lighter 
breeds may be hatched up to the first of June, but 
as a rule, the heavier breeds hatched later than the 
24th of May are not satisfactory. At least 90 per 
cent, of the pullets in Canada were not laying 
during November and December the past winter, be
cause they were hatched too late.

If you are depending upon your own flock for 
breeding eggs, mate ten to fifteen days before set
ting. Test the eggs for fertility so that you will he 
Bure you are not- setting many without good fer
tility. If you are using incubators, set early, but do
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eggs and save the feeds. J:
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- - including time spent in loading and unloading. Thus 

they have a combined capacity of 59,600,000 ton-miles
This is aU. S. Automobile Exports $ 140,000,000

■■aBElll Per'Year ■ * v' '
a

.

Û I: daily, or 15,000,000,006 ton-miles a year, 
considerable load to take off of the overburdened 
railroads. If all shipments originating within a Ins
tance of even twenty-five miles of cities are handled 
by trucks, which make deliveries direct to consignee, 

. the railroad freight houses' will be relieved of all this 
miscellaneous sniall freight that now causes so much

■

1
■ ;
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- u.lotor Vehicle use in the War Zone o Eur 
War Contracts Aggregate Over $600,000,0001

terminal congestion.

Establishment of rural motor express lines has a 
most important influence in stimulating production 

of foodstuffs. They give farmers an assured means

army and 10;000 more ordered up to the first of last 
February, at which time requirements were in sight 
for from 10,000 to 15,000 more for which orders had 
not been placed. A considerable part of the first of daily communication with markets and permit them
20,000 had been delivered and sent to their destina- to devote all their time to farm work instead of

tions. With the resumption of the German offensive 
in March the need for redoubled efforts by America 
indicated the likelihood _ of heavy increases in orders 

for army trucks.
During the last three calendar years the exports of 

motor vehicles have been^as follows:
1915—Commercial cars, 22,094; passenger cars, 41,864; 

total valuation, $94,884,393.
19 16—Commercial cars, 18,921; passenger cars, 61,- 

922; valuation, 396,673,108.
1917—Commercial cars, 14,347; passenger cars, 65,-

The value„of American exports of automobiles (in
cluding automobile engines, tires and parts) last year 
exceeded $140,000,000, which very nearly equalled the 

total exports of all railroad locomotives and cars, 
all electrical machinery and apparatus and all agri
cultural machinery combined. John N. Willys, presi
dent of the Willys-Overland Compaify, in an address 
delivered at the Fifth National Foreign Trade Con
vention last week presented these figures in de
scribing the foreign automobile trade and the war.

Probably nothing in late years, said Mr. Willys, has 
done more to carry forward the American export trade 
than the automobile, which, while possibly consider

ed a peace industry, is j^ist 
important part in the world war programme. The

wasting a large part of R .driving tong distances to 
market with loads of produce. There are already 
hundreds of such truck lines in operation, giving de-

Maryland alone

h ■

pendable and satisfactory service, 
has twenty-two, and committees in Washington are
to work urging the establishment of more throughout >

the country.
Larm labor is scarce and high priced ; there has

been a steady drain since the war started on the sup
ply of horses and mules throughout the world, and 
oats, com and. wheat have increased enorAiously in 

price. To increase production of human food under 
these conditions means that machinery must be used

Automobile and

i now supplying a very,
i

z speaker continued in part: 792; valuation, $88,347,739.
Adding automobile engines, tires and parts, the 

total exports of the industry last year amounted to 
than $146,000,060, which very nearly equalled

makers have introduced Am-American motor, car 
erican methods and American enterprise, not alone 
into selling, but in supplying service in cities through
out the world, and last year, even with embargoes on 
practically all the countries in Europe, American 

-trade exceeded $88,000,000 for 65,792 passenger cars 
and 14,347 trucks — the biggest proportion of the 
latter, of course, going to the warring nations.

Continuing export by this great industry will help 
to maintain not alone branches and dealer organiza-

more extensively in farm work, 
truck manufacturers have begun to turn to the manu
facture of farm tractors, which are in urgent de
mand by European countries and by 
States. Man? thousands of such tractors are needed

i
more
the total exports of all railroad locomotives and cars, 
all electrical machinery and apparatus and all agri- the United

cultural machinery combined.
Use of motor vehicles in the United States is of 

secondary importance only to their use in the war 

gboe in Europe. This is because of the critical trans-
Everything hinges on of' trade, war

at once.
Return load bureaus are being established In the 

Eastern States by chambers of commerce, boards 
bureaus of State councils of defense 

and by motor truck clubs, to insure the operation 
of motor trucks at full efficiency. The function of 

these bureaus is to bring together operators whose 
trucks ordinarily return empty after delivering a load, 
and shippers who are having difficulty making ship
ments by rail are glad', to avail themselves of the 
opportunity to have a load carried by truck over the 

highways.

portatton and food situation, 
transportation, and motor vehicles, are an important 

factor in transportation. Earnest efforts are being 
made to relieve railroad and terminal congestion by 
transferring short-haul shipments to the highways.

The number of commercial motor vehicles operat
ing in this country is approaching halt a million. It 
is estimated that they have an average capacity of 

two tons and can easily average fifty miles a day.

tions in various parts of the world, but-maintain fac
tory organizations in this country, that must continue 
as prime factors in the making of war materials. 
After the war England, France and Germany will be 
strong competitors of the American motor car trade, 
and it would bq^ unfortunate if anything should hap
pen to require the American makers to start at scratch 
again after having established their present lead.

Exports of the automobile industry in 1917 almost 
equalled the combined exports of agricultural ma
chinery, electrical machinery and apparatus and all

i.
1

:

4
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locomotives and railroad cars.
War contracts already undertaken by the industry 

than $600,000,000. Modern automo-
Otte. ounce of edible meaf~ 
kan meat fat and lean, suet or 
faf, trimmed from steak, chop or 
roast*'
A Oitd-inch cube of meat weighs about One Ounce,

v-
aggregate more 
bile plants, with their extensive equipment of ma
chine tools and hundreds of thousands of expert work
ers in special trades have unequalled facilities for 

doing much of the war work required.
Automobile engineers designed the Liberty trucks 

and Liberty airplane motor and are in charge of truck 
and airplane production for the Government. Many 
prominent automobile men are giving their patriotic 

services to the Government.

I

/

V
4fsaved every day ty eaeh of the 
1.600.000 families in Canada 
would wean a daily savin# for Hte 
soldiers and our allies of IOOjBOO 
pounds of meat,

The armies having the best transport and the best 
air service will win. The transport service is organ
ized on a motor truck basis, officers have increased 
their efficiency many times by the use of motor cars, ^ 
dispatch riders are mounted on motorcycles, tanks 
lead the infantry in advances against the enemy, the 
injured are hurried to the hospitals in motor am
bulances, heavy ordnance is hauled by motor trac
tors, and airplanes keep the commanders advised of 

movements, drop bombs on the concentra-

!
V

■ " x;

A /). ^his Saving'represents the 
Aj meat from at least 90.000 

steers of average dressed 
XL weight'—" \

enemy
tions and depots and pour fusilades from machine

4- guns into his trenches and1 advancing troops.
The first movement of British forces across the 

channel was accompanied by the motor omnibuses 
of London, which carried troops to the front and 
were
the army. Paris was saved from German invasion by 
a rapid movement of an army of 100,000 men in 
Paris taxicabs, -and Verdun held out against the foe 
only by a continuous day and night movement of 
munitions and supplies in a continuous procession

then converted into vans to supply fresh beef to?

or from more 
ffian 290.000 z

hogs.
of motor trucks.

It was calculated last year that the armies on all 
fronts were using more than 300,000 motor vehicles.

After commandeering most of the motor trucks 
And many of the passenger cars in Europe, the French, 
English and Russian governments turned 
United States to supply the deficiency. During the 
first three years of the war the United States ex
ported 45,308 motor trucks to England, France and 
Russia — that is, during the three fiscal years end
ing June 30, 1915, 1916 and 1917. Nearly all of these 

for war purposes, as the exports for the two

X.
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the

Jfevery Canadian family can save fftis precious one 
ounce ofedibletneaf-orlaf every day from the garbage 
pail or reduce their consumption of meat bV tms amount 
they would save enough to provide for the fyll meat ration- 

r for at feast------
100.000 Canadian Soldiers.

aid ;V
ic-

/the
,nd were

preceding years amounted to only 410.
It is not known how many trucks have gone to

ect
is

' Europe for the American army. These do not figure 
in the summaries of exports as published by the 
Department of Commerce. But approximately 20,- 
000 trucks have been bought by the United States

is-

it.;.;I• U v- -.-wVfi-.- .- v . .
23 .

ora saving'in one 
year of-
36.500.000
pounds of valuable 
animal food.
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. BBRITISH ARMY COSTS $2,900,000,000 A 
YEAR.

UNFAIR DISCRIMINATION ALLEGED BY CANADIAN NEWSPRINT DOES NOT GO 
G. T. R. CHAIRMAN. ; SlPiTO ANTI-ALLIES. En*

%?, :
..

Annual Pay Amounts to Over $600,000,000, s<Chairman Smithers, presiding at the annual meet- i
Canadian Manufacturers Reply to American 

Newspaper Publishers.
‘ing of the Grand Trunk shareholders held in Lon

don on Thursday last, -expressed deep disappoint- 
unsatisfactory report which, he 

entirely beyond the manage- 
The increase In rates, when granted,

cuss
fact
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Gov
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own
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spai

iThe report of the Comptroller and Auditor Gen- * 
era! on the army appropriation account for 1916-17' 
just published shows that the net expenditure was 
£587,796,567, or £629,863,458 gross. Pay accounted 
for £144,916,272 gross, or £122,486,423 net, and sup
plies and clothing cost £265,241,358 gross, or £251,- 
788,423 net. In, connection with the employment of 
experts on War Office contract work, the necessity 
for the formulation of definite agreements and for 
providing for the event of their termination before 
the expected time is urged.

Losses of stores and cash sustained through the 
fall of Kut-el-Amara have been written off to the 
approximate value of £99,048 and £37,718, respective
ly. The former sum represents the known value of 
stores lost, exclusive of certain stores of which no 
accounts are rendered on field service, 
cash losses amount to about £76,000, and the bal
ance will be charged in later accounts. An investiga
tion into uncleared balances by a board of two Treas
ury representatives has been completed after ""deal
ing with 6,025 accounts, covering transactions amount
ing to £615,527. The board has authorized as charges 
against normal vote subheads £416,758, and against 
balances irrecoverable £93,383, and have called for 
further departmental action on casés to a total of 
£62,091.

The board states that qfficers dealing with army 
funds have generally not derived any personal pe
cuniary advantage from their financial irregularities.
The accounting failure is ascribed to the exigencies 
of military service, to inability of pay offices to 
deal with accounts promptly, to some extravagance 
on the part of inexperienced officers, but primarily 
to the general failure of company and other officers 
do keep and render proper accounts, largely owing to 
the complexity of army regulations and accounting, 
and to lack of accounting experience among officers 
of the territorial force and new armies.

The board expresses the view that the whole sys
tem of army pay, allowances, etc., requires simplifica
tion, and as an outcome of this the Treasury has 
pressed the War Office to consent to the appointment 
of a small committee to consider the whole question 
of accounting in the army pay. offices. The matter 
is still the subject of correspondence between the 
departments.

With regard to the profits made by the army 
canteens from purchases made out of the 5Vfcd. cash 
allowance for rations, £40,000 was received from the 
Arpiy Canteen Committee in July last on account of 
profits for the March quarter, 1917. Further credits 
have been suspended pending a reconsideration of the 
principles involved in the allocation of these profits 
to public funds.

Hutting for troops cost over £3,500,000 during the 
year. Notwithstanding the existence of two recog
nized official sources of supply of timber, Govern
ment departments on certain occasions have still pur
chased considerable supplies in the open market, and 
also in some cases allowed their contractors to pur-

-

ment at the very
said, arose from causes 
ment’s control.

totally inadequate and far too late to meet the
EXPORTS LICENSED,

was
new conditions. He proceeded to criticize the Dray
ton report, describing it as extraordinary and con-

manufacturersThe Canadian newsprint paper 
deny the charge made by the the American News
paper Publishers’ Association that some of the news
print exported from Canada is sent to unfriendly 
alien newspapers. They point out that all newsprint 
exports from this country are made under licenses 
issued by the W"ar Trade Board of Canada, and say 
that that is sufficient guarantee that no Canadian 
newsprint is used in the manner indicated.

t’.

1 fiscatory.
“An abominable shame,’’ exclaimed one sharehold

er, when the chairman indicated the amount of Gov
ernment assistance rendered other railways, 
pared with the assistance given the Grand Trunk. 
“There are only two ways to deal with the situation,’’ 
said Mr. Smithers. "Hither treat us. as British and 
American railways have been treated by their gov
ernments, or purchase us outright. We don’t ask for 
this, but if it is consistent with public opinion, then 
we ask a fair price. We have not arrived at any 
understanding with the Government, but no board can 
consider such propositions as suggested in the Dray-

- "3
I
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-

'
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The
shortage in newsprint, the manufacturers charge, is 
due to ill-advised efforts of the publishers to get 
their paper too cheap, which, they say, have driven 
a number of American mills out of the newsprint 
business and have kept the Canadian end of the in
dustry from being further developed.

f T
Hai

The total one
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was
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whi

ton report.” (Cheers).
“We can no more look for justice from the Cana- The manufacturers, at a meeting held at the Ritz- 

Carlton last week, adopted the following reply to the 
memorial sent to the Dominion Government by the 
American Newspaper Publishers’ Association, and 
sent a copy of it to Sir Robert Borden:

say

■m
mei
clai
sho

dian Government than a Canadian soldier could look
declared an elderlyfor mercy from a German,"

There were more modified expressions S3i shareholder, 
from others, 
to nothing but gambling counters,”

**;
"They have brought our investments 

was another
tini
abs
qui
ene
tin<

‘‘The newsprint section of the Canadian Pulp 
and Paper Association, comprising the principal 
manufacturers of newsprint in Canada, notes with 
astonishment a resolution purporting to have been 
passed by the American Newspaper Publishers’ Asso
ciation, at their annual convention in New York, to 
the effect that a substantial percentage of present 
exports of newsprint paper from Canada and the 
United States is going to newspapers unsympathetic 
with the interests of the Allies, and demanding that 
the War Trade Board of Canada prohibit exports

mcomment.
Sir Robert Perks moved a resolution, which was

illadopted, protesting at unjust treatment and approv
ing the steps taken by the board.

One shareholder, amidst a certain amount of dis
sent, opined the directors should have a directly 
Canadian representation.

said the company in sixty-five

4
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ent
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The chairman 
years had never defaulted in the fixed charges and 
maintained its standing in the London market, 
shown by the manner it had raised money during 

During this period the total assistance re-

fro
'M*

* m ma
casof newprint paper from this country to other than 

Allied countries.tlie war.
ceived from the Canadian Government had been five 
and a half million pounds, whereas the Canadian 
Pacific, in thirty-five years, had received sixty-nine 
millions, the Canadian Northern, in fifteen years, 
fifty-nine millions, and Grand Trunk Pacific, twenty-

Ini
. t j las

“The manufacturers refrain from commenting up
on the unusual circumstance of an organization of 
business men in a foreign country undertaking to 
control through the Government of Canada any part 
of the export trade of this country, but would point 
nut that so far as the export of Canadian newsprint 
is concerned, it is all done under licenses, issued by 
the War Board of Canada, which is a sufficient 
guarantee that none of these exports are sent to un
friendly alien countries.

.
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mtwo millions in fifteen years.
Discussing the Grand Trunk Pacific, the chairman 

asked if it was conceivable, had they been told that 
instead of occupying new territory and developing its 
resources, they would be met with the construction

by the Government,

a t
chf

1 it
[ su<A

bel
inof a new subsidized railway

they would ever have embarked on the Pacific pro- 
To-day they found the Government, having \“The shortage in the supply of newsprint paper, 

about which the American Newspaper Publishers’ As
sociation is justly concerned, is due in a large 

to the ill-advised attempts of the

sclJed.
assisted the Canadian Northern build several thous
and miles of lines, and having by so doing render
ed it impossible for the Grand Trunk to carry out 
the Pacific obligation, lias now taken over the Cana
dian Northern, with all its liabilities, and is actually 
arbitrating that a price be paid for the common

I • pri
for
goimeasure,

newspaper publishers to obtain their supplies of 
newsprint paper at a price inconsistent with the 
cost of its production. These attempts have lead 
to prolonged Government investigations in both the

wa
kii
So
beDuring the last twenty years Canadian writ- 

and statesmen had been justly eloquent on Can
to estimate on the lines of the

Btock.
United States and Canada. In the United States 
some of the mills formerly devoted to the production 
of newsprint have found it more expedient and more chase timber for Government work in the same way. 
profitable, as a results of this interference, to divert it can hardly be doubted that the resultant com- 
their mills to other uses. In Canada, where the in- petition for stock led to enhanced cost (says the 
dustry has been under investigation for over a year, Auditor General.) 
the result has been to imperil our foreign market; 
to undermine confidence in the future of the industry ed to 93,619 pounds, valued at £2,828. It was stated 
to the extent of rendering it inexpedient to invest to have accrued during less than six months at an 
new capital in its expansion and development; to average of 650 pounds a day, and was apparently 
provoke unrest and dissatisfaction among the la- facilitated by the fact that the depot accounts were 
bor employed in the industry, and generally to ex- allowed to fall several months in arrears. v The Courts 
erclse a demoralizing effect upon the industry and of Inquiry found that the deficiency could not have 
to contribute to the difficulties and uncertainties with occurred had a careful check been kept daily on 
which newsprint manufacturers, In common with the stock, and that the absence of essential stock 
others, are confronted as a result of war-time con- records made It impossible for the officer In charge to 
ditions. Its ultimate effect, if persisted in, must be ascertain what stock of meat he should have.

paS!ers
noii a da’s future, but 

Drayton report would be sure and simple confisca- ov
th<“We all know bow splendidly Canada hastion.

come forward to aid the Motherland," concluded Mr. 
Smithers, “and it is revolting to one’s feelings to do 
anything that would cause difficulty or embarass-

’ ■ a '
dil

At one supply depot the deficiency of meat amount-

:S toStill, is it our duty to fight for fair and just 
We have asked the Canadian Govern

ment, 
treatment.
ment to assist us along the same lines as the British 
and American governments, but there appears to 
he a demand by a portion of the Canadian public for 
purchase outright. We do not ask to be brought out, 
but if this is the easiest path, then the price must be

ceim on
sic
by
pr

!

i
a

it or
£ I dosettled on a fair estimate of future value, 

no believe a government which has so nobly guided 
their people to the help of the Motherland, nor the 
people who so nobly responded, will allow a policy 
of confiscation towards an investor who subscribed 
because of his belief on the future and entire faith

If
| ha

• \I thone of seriryjs and lasting injury to the industry, 
of financial loss to those engaged in carrying it on, 
as well as of national economic detriment.

Following the conviction of a viewer in connection 
with frauds at the Royal Army Clothing Department, 
War Office papers showed that, owing to abnormal 
pressure and congestion during the earlier period of 
the war and the necessity for accelerating Issues, 
stocktaking was suspended, and in one sub-section 
there was temporary cessation of detailed counting 
of goods received by the storekeeping branchr It has 
since been found possible to reintroduce regular 
stocktaking and establish a somewhat closer check

I! de
tir
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1
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In Canada’s credit.”
“Attemps to fix an arbitrary price for newsprint 

paper have had the effect that such attempts usually 
meet with, that of restricting production. Had the 
Canadian manufacturers of newsprint paper been 
left free to develop their business unmolested, in 
the same way that other Canadian industries have

oxt
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by
cl<been left free, the industry would have made much 

mills would have been installed and the production between the Inspection and storekeeping branches.
Incendiarism at Alexandria base ordnance- depot

th'i
th-greater progress in the last eighteen months. New 

increased to such an extent that the present com- resulted in damage amounting to £8,891. As a sup
plants of a serious shortage would have been in large ply reserve depot stores lost by Incendiarism were

Ds
to

valued at £28,789.part, If not altogether, rendered unnecessary.”
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY
Change in Train Schedules

Wat made

SUNDAY, APRIL 28TH, 1918.
For particulars apply to Ticket Agents.
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X7. S. SHIPMENTS TO NEUTRAL EUROPE.
War Trade Board Announces Rules for First 

Time.

'April 30, 1918.
*■

WÏÏ-& SHIPPING- LOSSES.
DENMARK OPPOSES SHIP CONTROL. ■ - 'v

Admiralty Announces Cessation of Weekly 
Report.

V

«1 England’s Experience Held np as a Warning. r i i.
1:

■ 3E«i
-A

Although the public was' Informed that exports 
had been restricted according to classes, and furth
er that trade agreements- were being negotiated with 
the various neutral countries of Europe, It remained 
for the Tanners’ Council through its headquarters in 
Washington to announce definitely how these restric- the 21st of eacli month. The monthly statement will

give the gross tonnage lost and the tonnage of sail-

considerable amount of dis- .'.?tSome weeks ago a 
cusslon was caused in Danish shipping circles by the 
fact that the Minister of Commerce had ordered from 
the Burmeister and Wain Shipbuilding Yard ten 

account of the Government. About the 
announced that the Minister had

-The Admiralty has announced the cessation of the 
weekly return of shipping losses and the substitu
tion of a monthly' report on the Thursday following

vSm™*... $1 ' «.
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eteÿners on 
same time it was 
laid before the Folketing a bill giving power to the 
Government to order, buy1, sell or charter steamships^ 
and generally to carry, on the business of a ship- 

The committee of the Folketing which was

tions in exports are going to work. The headquarters 
of the Tanners’ Council has sent out to their mem
bers, under the signature of Vv A. Wallin, its presi

dent, a circular explaining the operation of the re-

s
ings to and from ports in the United Kingdom,

A table issued gives the losses of British, Allied 
and neutral merchant tonnage due to enemy action 
and marine risk since the beginning of 1917. The 

losses for the quarter ending in March, 1917, were: 
British, 911,840, and Allied and neutral, 1,619,373.

a

le*.

f

!
.

striction of exports, as follows :
“A number of inquiries have been received con-

owner.
appointed to discuss and consider the bill has just 
presented its report, which has modified the opposi
tion which was- at first shown toward the bill. The 
general attitude of Danish shipping circles toward 
the bill may be gathered from the comments which 
haye recently occupied a considerable amount of

E
r cerning the present conditions surrounding the grant

ing of licenses for exportations to neutral countries 
of Europe, and it is thought that the f6llowing in

interest and

For the quarter ending in June:
British, 1,361,370, and Allied and neutral, 2,236,934. 

For the quarter ending September:
British, 942,938, and Allied and neutral, 1,494 473. 
For the quarter ending in December:
British, 782,880, and Allied and neutral, 1,272,843. 
The losses for the quarter ending in March, 1918,

e

5 formation in regard thereto will be of 
value to the members of the council.

“Sweden and Holland—Licenses for shipments to

i
space in the press.

The Copenhagen correspondent of the “Norges 
Handels og Sjofartstidende,” for example, says that 

of t_he points to which much attention was given 
whether it would pay for the State to run a ship-

f these countries will only be granted on a restricted 
list of commodities — fifty in number — which have 
been prescribed. The list# however, does not include 
any articles or products connected with the tanning 

industry.
“Norway and Denmark—At present no licenses are 

being granted for shipments to these countries, al
though negotiations are in progress that will permit 
such shipments. While no information can be ob
tained as to when these negotiations will be com
pleted, it is thought that within a few weeks ship
ments to these countries will be licensed.

“Greece—All applications "for licenses to ship to 
Greece are cabled to the representative of the War 
Trade Board in.that country, and if, upon investiga
tion, it is found that Greece is really m need of the 
commodity covered by the application, the license is 
granted; otherwise the necessary permission is not

. . %

i

>
i were:

British, 687,576 .and Allied and neutral, 1,125.510. 
Clearances in and out of the ports of the United 

Kingdom were very steady. The total for last March 

was 7,295,620 tons.

one
was
owning business. In the course of the controversy 
which has taken place, reference, the correspondent 

has been made to the results which the govern- >says,
ments of other countries have achieved, and it is de
clared that the experience of England in this matter 
shows that her example is not one to be followed. 

“Shipping people here,’ ’the correspondent con- 
their conviction that the State is

ITALY LOST TWO SHIPS.
Rome, April 24.

One steamer of more than 1,600 tons and one steam
er of less tonnage were sunk during the week end
ed April 20, according to the official statement on 
losses by mine Or submarine, issued to-night

t

■ r’S tlnues, "express 
absolutely destitute of the qualities which are re
quisite for the conduct of such an enterprise, 
energy, promptitude and boldness which are the dis
tinctive characteristics of *private initiative’ cannot 
he replaced by ministerial red tape. Possibly a State 
enterprise in this direction might be successful if the 
economical situation were always the same, and not

- M The

RAILWAY EARNINGS. ’p

given.
“Switzerland—Before a license can be issued for 

shipment to Switzerland arrangements must be made 
by the purchaser in Switzerland to procure a permit 
from the Société Suisse de Surveillance Economique. 
Information regarding this permit, when it is secured, 
should be cabled by the purchaser in Switzerland 
to the Swiss Legation in Washington. The purchaser 
will presumably also advise the vendor when the per
mit is secured, and he can then make out his applica
tion for a license, filing same with the Swiss Lega
tion should show the name of the ultimate pur- 
the War Trade Board with a recommendation and 
it will be given prompt consideration. The applica
tion should hsow the name of the ultimate pur
chaser, but the consignee in all cases must be the 

S. S. S.

The traffic earnings of the three principal Cana
dian railroads for the third week of April aggregat
ed $5,304,472, an increase over the corresponding 
week a year ago of $745,841, or 16.4 per cent. Of the 
three roads, the Grand Trunk again showed the larg
est gain, one of 26.2 per cent., which compares with 
its gain of 28.2 per cent, for the previous week. 
The C. P. R.’s gain of 11.4 per cent, is the highest 
since the first week in January.

Following are the earnings for the past week, with 
changes from a year ago:

is actually the case, subject to continual changesas
from one day to another.

“A chance which can be seized and utilized to-day 
possibly be lost to-morrow, and it is in such 
that personal initiative is absolutely necessary.

■I1 may
cases
In this matter there is no room for the deliberations 
lasting days, and even weeks, of a Government de
partment, which naturally cannot come to imme
diate decisions, seeing that it is impossible to ex- 

the State to risks, whether they be direct or in- 
The prudence and circumspection by which*1 direct.

a business managed by the State must necessarily be 1918. Increase. P.C.
.. . .$3,016 090 $308,000 11.4

____ 1,358,972 273,941 25.2
.. .. 929,600 163,900 21.4

■
characterized is in the long run detrimental, because 
it is very easily transformed into slowness, so that 
such an enterprise stands in danger of being left 
behind by its competitors, who are more promptly

I

.15,2114,472 - $745,841 16.4Totalsin emergencies. “Spain—The United States recently entered into a
“When it is maintained, in order to justify the • trade agreement with Spain whereby that country 

scheme of the “State as shipowner,” that an enter- should extend credits to France and furnish certain 
prise might be made remunerative in the same way, commodities to the Allied nations, and, in considera-
for example, as State railways, it is entirely for- tion of this, shipments of railroad materials, cotton;
gotten that these two businesses—shipping and rail- oii ana such other supplies not required for use in

diametrically opposed to each other in this country should be licensed for exportation from

the United States to Spain. As a result of this agree
ment, the Bureau of Exports, War Trade Board, is 

be possible to count upon traffic for them either in considering all applications for licenses and where
goods, and at the same time they are the interests of this country will not be adversely af

fected by the exportation, licenses are being granted.”

■J
I

ways—are
kind and cannot be mentioned in the same connection. 
So far as State railways are concerned it will always PASSENGER SERVICE

BETWEEN
PORTLAND, ME. and GLASGOWpassengers or 

not subject to violent fluctuations, as is the case with 

overseas trade, 
the case is different. Here direct competition places

■) ts Apply to Local Agents or the Robert Reford Co., 
Limited, General Agents, 20 Hospital Street, and 
28-25 St. Sacrament Street, Montreal.

With regard to shipping, however.
of theof the situation and the general interest 

country.
In the course of the deliberations of the committee 

the question was raised whether, the import of for
eign shipbuilding materials could' not be expanded, 
if the State gave orders for its own account for new

’ ■ a very considerable and important role and numerous 
difficulties have to be overcome.

“Neither must it be forgotten that for the State 
to come forward as a shipowner would cause unne- 

competition against the private owner, and

à

m cessary
on that ground alone,” the correspondent adds, “con- 

' siderable satisfaction has been given in Denmark

ships of a specified type. Inquiries in this respect 
have so far not been completed, but will presumably 
be continued, since the representatives of the Gov
ernment party on the committee declare that there 
is a strong desire that the State should assure for 
itself a tonnage of the kind indicated, but purely 
for government purposes, and not tc compete with the

\:i by the statements just made public to the effect that 
probably Burmeister and Wain will not be able for 

considerable time to deliver the ten ships
PASSENGER SERVICE

BETWEEN
HALIFAX and BRISTOL

a very
ordered by the Danish Ministry of Commerce.

■ “The fact of the matter is that certain difficulties 
have arisen owing to the shortage of material, and 
their effect is that there will be at least considerable

" ■ ' Money Remittances made by Mail or Cable. 
Apply to Local Agents or The Robert Reford Co, 

Limited, General Agents, 20 Hospital Street, and 
23-25 SL Sacrament Street, Montreal.

private shipowner.
On’ behalf of the minority of the committee with 

regard to their final attitude on the question of ship
building for State account, it is declared that they

II delay in the completion of the vessels. In the mean
time it is hoped that the Government will be pre
vailed upon to abandon the idea of acting as a ship- regarded as highly desirable that every possibility

should be utilized during the war for supplementingowner.”
In its report upon the bill, the committee of the " the Danish mercantile fleet, and for this purpose the 

Folketing unanimously suggests .that the measure
■ "s ■

A;/ Government is recommended to pursue its inquiries
to the conditions on which it is possible to pro

cure materials for shipbuilding, either for State or
/ I

shall be passed, but in a somewhat modified form.
With a view to facilitating the acceptance of the bill 
by Parliament, the report says that it should be made for private account. Thus the minority cannot be

regarded as opposed to the principle of State owner-

as

. i
V
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■
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’ £ is*

clear- that the object ot the proposal is not to place 
the Ministry of Commerce in a position to encourage ship, but makes its oposition dependent upon facility

being given to procuring shipbuilding materials and

,
i

the development of Danish tonnage and the use of 
Danish shipbuilding yards for foreign account except 

to such an extent as is demanded by the actual needs

providing for the effective control of the uses to which 

the Danish mercantile marine is applied.
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COMMODITY MARKETS
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, Per lb.The trade in calves was very brisk and prices ruled 
steady.Week’s Wholesale Review Hams:—

Smoked Hams, 8-10 lbs................
Do., 12-15 lbs. .. .. .. ..
Do., over 25 lbs. .. ................
Bacon :—

Breakfast .. „ .. ..................
Windsor Bacon, selected .. .. 
Windsor Bacon, boneless .. .. 

Pure Lard:—
20 lbs. pails................. .. .. ..

0.3*.. .. 0.36
.... 0.34

.. .. 0.32

1 0.35 IK- \ '
-

v.quote the following Montreal prices: 
Steers, per 100 lbs.—

Choice..................
Good......................
Fairly good . .
Fair........................
Light steers . .
Common................

cha
mai

: :Dun’s Bulletin says of Montreal trade : There .is 0.33
now open water to the sea, and the opening of navi
gation has been practically established by the arrival 
of a Government ice-breaker on Sunday last. 
Soulanges Canal is still blocked by ice, but traffic 
with the upper lakes is expected to be established

Roads in the interior

1 i$13.50
12.75
12.25
11.75
11.25 
10.50

. .. $13.00
. .. 12.50
,. .. 12.00 

... 11.50
___ 11.00
___ 10.00

mei
0.420.40

The
.

0.44
0.46

. .. 0.43
- 0.44 PS mei

has
but
kat

in the course of a few days. W-t

p. r-Wm

. .. 0.31 ,0.31%>)

I are getting settled, the country trade is fairly active, 
but chilly weather has not been altogether favorable 

General remittances are good,

mm eifiButchers’ bulls—
Choice................

Good..................
Medium .. 
Common.............

COUNTRY PRODUCE. and
Un

I 11.25 
... 10.75 
.. 10.25

11.50 
11.00
10.50 

9.50

to the city retailer, 
and the volume of failures remarkably light, only

1 opiBUTTER.
The receipts of butter for the week ending April 

27th, 1918, were 6,576 packages, which show an in
crease of 3,698 packages as compared with the previ
ous week, and an increase of 1,572 packages with

while the total receipts

Bkone minor insolvency being reported in "the district 
for the week.

There have been rumors of possible increased du
ties on teas and sugars, but thus far there have been 
no indications of any pronounced tariff changes at 
the present session of Parliament.

The wholesale movement is just about as last not-

flu/8.50
lik<mm >'■

Butchers' cows— 
Choice heavy ..
Good......................
Medium...............
Light weights ., 
Common...............

■ 1 fluiI .. 11.00
.. 10.50
.. 10.00

11.25 
10.75
10.25

F froi
' no^the same week last year, 

since May 1st, 1917, to date show a decrease of 149,- 
353 packages as compared with the corresponding 
period a year ago. As the weather has become more 

make of butter has steadily in-

oce

.

9.759.50 TIn groceries the distribution is normal, except 
in sugars, deliveries of which are still limited by re-

For molasses as

eel. 8.50 9.00 Sel

' ':c%. I
Sheep, per 100 lbs.—

Ewes..............................
Bucks and culls .. 
Ontario Iambs . . . .
Quebec Iambs .. .. 

Calves, per 100 lbs.— 
Good milk-fed stock
Good.................................
Fair................................
Common........................

Hogs, per 100 lbs.—
Selected lots ..............
Sows...............................
Stags..............................

Nofavorable the new 
creased, throughout to the Dominion which has led 

As the consumption of but-

>,■-finers to very small proportions, 
high, as 90 cents has been paid in a jobbing way. 
The local milling company has this week established

fr is.00 
11.00 
00.00 
00.00

14.00
12.00
17.00
16.00

No
to increased offerings, 
ter is decreasing, due to the fact that oleomargarine W$r- jReceipts of butter abean advance in ground rice, 

more liberal, and some of the late strong advance 
has been lost. Flour is quoted easier.

Among tlie boot and shoe factories there is .no 
great activity, and the local demand of leather is 
light. No. 2 Spanish sole is quoted all the way from 
46 to 47 for ordinary manufacturers’ No. 2 to 53 to 
64 cents for choice plump jobbing selections.

Jn the dry goods line there is no slackening of ac
tivity. Some good-sized shipments from Britain are 
coming to hand this week, including much wanted 
lots of woollens, yarns, etc.

In other lines there is nothing specially new.

¥ is being used in place of it a weaker feeling de
veloped in the market and prices scored a sharp de- 

One day last week, at Gould’s Cold Storage

din
' A4 bet

\
11.00
9.00
8.00
5.00

12.00
10.00
9.00
7.00

deicline.
some 200 packages of creamery butter were offered 
and sold at 49c per lb. f.o.b. country points, but at 
the first Quebec Agricultural Co-operative Society 
sale held for the season 1918 there were 407 packages 
offered', of which 196 packages of finest sold at 45%c 
per lb., and at the regular weekly board meeting 
held at St. Hyacinthe 41c per lb. was guaranteed by 
buyers with conditions that, if the market here dur* 
ing the coming week warranted a higher figure, the

There was no

Fi . fai
wit
$1.

m 
-1

inc)

In20.75
18.50
16.00

21.00
19.00
17.00

r J. at

I ba:

;
is 1sellers would receive the benefit. be.TORONTO: The run of cattle at the Toronto mar

kets was light, but of very choice quality. Prices 
made big advances early in the week, and remained 
strong; calves were steady for choice quality. The 

Advices from the West, however, state that offerings of sheep and Iambs were very light. Prices

• *4;regular board meeting held at Cowansville as 
expected, but it was reported that sales In that dis-

The prices for but- 
Friday

was to
Bradstreet’s Montreal weekly trade report says: 

Much needed rains fell during the week, but so far 
there has been very little seeding done in this pro-

exi
trict were made to-day at 44c. 
ter realized at the auction sale at Montreal on

poi
WÏ

.
vince.
seeding ig well advanced under increased acreage, of hogs fluctuated, first showing a decline and later 
In some places it is stated that the crops are above an increase of 25c. per 100 lbs.

4Vic to 4%c per lb. higher than the corre- wtwere
spending date a year ago.

We quote the following prices: "
Finest Sept, and Oct. creamery .. .. 0.46%
Fine Sept, and Oct. creamery ..
Fine dairy .,.................... ... .........................
Margarine:—■
Prints............................................................
Bulk .. .......................................................

Cottonseed (Shortening) :

tra

j
wi

The local grain business is very quiet, asground.
most of the cars that are available are used to ship 
grain for the Allies. The quantity of grain to go for-

0.47We quote the following prices for livestock at the 
Toronto markets :

Heavy steers, choice............................
Do., good................................................

Butchers' steers and heifers, choice
Do., good..............................
Do., medium.......................
Do., common.......................

Butchers’ cows, choice . .
Do., good.............................
Do., medium......................
Do., common.......................
Do., canners........................

Butchers’ bulls, choice ..
Do., good..............................
Do., medium...................... .
Do., common.......................

Feeders, best........................
Stockers, best...................
Grass cows..........................

on<
0.45%
0.40

0.45
0.39

$1-

13.75
13.22

15.00
13.75

ward this year is much less than it was a year ago. 
Wool clipping in the Northwest will commence next 

It is reported that the clip will be much

as
0.340.29%

0.28%.
> 12.75

11.75 
10.50
8.50

13.00 
12.00 
11.50 
10 25

month.
larger than that of a year ago, and that it will be 
all taken over by the Government.

0.31% In- Æ ho
$. 0.26%

0.26%
inTierces, per lb. 

Tubs, per lb. 
Pails, per lb. .. 
Cartons..............

The highest rate on New York exchange since 
the war began was recorded this week, when it 
reached two per cent. Financiers seem to see no 
relief from the high rate of exchange until this year's 
grain crop begins to be exported.

The lumber exporters say that it is impossible to 
export lumber to the English markets, as there is no 
freight space available, except what is being used 
by the Allies for war purposes. The rates by water 
to the United States are very high, being equal to 
ton dollars per thousand feet from our winter ports, 
while it is almost out of the question to get rail 
freights. A good many of our manufacturing indus
tries, especially those working for war purposes, 
find it necessary to expand the plants.

English advices say that it is so difficult to get 
jute for manufacturing of carpets that the quality 
will have to be reduced from three to two strands in 
the stuffer used on the backs of the carpets. Cot- 

goods window blinds, oilcloths and linoleums, 
cotton gloves, etc., are amongst the articles which 
have advanced in price during the week. Cigarettes 
made a substantial advance in prices, and so have 
also all lines of matches.

Some lines of ladies' boots are being offered by 
the retail trade at over twenty dollars per pair. Re
mittances are good, but city collections arc still slow. 
The retail trade has been very fair. „

I
r

hr-
___  10.75 12.50 0.27 306

9.50 10.50 0.28
''18.25 9.00 CHEESE.

The receipts of cheese for the week ending 
27th, 1918, were 3,203 boxes, which show an increase 
of 1,271 boxes as compared with the previous week 
and a decrease of 6,978 boxes with the same week last 
year, while the total receipts since May 1st, 1917, 
to date show a decrease of 436,090 boxes as com
pared with the corresponding period a year ago. A 
few of the country boards held their first meeting 
of the season and some business was transacted at 

The offerings at Stirling were sold at 21

7.506.75 April sirN
6.00 6.25 eh1

11.00 
10.00 
9.00 
8.00

10.75
10.00
7.75

Milkers and springes, choice ___ 100.00 150.00 ^
90.00
15.50
12.50
10.50 
12.00
21.75 
16.00
12.25
20.75 
20.75
19.25

Less $1 to $2 on light or thin hogs; less $3 to $3.50 
on sows; less $4 on stags; less 50c. to $1 on heavies.

10.50
9.25
8.25
7.50
9.50 
9.50 
7.00

' Tu
Mi

■ 4jJS| jml Rc
/ Ol'■W, Dl

Ge
them.
ll-16c per lb. as compared with 25%c for the same 
date last year, and at Picton at 22%c, against 26%c

Do., common to medium . . . .
Calves, choice......................................

Do., medium.....................................
Do., common.....................................

Heavy fat..............................................
Lambs, choice......................................
Sheep, choice handy........................

Do., heavy and fat bucks .. ..
Hogs, fed and watered...............

Do., off cars.....................................
Do., f.o.b. ... . .*.............................

65.00
14.00
12.10
8.50

10.00
19.50
13.50 
11.00
20.50 
20.50 
19.00

[5 ;
■

At St. Hyacinthe the price paid wasa year ago.
%c per lb. higher than a week ago at 20 %c. At Gould's

6R
cn

were made at 20%c., but on

.
tH $

--S■■■qm

Cold Storage
Friday prices were advanced l%c to l%c per lb. to 
21 %c to 21 %c. The iocal trade during the week has

salesy anton
Gor po

av ;, been steady, -there being a fair demand for small lots 
and sales of 20-lb. cheese were made at 22%c to 23c

res
m?

per lb.
The announcement by the Dairy Produce Commis

sion that it would pay for the season’s make of 1918 
for export 23c per lb. for No. 1 grade f.o.b. steamer 
at Montreal, 22%c per lb. for No. 2 grade, and 22c 
per lb. for No. 3 grade.

pr
Sa

->■.
ba

f
-~.J • KSi su

Wi ' W8LIVESTOCK. The Commission is paying the following prices:
. 0.23
. 0.22% 

. 0.22

,i3iM ■

1
II

PROVISIONS. miI No. 1 cheese .. .. 
No. 2 cheese .. . 
No. 3 Cheese .. ..

toMONTREAL: The receipts of livestock at Mont
real’s two yards last week were 1,125 cattle, 70 
sheep and lambs, 2,000 hogs and 4,800 calves. The lbs.

y fioLive hogs scored a further decline of 25c. per 100 
The offerings throughout the week were of a 

supplies of cattle coming forward are not sufficient good quality, and were quickly disposed of. In the

anEGGS.
The receipts for the week ending April 27th. 1918, ~

were 14,944 cases, as compared with 17,052 for the 
previous week, and 12,930 for the same week last 
year. The total receipts since May 1st, 191?, to date

w$
th.to meet the demand, but the quality is unusually trade for dressed meats some lines seemed to be a 

good and prices remained very firm at Monday’s in- little easier, while others showed firmer prices. 1
We quote current prices as follows:

D<
$niThe market for hogs remained unchanged.crease.
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f.o
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_ ‘ ' b<7Ie9) ' » 90-*.»

»M.49 __ against 728 933 for the cor- Cline of 15c per barrel as, Compared with previous Icing (50-lb. boxes) »................................. -
J “jrL.,»,.'...». T,.„,.„™....................................“Y»

: ■ wrv'heaw the market has be- Ontario millers were small and as the suppUes on Teltow, No. I............................................
... I come easy and prices closed lc'to 2c per doz. lower spot are not large, the tone of the market remained Teltow, No. 2 (or Golden)...............<................ JJ

than Heek ago. The offerings are of excellent firm. Sales of broken lots were made at *11.40 to VV* ...................... * " V. "

"M-Thegoodweatherrt?‘anLTrp::: 11,56per 1,8rrel inmT™ ^s"mP,^.,v.:................»-»

chases" in^^he^rlnce'^dtvard^sland districts were The trade In bran and shorts has been very Quiet Paris lumps (60-lb. boxes) ». - - - ” J-JJ

made at 35c to 36c per dozen f.o.b. points of ship- on account of the very limited supplies available, and Paris lumps (26-Ib. boxes) ...- - -
ment, while the range of prices in the Ontario dis- the only business of any importance passing was in Crystal diamonds, barrels
tricts was 37c to 38c per dozen f.o.b. points of ship- pure grain moullie. Crystal diamonds (boxes lbs) ....

t' ment. The heavy movement of receipts in Manitoba ROLLED OATS. Cut loaf (50-lb boxes) .................................
l lias been somewhat checked by farming operations, The market for all oat products showed weakness Cut loaf (26-lb. boxes) .. .. " '

but car lots are still moving east and west. Sas- last week, and export prices scored a further decline For deliveries in Montreal City d 
katchewan stocks are being sold largely by the Pa- of 26c per barrel, which made a net reduction In two to above refinery price If purchased through whole- 

dfic Coast demand for local use in British Columbia weeks of 46c to 66c. The demand for export con- 
and trans-shipment to the Yukon and Alaska. The tinned steady, and a fair amount of business was 
United States markets have varied very little. The done, with sales of oatmeal and rolled oats at *10.75 
opinion of a large portion of the trade is that the per barrel, in 140-lb. bags, f.o.b. vessel seaboard 
flush in production has passed and that prices will ports. The prices for domestic trade remained un
likely be maintained at their present level with slight changed, however, and the volume of business done on
fluctuations until about the end of May. Reports spot was small, 
from Chicago say that British prices for eggs would Flour:
now permit of exporting Americans at a profit if New Government standard grade.. .. 10.95 11.50

Cereals: „

■

■
-

m<0. 18.

■

T <1
er lb.

'vv, •0.38
8.35

■ ...,v .5ji

-

0.33

0.42
0.44
0.46

*> :Sm .
. • - -1.™

ii

,0.31(4
s&lers.

Dominion Sugar delivered direct to retailers at 
above price.

For 50-lb. and 25-tb bags add . 10c per. 100 Ibs.r tor 
301b. bags add 15c. per 100 lbs. ; f©F 10-Ib, bags add 
20c. per 100 lbs.; for 6-Ib. cartons add 25c. per IOO 
lbs., and for 2-Ib. cartons add 30c. per 100 lbs. Granu
lated and yellow sugar may be had In barrels of 5c. 

above prices. Fancy sugars make-a correspond-

5 ’
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Friday 
corre-
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I
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F
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per barrel.
over

ocean space was available.
We quote wholesale jobbing prices as follows:

0.44 
0.41 
0.38

receipts of grain and flour.Rolled oats, 90 lb. bag. -..............
Corn Meal, Golden, per bag .. ..

Feed
Brgn......................................... .................
Shorts .. .. ....................... ...... .. ■

6.00 
7.25

6.50 
6.40 

per ton. 
35.40 

. 40.40
75.00

...V 0.43 
......... 0.40.

Selected stock .. ...
No. 1 stock.........
No. 2 stock ... ...

The receipts of grain and flour In Montreal for 
the week ending April 27th were:
Wheat, bushels .„ ..
Oats, bushels .. ..
Barleys, bushels .« ». .. ».
Corn, bushels .. •. ». ». »• *■ »• •» .. ••
Flour, sacks ....
Meal...............
Hay, bales ..
Straw, bales .. ..
Flax ............................

0.37
.. 104,309

96,925 
34,466 
2,000 

». 23,195

POTATOES.
An easier feeling has prevailed in the potato market Moullie, pure grain grades .. 

due to the fact that supplies coming forward have 
been larger prices remained unchanged, however. The 
demand from outside buyers for car lots has been 
fairly good and a fair amount of business was done 
with sales of car lots of Green Mountains at $1.40 to 
$1.45 per bag of 90 lbs. in bulk, reds at $1.40 to $1.45 
including bags, and McIntyres at $1-30 to $1.35, while 
in a wholesale jobbing way Green Mountains sold 
at $1.70, reds at $1.60, and McIntyres at $1.50 per 
bag of 90 lbs. ex-store. - z

*• •» 99 »•»* *• %•

: M-v'S
«9. *9 •• 98 J» • 8* •• ••

LOCAL GRAIN.\

Jl I 760The tone of the local market for cash oats ruled •9 9« •• ♦* *1
24,810easy during the week, and prices closed 2c per bush

el lower than at the end of the previous week. This 
was largely due to the increased offerings and a very 

The market has been very quiet

• 9 *9 •» *» #• .♦*. »• ** »• A*

642• 9 *•* ►» 9* 9» •» 99

3,635

limited demand, 
and the volume of business small, with car lots of: GRAIN & FlOUR stocks.
No. 3 Canadian western and extra No. 1 feed quoted 
at $1. No. 1 feed at 98^, No. 2 feed at 96c, tough 

No. 2 feed at 95c, and Ontario No. 3 white at 98 %c 
per bushel, ex-store. The Winnipeg option market 
for oats ruled stronger early in the week and prices 
advanced l%c to l%c per bushel, the May future on 
Tuesday selling as high as 92c and the July 88%c, but 
later in the week a weaker feeling developed, and 
-prices declined to 90%c for May and 87-%c for July, 
from which level the July option reacted at the end 
of week and finally closed %c lower than the previous 
week. On account of the continued scarcity of all 
lines of millfeed, there has been a steady demand 
from country buyers for American corn and a fair 
amount of business was done in all grades for ship
ment from Chicago at prices ranging from $1.70 to 
$2 per bushel, ex-tract Montreal, and a sale of a round 
lots of fresh shelled No. 4 corn was sold at $1.56 per 
bushel, ex-tract Chicago for shipment. There was 
some demand for Ontario barley and sales of a few 
cars of extra No. 3 were made at $1.63 per bushel,

MAPLE PRODUCTS.
■ The following table shows the stocks of grain and 

flour in store in Montreal on the dates mentioned:
The receipts of both maple syrup and sugar have 

been more liberal duripg the week and were ample 
to meet all requirements. The demand for sugar for

.1
April 27, April 20, April 28, 

1917.L 1918.
413,191 1,103,890

export was fairly good and sales of carlots were re
ported at 18(4c to 1914c per lb. f.o.b. country points, 
while on spot a good steady trade was done in a 
wholesale jobbing way at 21c to 22<r pgr lb. 
trade in syrup was active and prices ruled steady 
■with sales of five-gallon tins at $1.80 to $2 per gallon, 

gallon tins at $2.15 and 8 (4 ~ 1 b. tins at $1.40 to 
HONEY.

1918.
551,850

9,407

; -.-ij Wheat, bushels .
Corn, bushels .. .
Peas, bushels ..
Oats, bushels ..
Barley, bushels .
Rye, bushels ». . 
Buckwheat, bushels ... 
Flour, sacks /.................

V ir■j- 49,427 630,594
............ 1,033

613,726 1,674,492
76,264 208,669
...........  45,654
19,876 1,349
41,846 22,075

H»'
A The%

\
' A1

► .. 963,448
.. 150,874

0.47 one 
$1.50.

The trade in honey was very quiet all week, but 
as supplies on spot were not large the tone of the 
market ruled steady and prices showed no change. 
In a wholesale jobbing way No. 1 white clover comb 
honey has sold at 20c to 21c per section, No. 2 white 
in comb at 19c, No. 1 brown in comb at 18c, No. 2 
brown in comb at 16c to 17c, and white extracted in

0.45(4
0.40

18,302
40,415.-4i

j
s0.34

RECEIPTS OF BUTTER AND CHEESE.0.31(4 I
zm The following table shows the receipts of butter 

and cheese in Montreal for the week ending April 
27th, 1918, with comparisons:

0.26(4
0.26(4

m0.27 30-lb. pails at 18c to 19c per lb.
POULTRY.

The supplies of live birds coming forward are very 
small while the demand is good. Prices remain un
changed.

We quote wholesale prices as follows:
Turkeys, per lb. ,.
Milk fed chickens 
Roasting chickens
Old fowls................
Ducks, per lb. .. .
Geese, per lb. .. .

Butter, Cheese, 
pkgs. boxes.

0.28
.m

I

ex - track here.
Fluctuations in grain on Saturday at Winnipeg 

were:—
Gate:

No. 2 C. W........................
Do., No. 3 C. W.
Do,, Extra No. 1 feed 
Do., No. 1 Feed .. .
Do., No. 2 feed .. ..
Barley:

No. 3 C. W.....................
NO. 4 C. W........................

Flax:
No. 1 N. C. W... .. .
N. 2 C. W. .......................
No. 3 C. W........................

782822Receipts April 27, 1918......................
Receipts, April 20, 1918................... -,
Receipts, April 28, 1917..................
Week ending April 27, 1918 -----
Week ending April 20, 1918 ....
Week ending April 28, 1917 ...........
Total receipts May 1, 1917, to April

27, 1918
Total receipts, May 1, 1916, to April

28, 1917 ..

April 
crease 
week 

îk last 
1917, 
com- 

ÏO. A 
eetlng 
ted at 
at 21 
same 
26%c 

3 was 
iould’s 
>ut on 
lb. to 

:k has 
J1 lots 
to 23c

127767
per bushel 
.. 0.88(4
.. 0.85(4

. 0.85(4
.. 0.82(4 
.. 0781(4

9181.117
6,576
2,878
5,004

:si [ 3,203
1,932

10,181

0.40
0.40
0.37
0.36
0.32
0.30

0.38
0.39I

/ 0.30
. .. 381,991 1,846,145

1.50 », ». 631,244 2,282,235
.40s LOCAL FLOUR.

RECEIPTS OF GRAIN IN WINNIPEG.■ m The decline in the price of Government standard 3.87(4
3.84%
3.62%

spring wheat flour of 15c per barrel, led to an in
creased demand from local and country buyers, and 
an active business was done with sales of car lots of 
Government standard grade for shipment to country

The receipts of grain in Winnipeg for the 'weeb 
ending April 18th, and the week preceding, were:

Same
Wk. end. Wk. end. date 
April 18. April 25. last yr.

SUGAR.points at $10.95 per barrel, in bags, f.o.b. ears, Motit-
The

-cV.
real, and to city bakers at $11.05 delivered, 
market for rye flour showed continued strength, and.77 4

-, v!
13The No. 1 Hard.............

No. 1 Northern .. 
No. 2 Northern .. 
No. 3 Northern ,. 
No 4 Wheat ..

Sugar prices remained unchanged last week. 
Atlantic Sugar Refineries have made a change in 
their differentials, making these the same as those 
of the St. Lawrence and Acadia. Thus, gunnies con-

458547prices scored a further advance of 50c per barrel.
Sales were made of broken lot sat $17 pqr barrel in 

: il I bags delivered to the trade.
« j There was a decided demand for rice flour, but as taining 5-20's are 40c. over bulk; 10-10’s are 50c. over

■ ,£ j| [ supplies are very limited, and prices high; the trade bulk-, and in cartons -of eO-Fs the advance is «ta. No. 5 Wheat .. .»
| | was not very active. Sales of broken lots have been and for SO-t'e this is 70c.

made at $9 per ldO lbs., put up in "220 sacks, delivered
r j I to the irâde. A demand for barley, tapioca arid sage Atlantic Sugar Company, extra granulated

_ : ' rç [ flour has been strong, but as it is difficult to secure

* - any of these no business was done. An active .trade Acadia Sugar Refinery, extra granulated.. .
was done for export in Spring wheat flour and fur- St. Lawrence Sugar Refinery .. ........................ 8.80

purchases were made last week by the Flour Canada Sugar Refinery .. .. .. .. .. .. .. '8.40
Department of the Wheat Export Co., Ltd., amount- Dominion Sugar Co., Ltd., crystal granulated 8.80
ing to 200,000 barrels at $10.65 per barrel in bags, Special icing, barrels ..
Lob. vessel, Montreal, which figure shows a de- Icing (25-lb. boxes) .. ..

304mmis- 
f 1918 
earner 
id 22c

323
253 234 »...

98 126
93 114

8146No. 6 Wheat
>rices :
0.23
0.22(4

239Feed Wheat ,. .. 
- Rejected .. .. 

,8.90 . No Grade .. , 
Winter .. ..

< 100 lbs.
4131** »♦ ««

*■ •»58 32sugars, 100 lbs. .
0.22 0
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Dr the 
k last 
o date

1,417 2,331
999

1,481Totals .. 
Oats .. .. 
Barley .. .. 
Flax .. ..

ther
702959
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155 116
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WESTERN CROP REPORT.WORLD’S WHEAT SUPPLIES.Cheese Prices Fixed /

Calgary, April 24. 1 

Crop reports being received from all parts of the 
province indicate that conditions ^ere never better, 

and it is estimated that the average increase in acre-

Chicago, April 24. 
World’s available supply of wheat increased 73,- 

574,000 bushels in March, compared with a decrease 
of 7,781,000 bushels in February, and a decrease of

| Cheese Price at 23c., 1918 ; 21%., 1917, An
nounced by Dairy Produce Com

mission.
pp

’,xS
4®

19,062,000 bushels in March last year. The large in age seeded will be in the neighborhood of 20 per 
crease this season was mainly in Australia. Detail- cent." Cool nights have retarded germination some- 
ed stocks as compiled by the Daily Trade Bulletin, 
follow:

The Dairy Produce Commission, which is consti
tuted of members representing the British Minis
try of Food, the Dominion Department of Agricul
ture, the Canada Food Board, the Producers and the 
Trade, held a session at Montreal yesterday. Those 

present were:
Mr. Arthur J. Mills, representing the British Min

istry of Food.
Mr. J. A. Ruddick, representing the Dominion De

partment of Agriculture.
Dr. Jas. W. Robertson, representing the Canada 

Food Board.
Messrs. Jas. Donaldson, A. Gerin and James Alex

ander, representing the Producers and the Trade.
Mr. Mills stated that the British Ministry of Food 

had authorized the Dairy Produce Commission to act 
for them in connection with the exportable surplus 
of Canadian cheese, condensed milk and butter of the 
make of the season of 1918.

The price authorized for cheese is 23c. per lb. for 
No. 1 grade, t-o.b. steamer at Montreal ; 22%c per 
lb for No 2 grade; and 22c for No 3 grade

After fully considering the whole situation, the 
Commission unanimously approved of the proposal.

A committee was appointed to work out the ques
tion of a relative price for condensed milk. The ob
ject in view is to secure such a parity of prices that 
no unfair competition will arise between the manu
facturers of condensed milk and the manufacturers 
of cheese to secure the patronage of dairy farmers. 
It is expected that the price of condensed milk will 
be determined and announced in the near future.

The price for butter will be arranged as soon as 
there is a surplus available for export. It also will 
be on a basis of parity with the prices for cheese and 

condensed milk.
The chief advantages to the cheese industry of 

Canada from this arrangement are, the assurance of 
a regular market at a fair and reasonable price for 
the whole output, regular shipments even under the

what, but in many parts of the south wheat is above 
the ground. There Etre a few complaints of lack of 
moisture and drying winds blowing off top soil, butApril 1, ’18. April 1, ’17. 

.. . ,x60,000,000 

.. . .x30,000,000 
.. .. 9,990,000

............. 175,000,000
.. .. 21,746,000 
.. . . 42,939,000

Eur. afloat...................
Do., store .. .. .,

Argentine................. ..
Australia........................
United States .. .. 
Canada .. .. .. ..

46,000,000
20,000.000
7,955,000

32,000,000
80,280,000
82,796,000

this happens every year in South Alberta.

GRAIN AND FLOUR EXPORTS.
;

Exports of breadstuffs, from all Atlantic ports last 
week (including New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, 
Newport News and Portland, and the preceding week 
were as follows: —

1 m>1Total 269,031,000321,675,000

x—United Kingdom only.
Total stocks on April 1 for a series of years com

pares as follows:
1918
1917 .................. 209,231,000
1916 .................. 356,797.000

203,805,000 
243,976,000

1913 .................. 264,992,000
254,157,000 
226,883,000

Previous 
week. 
197,357 
33,435 

1,434,389 
4,722,399 
2,355,545 

2,504 
241,565

And from July 1, 1917, to April 20, 1918, and for 
the corresponding period of 1916-17:

1917-1918.
49,705,068 

5,512,461

Last 
week. 

28,284 
157,939 
519,656 

. .. 1,683,453

. .. 123,849
. .. 43,806
____ 42,906

6 sa

Flour, barrels .. .
Wheat, bushels .. 
Corn, bushels .. .. 
Oats, bushels .. .. 
Barley, bushels .. 
Peas, bushels .. .. 
Rye, bushels .. ..

■i821,675,000 1910 
1909 .. 
1908 
1907 . . 
1906 
1905 ..

. . . 212,038,000 

. .. 170,585,000

. . . 189,089,000

. . . 107,620,000
. ., 197.015,000 
. .. 172,938,000 
. .. 157,453,000
. . . 155,562,000

J
2m

1915
1914

' J
19041912

1911 1903 1

1916-1917. 
206 908,603 

10,792,637

mpresent extreme shortage of tonnage and the financing Wheat, bushels 
of a trade of about 40 millions of dollars.

The only alternative method of disposing of the 
cheese of Canada would be to leave it open for the 
British Ministry of Food to purchase such quanti
ties as they would require from time to time, and Oats, bushels 
that without any assurance that they would purchase 
the whole quantity available for export.

At the present time, the Allied buyers are being 
offered United States cheese of this season’s make 
at 22c. f.o.b., New York.

Now that prices have been arranged, it is hoped 
that financial arrangements will shortly be complet
ed to enable the Commission to accept delivery of 
new season’s cheese.

%Flour, barrels .. ..
3

Total as wheat bushels .. 
Corn, bushels...............................

73,161,142 
13,244,759 
72,905,785

The destinations of above exports were as fol
lows:

255,475,469
43,382.237
85,066,967

■

'Wheat, Corn, Flour, 
bush. bush. bbls.

■‘M

mTo—
U. Kingdom 
Continent ..

E
140,612 440,731 28,284
17,327 78,925 ...........

• an

157,939 519,656 28,284Total yea*
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